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ABSTRACT 

Background: Neonatal infections are a major cause of childhood morbidity and 

mortality world-wide. Our limited understanding of how the neonatal immune system 

functions is one of the major roadblocks to the prevention and treatment of these 

infections. Pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) detect common microbial antigens and 

are critical in the early innate immune response. Mucosal exposure to bacterial antigen 

may shape the ontogeny of infant immunity. 

Methods: Longitudinal cohort study of healthy Gambian infants assessed at 6 time-

points over the first year of life. Microbiological culture techniques were performed to 

detect bacteria colonising the nasopharynx. Secreted cytokine and antimicrobial protein 

(AMP) levels were measured in supernatants from in vitro whole blood assays testing 

responses to PRR agonists. Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction was used 

to measure PRR agonist induced transcriptional responses in whole blood.  

Results: 54 eligible infants were recruited at birth and 46 were followed-up until 12-

months old. Bacterial colonisation of the nasopharyngeal mucosa occurred early in life. 

Infant age and bacterial colonisation status were signficantly associated with the 

magnitude of specific PRR agonist induced intracellular immune pathway gene 

transcription and extracellular innate immune protein secretion. Co-stimulation of 

infant blood with NLR and TLR agonists induced synergistic effects on innate immune 

responses. 

Conclusions: Innate immune responses in Gambian infants are age-dependent and are 

associated with specific nasopharyngeal bacterial colonisation particularly during the 

neonatal period. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION  

1.1. Causes of infant mortality  

Recent data from the World Health Organization reports that 2.7 million child deaths 

occur in the neonatal period (first 28 days of life)(1)worldwide every year. However, 

the actual number of neonatal deaths is likely to be much higher due to birth and death 

registration practices, where a huge proportion of infants (children aged <12 months 

old) are born and die without any formal documentation. In fact, globally in 2012, only 

half of infants had their birth registered within the first year of life, and the countries 

with the highest infant mortality usually have the lowest birth registration data. The 

likely underestimation of infant deaths means that reducing infant mortality should be 

a major priority around the world(2).   

Although progress has been made on improving child survival with the Millennium 

Development Goals (MDGs), infant deaths disproportionately remain a major burden 

worldwide. Young infants (up to 3 months old) have been recognized as a highly 

vulnerable group, but few interventions have successfully improved survival at this 

time of life(2). The United Nations (UN) has identified reduction in neonatal mortality 

as a priority within the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Goal 3 is to ensure 

healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages by 2030(3). Within this goal, all 

countries should aim to reduce neonatal deaths to fewer than 12 per 1,000 live births. 

Additionally, the Every Newborn Action Plan (a multi-partner movement that aims to 

end preventable newborn deaths and stillbirths) has set a target of reducing neonatal 

mortality to less than 10 deaths per 1,000 live births by 2035(4). 
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The global causes of child deaths in 2013 are shown in Figure 1, when 51.8% of 

children under 5 (3.257 million) died from infections and 44% (2·761 million) died in 

the neonatal period(1). Susceptibility to invasive and often overwhelming infection in 

the neonatal period is a major worldwide health problem, with an estimated 0.6 million 

deaths from sepsis, diarrhoea, pneumonia and tetanus in neonates in 2013(2).  It is well 

known that newborn infants are at increased risk of infection by microbes including 

fungi(5), Gram-negative bacteria such as Escherichia coli (E. coli) and Klebsiella 

pneumoniae (K. pneumoniae), and Gram-positive bacteria such as Staphylococcus 

aureus (S. aureus), Streptococcus pneumoniae (S. pneumoniae) and Group B 

Streptococcus (GBS)(6). In the developed world sepsis remains a major cause of 

morbidity and mortality particularly for preterm infants(7). Why some infants are able 

to adequately protect themselves against infection while others are not is a question that 

remains unanswered, and the functional status of the infant immune system is not 

Figure'1.'Global'causes'of'child'deaths'2013.'Source:!Liu!et!al.!2015(1) 
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clearly defined. This thesis seeks to progress our knowledge of the ontogeny of early 

life innate immunity in healthy infants in an environment with high microbial 

burden(8). Understanding the differences between the immune system of neonates, 

compared to older infants (> 1 month and < 12 months of age) and adults can provide 

insight into what makes neonates vulnerable to high morbidity and mortality from 

infection(9).  

1.2. Ontogeny of innate immunity in infancy 

During the antenatal period the developing foetus is well protected from infection by a 

number of mechanisms; predominantly the placental barrier, the amniotic sac and the 

amniotic fluid. However, some foetuses develop vertically transmitted infections 

through transplacental exposure to pathogens including toxoplasmosis, coxsackievirus, 

varicella zoster, syphilis, rubella, cytomegalovirus (CMV), herpes simplex and 

HIV(10). At delivery, the newborn infant emerges from the relatively sterile maternal 

intrauterine environment and is rapidly exposed to a broad array of microbes(11). The 

rapid environmental change from antenatal immune seclusion to postnatal immune 

challenge requires an immune adaption which may contribute to the propensity of 

neonates to succumb to overwhelming infection(1). Unique features of newborn innate 

and adaptive immunity, reflecting the constraints and needs of the perinatal transition, 

may contribute to this susceptibility. During early life, the immune system of the 

newborn and young infant undergoes remarkable functional change(9).  

Historically, the newborn immune system was thought to be an immature version of 

the adult. However, contemporary evidence suggests that neonatal immune responses 

are not simply “immature” but wholly unique, reflecting the distinct immunological 

needs of foetal versus newborn life(12). Distinct features of newborn immunity may 
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help prevent overwhelming, and potentially tissue-damaging pro-inflammatory 

responses and/or potential cross-reactive auto-immune responses to newly encountered 

microbes. Distinct aspects include T helper type-2 (Th-2) polarised responses of 

monocyte and dendritic cells (DCs) via pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), T-cell 

hypo-responsiveness to many stimuli(13-16) and a limited assortment of infant B-cells 

capable of producing high affinity antibodies(8). Additionally, during the 

immunological transitional period, “bridging” mechanisms help provide immune 

protection for the newborn. This includes “passive immunity” through transfer of 

maternal antibodies to the infant either transplacentally or through breastfeeding(17,18). 

Breast-milk also contains an array of other immune active molecules including 

cytokines, immune receptors and antimicrobial peptides and proteins (APPs). 

In the absence of experienced adaptive immunity, infants may particularly depend upon 

innate immune mechanisms to prevent and/or clear infections. Innate immunity is 

defined as the initial response to pathogen and it can be divided into the immediate (0-

4 hours) and the early induced innate response (4-96 hours). Adaptive responses by B- 

and T-cells are a late response to infective agents, and peak at >96 hours post-

exposure(19). The roles of the innate and adaptive arms of the immune system are 

summarised in figure 2. The early induced response involves the recruitment of effector 

cells and the recognition of pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) through 

PRRs such as toll-like receptors (TLRs) and (NOD)- like receptors (NLRs). Primary 

immune deficiencies, such as MYD88 and IRAK4 defects in the TLR pathways, present 

in early life, and survival past the neonatal phase is associated with much lower risk of 

infection(20). 
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Figure'2.'Summary'of'the'innate'and'adaptive'immune'response.$Adapted!from!Janeway!1999!(19)!

1.3. Pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) 

In 1996, Jules Hoffman identified the important role toll genes play in immunity by 

discovering that mutations in toll genes in the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster caused 

hyper-susceptibility to fungal infection, resulting in the publication of an iconic front 

cover of the journal “Cell” (figure 3). The image depicts a scanning electron micrograph 

of an adult Drosophila infected by A. fumigatus, dramatically covered with germinating 

hyphae(21). 

Subsequently, Charles Janeway and Ruslov Medzhitov(22) posed the question: “During 

the initial delay period, how are T and B cells alerted that an intruder has entered the 

body?”. They showed that their “human Toll” receptor (later renamed TLR-4), when 

constitutively active, induced expression of genes for IL-1, IL-6 and IL-8 and co-

stimulatory molecule B7.1, which was required for the activation of naive T cells. They 

discovered that the TLRs act as an important link between innate and adaptive 

immunity (figure 4). We now know that a range of TLRs exist which co-ordinate 

cellular secretion of cytokines, chemokines and APPs in response to detection of 

microbial invasion. 
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Figure'3.!The'importance'of'TLRs'in'immune'defense:' !The!immunological!
role! of! TLRs!was! first! identified!when!Drosophila$with! defects! in! their! TLRs!
succumbed!to!fungal!infection!by!A.fumigatus!(200x!magnification!SEM).!Source:!
Lemaitre!et!al.199(21).!

Since the discovery of TLRs in 1997, several classes of pattern recognition receptors 

(PRRs) have been described. PRRs, mainly found in cells of the innate immune system, 

identify distinct microbial components known as PAMPs. Data are scarce on the basal 

expression and function of many PRRs in infancy: toll-like receptors (TLRs), 

nucleotide oligomerization domain (NOD)-like receptors (NLRs), retinoic acid 

inducible gene-like receptors (RLRs) and C-type lectin receptors (CLRs). However, 

small-scale studies have indicated that preterm infants have lower expression levels of 

TLRs in peripheral blood compared to infants born at fullterm(23). 
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!
Figure'4.'PRRs'act'to'bridge'together'innate'and'adaptive'immunity 

There are currently 11 TLRs known in humans which detect a range of bacterial 

components (table 1) although the ligands for TLR-8 and TLR-10 remain unknown(24), 

and TLR-11 is not functional. TLRs are expressed on a wide range of immune cells of 

both the innate and adaptive immune system, including neutrophils, macrophages, 

DC’s, T lymphocytes and B lymphocytes, mast cells and natural killer (NK) cells. Non-

immune cells such as epithelial cells and fibroblasts have also been shown to express 

TLRs. It is believed that TRIF and MyD88 jointly transduce all TLR signalling, in 

combination with other adaptor molecules as described later in this chapter(25). The 

following section describes what is currently known about the PRRs that were the focus 

of this study: TLR-2, TLR-4, NOD-1, NOD-2. The NLRP3 receptor is an intracellular 

PRRs whose role is described in detail in section 1.4. where it is considered within the 

context of its main function: within the inflammasome complex. 
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& Receptor&ligand&
Toll$like&
receptor& Natural& Synthetic&

TLR1& Lipopeptides!and!other!components!
of!Gram3positive!bacterial!cells!

Pam3CSK4!(Pam3CysSerLys4):!tripalmitolyated!
lipopeptide!that!mimics!the!acylated!amino!terminus!
of!bacterial!lipoproteins!

TLR$2&
Bacterial!cell!wall!components!
lipoteichoic!acid!(LTA)!and!
peptidoglycan!(PGN).!

(1) Pam3CSK4!(as!above)!
(2) Diacylated!lipoprotein.!FSL31!

(Pam2CGDPKHPKSF)!a!synthetic!lipopeptide!
derived!from!Mycoplasma*salivarium!

TLR$3& Double3stranded!RNA!(dsRNA)!�!
Poly!I:C!(Polyinosinic3polycytidylic!acid)!an!analogue!
of!dsRNA!

TLR$4& Lipopolysaccharide!(LPS)! MPLA!(monophosphoryl!lipid!A)!!

TLR$5& Flagellin! Purified*flagellin*only*

TLR$6& Lipopeptides!and!other!components!
of!Gram3positive!bacterial!cells!

Synthetic!diacylated!lipoprotein.!FSL31!
(Pam2CGDPKHPKSF)!–!(see!TLR32!above)!

TLR$7& Single3stranded!RNA!

(1) R848!(Resiquimod)!is!an!imidazoquinoline!
compound!

(2) Imiquimod!is!a!caspase!3!activator!
(3) Loxoribine!is!a!guanosine!analog!derivatized!at!

position!N7!and!C8!

TLR$8& Unknown* R848!(see!TLR37!above)!

TLR$9& Unmethylated!DNA!and!CpG3
oligodeoxynucleotides!(CpG3!DNA)!

Synthetic!oligonucleotides!containing!CpG!motifs!
(CpG!ODNs)!–!4!classes!commercially!available!

TLR$10& Unknown*
Not*commercially*available*

TLR$11& Profilin!(apicomplexan!actin3binding!
protein)!

Table'1.'TollFlike'receptors'and'their'ligands:!Human!tollElike!receptors!(TLRs)!and!their!receptive!
naturally!occurring,!and!synthetic!ligands 

1.3.1. Toll-like receptor-2 

TLR-2 is a cell membrane surface receptor that mediates innate immune responses to 

bacteria, fungi, mycobacteria and measles virus. TLR-2 is expressed most abundantly 

on circulating peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs), and recognizes 

lipopeptides on Gram-positive bacteria. TLR-2 specifically recognizes the bacterial cell 

wall components lipoteichoic acid (LTA) and peptidoglycan (PGN). In mycobacteria, 

TLR-2 recognizes lipoarabinomannan, in fungi it recognizes zymosan, and in the 

measles virus it detects the haemagglutinin protein(26). 
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1.3.2. Toll-like receptor-4 

TLR-4 is also situated on the cell surface, and recognizes components of the outer 

membrane that surrounds the cell wall of Gram-negative bacteria, such as 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) or endotoxin. Although there is a paucity of research in the 

area, evidence strongly suggests that infants, and particularly very low birth weight 

(VLBW <1.5 kg) preterm infants have reduced TLR-4 expression levels compared to 

mature adults. This finding is exemplified by an Austrian study which identified 

reduced TLR-4 expression on CD14 positive monocytes using an immunofluorescence 

staining methodology, and corroborated using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to 

assess  TLR-4 gene expression(23). In contrast to TLR-4 expression, TLR-2 levels have 

not been shown to differ between age groups, and indeed NLR expression has not been 

well studied in the infant age group. 

1.3.3. NOD-like receptors 

NLRs are critical to the host response to a wide range of microbes including 

predominantly Gram-negative bacteria such as P. aeruginosa(27), M. catarrhalis(28) 

but also Gram-positive bacteria including S. pneumoniae(29,30), and mycobacteria e.g. 

M. tuberculosis(31,32). The structure of NLRs consist of an N-terminal effector 

domain, a central oligomerization domain and a C-terminal of leucine-rich repeats(33). 

NLRs are classified according to their N-terminal domain: caspase-recruitment domain 

(CARD), nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain (NOD) including both NOD-1 

and NOD-2, the pyrin domain (PYD) for NALP, and the baculovirus-inhibitor-of-

apoptosis repeats (BIR) for NAIP(34). NOD-1 and NOD-2 are sensors of fragments of 

PGN, namely muramyl dipeptide (MDP) for NOD-2(35) and c-D-Glu-meso-DAP (iE-

DAP) for NOD-1(36). Both NOD-1 and NOD-2 are cytosolic PRRs, which influence 
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innate immune signalling to produce cytokines, chemokines and APPs(37). It remains 

unclear exactly how PGN fragments enter the cell and trigger NOD-1 and NOD-2 

signalling, but current evidence suggests it may be a combination of endosomal 

transport and active transport by peptide transporters(38). NLRPs are a subgroup of 

NLRs (also known as NALPs) constituted by proteins such as NLRP1, NLRP3, 

NLRP4, NLRP6, NLRP7, and NLRP12 that are involved in the formation of cytosolic 

multiprotein complexes termed inflammasomes and are described in section 1.4.(39-

41).  

1.4. Intracellular signalling pathways downstream of specific PRRs  

After ligation of the PRR, a signalling cascade is triggered which subsequently results 

in the activation of cell effector functions including cytokine/chemokine release and 

APP release. The pathways activated differ according to the receptor activated, whether 

a combination of receptors have been ligated, and on a multitude of other cellular and 

extracellular factors; such as the local presence of cytokines or danger signals such as 

ATP (adenosine triphosphate). TLR signalling pathways are detailed in figure 5 whilst 

NLR signalling pathways are detailed in figure 6. There are also a number of 

intracellular signalling molecules which can negatively regulate PRR responses(42), 

many of which play a role in innate immune activation and regulation in health and 

cancer(25). These regulatory molecules are not only of interest in cancer biology, but 

also in the relatively immunocompromised infant group, where PRR responses are 

attenuated compared to later in life. A recent UK study utilizing RNA microarray 

methodology, comprehensively described the intracellular signalling pathways in 

whole blood mediated by TLR-2 and TLR-4. Stimulation of these receptors agonism 
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switched on MyD88-TIRAP adaptor molecules, and in addition TLR-4 activated the 

TRIF-TRAM adaptor molecules(43). 
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!
Figure'5.'Toll-like'receptor'signalling'pathway.'Source:!http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html 
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1.4.1. TLR signalling 

MyD88 (myeloid differentiation primary-response gene 88) is one of the few molecules 

within PRR signalling pathways that has been studied in human infants. MyD88 mRNA 

expression levels have been demonstrated to be lower in preterm infants (23) compared 

to infants born at term, as well as in neutrophils of full-term infants(44) compared to 

adults. It has been hypothesized that MyD88-dependent factors are responsible for 

decreased TNF-α secretion in monocytes from newborns(45). Downstream of MyD88, 

TLR-4 and TLR-2 ligation results in activation of the key proinflammatory 

transcription factor NFkB, along with ERK, p38 kinase(46). Additionally signalling via 

MyD88-dependent TLR pathways triggers mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase 

cascades that lead to activation of activator protein 1 (AP-1)(24).  

Activation of p38 and ERK1/2 may be impaired in newborns after stimulation with 

TLR-specific ligands(47). Sadhegi et al. studied neutrophils from human cord blood 

and identified attenuated p38 phosphorylation following stimulation with LPS, which 

they hypothesised as a contributory cause for neonatal hypersusceptibility to 

infection(23). However, a similar study in Canadian infants found no significant 

difference in either p38 or ERK1/2 phosphorylation in newborn compared to adult 

monocytes(44). 

Alternative TLR signalling pathway induction occurs via the TRIF-TRAM adaptors 

which leads to activation of the interferon regulatory transcription factors (IRF) 

including IRF3(48). TRIF is the Toll/interleukin-1 (IL-1) receptor (TIR) domain 

containing adaptor protein inducing IFN-β(49) (also known as TICAM1) and TRAM 

is the TRIF-related adaptor molecule(47).  Limited research has explored the role of 
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TRIF dependent immune responses in sepsis, but a recent study in neonatal mice 

identified that a TRIF-dependent innate immune response is required for protection 

from Gram-negative sepsis. Interestingly TRIF appeared to be essential for sepsis 

survival, whereas MyD88 was not(49). 

TREM1 (triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 1) is expressed on neutrophils 

and monocytes and is known to amplify TLR-mediated signalling(50). The exact 

mechanisms by which TREM1 interacts with TLR signalling remain unknown, 

however, evidence suggests that activation of NFkB is an essential step in promoting 

expression of TREM1(50). Indeed, TREM1 has been explored as a potential biomarker 

for sepsis in preterm and term infants in intensive care, due to its consistent increase in 

the bloodstream during infection(51). Interestingly TREM2 appears to have an 

opposing effect to TREM1, inhibiting TLR-induced cytokine production(47,52). Other 

molecules have also been hypothesized to have an attenuating effect on TLR signalling 

including: SIGIRR (single Ig IL-1R-related molecule)(53), TRAIL-R(54), triad3A 

(Triad domain-containing protein 3)(55), SOCS1 (Suppressor of cytokine signaling 1) 

(25), Toll-interacting protein (TOLLIP)(56) and ST2 (interleukin 1 receptor-like 1 

receptor (IL1RL1)(57). 

SIGIRR is a membrane protein highly expressed in immature DCs and epithelial 

cells(25), which inhibits IL-1 and LPS signalling pathways through differential 

mechanisms(53). Triad3A promotes TLR-4 degradation which results in attenuated 

cytokine responses toTLR-4 agonists (55). SOCS1 belongs to the suppressor of 

cytokine signalling (SOCS) family and inhibits TLR-induced NF-kB signalling by 

targeting IRAK1(25). TOLLIP also targets IRAK1 to block TLR-2 and TLR-4 

signalling by inhibiting IRAK1 autophosphorylation as demonstrated by Zhang et al in 
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mouse macrophages and human epithelial cell lines(56). ST2 is a type I transmembrane 

protein that inhibits TLR-4-mediated activation and attenuates MyD88 functions(57).  

1.4.2. NLR signalling 

NLR signalling pathways are less clearly defined than the TLR pathways. However, 

both NOD-1 and NOD-2 signal in either a NFkB dependent or independent manner 

through RICK (member of the receptor-interacting (RIP) family of serine/threonine 

protein kinases) (see figure 6). The NOD-2 agonist MDP initially undergoes 

translocation into the cytoplasm (by an enigmatic mechanism) leading to the direct or 

indirect activation of NOD-2, which results in NOD-2–RIPK2 complex formation. The 

resulting RIPK2 activation leads to NF-kB activation and proIL-1β synthesis. The 

NFkB independent pathway signals via MAPK (ERK JNK p38) with resultant 

cytokine, chemokine and APP synthesis and secretion(58). Very little is known about 

NLR signalling in infancy and this needs to be thoroughly mapped and understood, 

particularly because manipulation of NLR and TLR signalling has recognised future 

potential for the treatment of sepsis (59).  

Evidence supports the premise that NOD agonists synergise with TLR-4 agonists to 

influence innate immune cytokine responses. The mechanisms by which this synergy 

exists continue to be elucidated. NOD-1 as well as NOD-2 agonists act cooperatively 

with TLR-4 agonists to stimulate the release of cytokines. This has been shown in 

human dendritic cells(60) and in myeloid cells(61). Additionally dendritic cells produce 

IL-12 and T heper type-1 (Th-1) cells following stimulation with TLR and NOD 

agonists in combination(60), whilst in myeloid cells NOD and TLR agonists induce DC 

maturation, demonstrating that NOD agonists act cooperatively with molecules sensed 

by TLR-4 to instruct the onset of adaptive immune responses(40). Molecules implicated 
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in the intracellular signalling pathways following co-stimulation of NLRs and TLRs 

include TRIF(62), IL-1R–associated kinase-1 (IRAK-1)(63), and RIPK2 as well as 

“inflammasome” activation and assembly. IRAK-1 is a critical mediator of a 

transcription-independent, inflammasome-dependent early warning response to 

pathogenic infection critical for rapid activation of NLRP3 through the MYD88 

pathway(63). 
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Figure'6.'NOD-like'receptor'signalling'pathway.'Source:!http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html 
!
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1.4.3. Inflammasome signalling 

A recent review article provides a useful summary of NLRs and their role in 

inflammasome complexes(64). These complexes consist of one or two NLR proteins, 

the adapter molecule apoptosis associated speck-like containing a CARD domain 

(ASC) and pro-caspase-1(65). NLPR3 (NACHT, LRR and PYD domains-containing 

protein 3) is also known as NALP3 or Cryopyrin, and is known to be activated by 

L.monocytogenes and S.aureus(66). Both organisms are known to cause severe 

infectious morbidity and mortality in the neonatal period(67,68). Study of the role of 

NLRP3 in protection from L.monocytogenes and S.aureus infection is restricted to 

macrophage cell lines and murine cells at present, therefore further work is required to 

confirm these findings in human immune cells. 

Activation of NLRP3 results in the formation of a cytosolic inflammasome complex 

(NALP3, cardinal, ASC and caspase-1). Caspase-1 activation then induces cleavage 

and maturation of IL-1β(69). Inflammasomes mediate the maturation of the pro-

inflammatory cytokines interleukin-1β (IL-1β) (69), IL-18, and possibly IL-33(40). 

Several molecular mechanisms have been suggested for NLRP3 activation to induce 

caspase-1 activation and IL-1β maturation, however the NLRP3 inflammasome is now 

thought be regulated at both the transcriptional and post-translational levels(70) 

(71,72). A recent study in human monocytes confirmed that LPS co-stimulation with 

catecholamine significantly induced the expression levels of IL-1β and NLRP3(73). 

The NLRP3 inflammasome is activated by upregulating the expression of NLRP3 and 

initiating assembly of a multi-protein complex consisting of NLRP3, the adaptor 

protein ASC, and pro-caspase-1. The first signal in inflammasome activation involves 

the priming signal, induced by the toll-like receptor (TLR)/nuclear factor NFκB 
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pathway. A second signal is then required from another PAMP or DAMP (danger 

associated molecular pattern) to activate the functional NLRP3 

inflammasome(70)(figure 7). Controversy exists over whether a second signal is 

needed following LPS stimulation for the production of IL-1β via the NLRP3 

inflammasome. It appears that different mechanisms exist in different cell types, for 

example, monocytes produce mature IL-1β in response to TLR-4 agonists alone, 

whereas macrophages require a second signal from ATP(74). 
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Figure'7.'Inflammasome'signalling'pathways:'Both!signal!1!and!signal!2!are!required!for!NLRP3!inflammasome!
activation.!Source:!Jo!et!al.!2016(70).!!
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1.5. PRR mediated cytokine responses  

Stimulation of PRRs with specific PRR agonists (both naturally occurring and synthetic 

as shown in table 1) activates intracellular signalling cascades as described above, 

which induce the expression of genes encoding directly immunologically active 

proteins including cytokines, chemokines and APPs which are then released from the 

cell. Cytokines are small multifunctional peptides, proteins and glycoproteins secreted 

from a wide variety of immune cells within both the innate and adaptive arms of the 

immune system(75,76)(table 2). Cytokines and chemokines are commonly classified 

predominantly by functional class(76). Most cytokines are poly-functional, and 

therefore attempts at classification in this way is an oversimplification. However, the 

following functional classes have been described(77): 

1. Involved in natural immune responses e.g. TNF-α and type I interferons 

2. a. Lymphocyte regulatory/growth promoting e.g. IFN-γ, IL-2, IL-4 and  IL-6  

b. Lymphocyte regulatory/immunosuppressive e.g. IL-10 

3. Haemopoeisis regulating e.g. GM-CSF and IL-8 

4. Pro-inflammatory e.g. TNF-α and IL-6 

5. Anti-inflammatory e.g. IL-4 and IL-10 

1.5.1. Tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) 

TNF-α is part of the tumour necrosis factor superfamily, and is predominantly produced 

by macrophages(78) but also by neutrophils, monocytes, and dendritic cells of the 

innate immune system. TNF-α can induce a wide range of intracellular signalling 

pathways including apoptosis and cell survival as well as inflammation and immunity.  
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1.5.2. Interferon gamma (IFN-γ) 

IFN-γ is a type II interferon, produced in the innate immune system predominantly by 

NK cells(79). CD4+ T-cells of the Th1 subset are the predominant IFN-γ producing 

cells in the later adaptive phase of the immune response, although CD8+ve T-cells also 

have IFN-γ producing capabilities. DCs, neutrophils, macrophages and monocytes have 

also been shown to produce IFN-γ under certain conditions(80,81) however, the 

physiological significance of this production remains to be elucidated. IFN-γ induces 

MHC class I on�all somatic cells, induces MHC class II on antigen presenting cells 

(APCs)�and somatic cells and is a potent activator of macrophages, neutrophils, NK 

cells, and promotes cell-mediated immunity. 

1.5.3. Interleukin-2 (IL-2) 

IL-2 is secreted predominantly by lymphocytes, but also by dendritic cells in response 

to microbial priming(82). IL-2 has an essential role in discriminating between foreign 

(non-self) and self, induces maturation of regulatory T-lymphocytes (T-regs), and is 

necessary for the development of T-cell immunologic memory(19).  

1.5.4. Interleukin-4 (IL-4) 

IL-4 is the classical cytokine (along with IL-13) that drives type II immunity, which is 

focused on maintaining homeostasis and repairing damaged tissues. IL-4 is also mainly 

secreted by CD4 lymphocytes, but is also produced by dendritic cells, basophils(83)and 

eosinophils(84). IL-4 secreted by Th2 lymphocytes is described as counter-regulating 

IFN-γ secreted from Th1 cells. Overzealous type II responses can induce fibrosis and 

allergic inflammatory conditions such as asthma(85). As the standard of living in the 
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developed world has improved, helminth infection prevalence has reduced, which may 

have resulted in relatively uncontrolled Th2 response to inappropriate antigen, resulting 

in allergic conditions(86). 

1.5.5. Interleukin-6 (IL-6) 

IL-6 is produced by neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages and DCs(87), as well as 

activated Th2 lymphocytes. IL-6 is an acute phase cytokine involved in the early stage 

of the inflammatory response. It also directs B-cell proliferation, thrombopoiesis, and 

inhibits T-reg differentiation and T-cell apoptosis whilst recruiting mononuclear cells.  

1.5.7. Interleukin-8 (IL-8) 

IL-8, also known as CXCL8, is produced by macrophages and monocytes, as well as 

by activated lymphocytes. IL-8 is produced by epithelial cells in the tissues, is a 

chemoattractant for neutrophils(78), and also able to activate neutrophils and γδT-cells. 

Interestingly, IL-8 has recently been identified as a neonatal T-cell specific cytokine 

according to research on UK infants(88).  

1.5.8. Interleukin-10 (IL-10) 

IL-10 is produced by macrophages, neutrophils, monocytes and NK cells.  It is the 

classical anti-inflammatory cytokine which down-regulates secretions of Th1 

cytokines, as well as enhancing B-cell survival and proliferation. IL-10 is believed to 

exert its anti-inflammatory effects partially through inhibition of the NFkB pathway. In 

infancy, previous studies, including from our group, have shown a decline in IL-10 

production from birth and in early life(89). It has been proposed that the abundance of 

anti-inflammatory cytokine dampens potentially tissue damaging pro-inflammatory 
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responses to the numerous new antigens to which an infant is exposed in the neonatal 

period(90).  

 Cytokines & chemokines of interest 

 

Immune cells 

IL-2! IL-4! IL-6! IL-8! IL-10! TNF-α! IFN-γ! GMCSF  

Lymphocyte 

 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

Neutrophil 

  !  ! !  ! 
Monocyte 

   !  ! ! ! ! 
Macrophage 

   ! ! ! ! ! ! 
Dendritic cell 

 ! !    ! ! ! 
Natural killer cell 

    !  !  
Eosinophil 

 ! ! ! !  !   
Basophil 

 
 !       

 

1.5.9. Age-dependent PRR induced cytokine responses 

There is an increasing body of literature supporting the hypothesis that the innate 

immune system develops with age(91). Previous work, by our group demonstrated that 

maturation of TLR-mediated cytokine responses broadly occurs within the 1st month of 

life. This cross-sectional study identified increasing TLR mediated TNF-α and IFN-γ 

responses over the first year of life. While conversely IL-1β, IL-6 & IL-10 responses 

Table!2.!!Cytokines!and!chemokines!of!interest!and!their!innate!immune!cells!of!origin!within!the!
bloodstream!
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were robust at birth and either decreased with increasing age or remained stable until 

12-months of age. Of the agonists examined, TLR-4, -5, -8 induced the greatest TNF-

α responses as measured in the supernatants from in vitro whole blood assays (see 

figure 7).  

 
Figure! 8.! Age=dependent! maturation! of! TLR=mediated! cytokine!
responses:!Cross-sectional!study!detecting!increasing!TNF-α!and!IFN-γ!
responses!over!the!first!year!of!life.!Here!the!results!for!TLR-5!induced!
TNF-α!responses!are!shown.!Following!overnight!whole!blood!culture,!
supernatants! were! tested! for! TNF-α! concentration! in! pg/ml! (y-axis)!
n=15!per!group!(x-axis).!Source:!Burl!et!al.!2011(89).!

TLR-8 agonists uniquely induced robust IFN-γ responses in cord blood(89). Dr Levy’s 

group have confirmed this finding in human newborn and adult leukocytes using a 

range of TLR-8 agonists including: imidazoquinolines R-848 and CL075(92,93), as 

well as with a novel benzazepine TLR-8 agonist VTX-294(94). Levy’s group has 

pursued further study of TLR-8 agonists as part of an overarching goal of identifying 

potential vaccine adjuvants for neonatal vaccinations(95). !

Maturation of TLR responses has been reported in a number of international studies 

(96-102), the results of which are summarised in table 3. A cross-sectional follow-up 

study of infants in Papua New Guinea (PNG)(96) found that levels of IFN-γ induced 

by TLR-2 stimulation increased with age, reaching their peak between 7-18 months of 

age. The study focused predominantly on TLR function, but it also assessed cytokine 

 

 
Figure 1. Burl et al. 2011(7) 
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responses of infant whole blood to NOD agonists. Few studies have described the 

expression and function of NLR receptors in young infants. The Papua New Guinean 

group showed that NLR responses appeared not to exhibit age-dependent changes, 

although cytokine responses were resolutely low (in the region of 100 pg / ml) and 

therefore may have not had sufficient power to detect small differences(96). 

.!
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Publication Study site Summary 

DeWit 2003 (98) Belgium Adult/cord blood (whole) TLR-4 (LPS) and TLR-3 (Poly IC) In cord blood: both TLR agonists showed ↓ IL-12 and ↑IL-10. Poly-
IC ↓ IFN-α 

Levy 2004 (103) USA Adult/Cord blood (monocytes). TLRs-no difference. ↓TNF-α to LPS, bacteial lipopeptides (BLPs) and imiquimod in neonates. 
Equivalent R-848 responses. Newborn cells and adult plasma ↑TNF-α.  Adults cells in neonatal plasma ↓TNF-α.  Mechanism for 
“impaired TLR responsiveness” is upstream of the TLR.  

Levy 2006 (104) USA Cord blood monocytes TNF-α production impairment in response to TLR-2/1 and TLR-2/6. IL6 synthesis greater in neonates.  
Adenosine (cAMP) selectively inhibits TNF-α production in response to TLR-2 agonists.  

Levy 2006 (93) USA TLR-2, -4, -7, -8 agonists on neonatal and adult dendritic cells. TLR-8 agonists activate co-stimulatory responses in newborns. 

Yerkovich 2007 (99) Australia In monocytes alone - upregulation of translocation of intracellular TLR-4 after LPS stimulation is short lived in infants versus 
adults.  
IL-12 IL-18 IL-23 ↓. TNF-α, IL-6, IL-10, IFN-γ ↑ in cord blood but not ‘birth stress’ associated. 

Belderbos 2009 
(105) 

The 
Netherlands 

Utilising PBMCs assessed neonatal immunity in 1st month of life - IL-12p70 & IFN-α impaired in cord blood for TLR-3, 7, 9 
agonists, rapidly increased to adult levels by 1mth. TLR-4 slower maturation-low IL-12p70 and high IL-10 until 1 month. 

Kollman 2009 (100) Canada Cord vs. Adult blood- whole blood stimulated. Monocytes. Dendritic cells. Neonates-↓ IL-12p70/IFN-α/TNF-α. ↔ or ↑IL-1β, IL-6, 
IL-23, IL-10. Neonatal cells less polyfunctional. Neonate supports Th-17 & Th-2 type immunity. 

Nguyen 2010 (101) Belgium Study assessing function in adults and infants aged 0, 3, 6, 9, 12 months, using monocytes, myeloid (m) & plasmacytoid (p) 
dendritic cells and whole blood. CD80 &HLA-DR expression adult levels by 3 months - mDCs and 6-9 month-monocytes & pDCs. 
TNF-α, IP-10, IL-12p70 adult by 6-9 months. IP-10 &CXCL9 limited at 12mths. Cord blood ↑IL-6, IL-8, IL-1β, IL-10.  

Corbett 2010 (102) Canada Longitudinal study (30 infants aged 0-2 years) using mononuclear cells. Th17 responses peaked at birth then ↓IFN-α –adult at 12-
months. IFN-γ and IL-12p70 low even at 2 years. IL-10 highest at birth adult at 2 years. TNF-α and IL-1β varied with stimuli but 
age-specific changes. 

Burl 2011 (89) The Gambia Whole blood culture & stimulation in infants between birth and 12 months.  TNF-α and IFN-γ responses increased in first 1 year. 
IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-10 robust at birth then stablised. TLR-4, -5, -8 gave ↑TNF-α response. Thiazloquinilone CLO75 (TLR -7/8 
agonist) induced IFN-γ  at birth. 

Reikie 2012 (97) South Africa Longitudinal cohort of infants over the first year of life. TLR-4 induced whole blood cytokine responses: IL-23, IL-6, TNF-α, IL-
1β, MIP-1α, MIP-1β either ↑ over first year of life or maintained a higher than adult production throughout the year (e.g. IL-8). 
Other results were in contrast to previous studies: PRR stimuli induced cytokines promoting Th-1 or Th-17 development such as 
IFN-α, IFN-γ, IL-12p70 or IL-23 and IL-6 which ↓with age. Similar age-dependent trend in response to PGN (NOD-1/2, TLR-2), 
PAM (TLR-2/1), pI:C (TLR-3) or R848 (TLR-7/8) stimulation for TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-8, MCP-1, MIP-1α, MIP-1β and IL-10. 

Lisciandro 2012 (96) Papua New 
Guinea 

Whole blood culture in infants aged 1–3 (n=18), 4–6 (n=18), 7–12 (n=21) and 13–18 (n=10) months old. Alum-induced IL-1β and 
CXCL8 responses↓ with increasing age; inflammatory (IL-6, IL-1β) responses to TLR-2 and TLR-3 agonists ↑; and IL-10 responses 
remained ↔  or ↑during infancy, while TNF-a responses either ↓ or ↔. 

Table&3.&Key&papers&in&infant&innate&immune&ontogeny:!detailing!the!publication!titles,!research!group,!date!and!study!site!alongside!a!brief!summary!of!the!
study's!key!findings
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PRR agonists have excellent potential as direct immunomodulators(106): many vaccine 

adjuvants have been shown to function through TLR signalling pathways(107,108), and 

further adjuvants specifically targeting other PRR dependent pathways have been 

proposed(109-111). MPLA detected by TLR-4 has been trialled in the varicella zoster 

vaccine(108)for use in adults. However, vaccine formulations for infants must be 

designed with the specific features of their immune system in mind. In the case of TLR-

4 agonists, the concentrations required to deliver effective vaccine responses are likely 

to differ in the infant age-group compared to the adult group, in view of the attenuated 

pro-inflammatory cytokine responses reported across multiple sites (table 3).    

!

PRR agonists have proven utility as topical therapies such as imiquimod, a TLR-7 

agonist which is approved for the topical treatment of genital warts(112). TLR agonists 

also have potential for mucosal use for the prevention and/or treatment of infectious 

diseases. Animal studies have shown a protective effect of TLR agonists given 

mucosally to improve outcome from subsequent microbial challenge(113,114), the 

possible mechanisms and benefits of which for human infants are discussed 

later(115,116).  

1.6. PRR mediated antimicrobial protein and peptide (APP) responses  

1.6.1. The role of APPs in innate immune defence 

The expression of particular APPs including defensins, cathelicidin and 

bactericidal/permeability-increasing (BPI) are mediated by toll-like receptors(117). 

APPs are a key effector arm of the innate immune system, that function as broad-

spectrum anti-infectives against a wide array of Gram-negative and Gram-positive 

bacteria, mycobacteria, fungi, and enveloped viruses(118-120).  
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APPs are cationic molecules that are released primarily by neutrophils, monocytes and 

macrophages by secretion or during degranulation. APPs are also produced within the 

skin and at mucosal surfaces by epithelial cells in the respiratory, gastrointestinal and 

urinary tract, and thus are present within bodily fluids including saliva, tears, nasal 

secretion, gastric juice, sweat, semen, airway surface liquid and breast milk(121). 

Clinically important APPs in early life include defensins, cathelicidins, protegrins, BPI, 

S100 proteins (e.g. calprotectin), lactoferrin, lysozyme and RNAses (e.g. 4,5 and 

7)(122).  

Defensins are disulphide-rich cationic peptides expressed in plants, insects, fungi, and 

mammals, including humans(123). Humans express α-defensins (human neutrophil 

peptides HNP-1, HNP-2, HNP-3, HNP-4 and human defensins HD-5 and -6) and 

human β-defensins (HBDs including HBD-1, HBD-2 and HBD-3(124,125). 

Cathelicidins are multifunctional bactericidal peptides with N-terminal fragments 

bearing a structural similarity to the protease inhibitor cathelin(126), and include human 

cathelicidin (LL-37), bovine Indolicidin and Ranalexin(127).  

Protegrins are porcine APPs, structurally similar to cathelins, and have served as 

templates for development of congeners for therapeutic use in humans(128). BPI is a 

456 residue LPS-neutralizing anti-infective protein stored within primary granules of 

human polymorphic neutrophils (PMNs), and has been developed as a synthetic 

therapeutic (rBPI21) (129,130). Calprotectin is a predominantly neutrophil-derived 

metal-chelating protein of the S100 protein family(131), which is gaining recognition 

as a potential diagnostic marker for necrotising enterocolitis (NEC). Lactoferrin is a 

neutrophil and mammalian-milk derived protein based on one polypeptide chain that 
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contains around 700 amino acids and forms two homologous globular domains (N-and 

C-lobes)(132,133). 

APPs can be constitutively expressed, and/or inducible in response to pro-inflammatory 

stimuli. Cathelicidins, HNPs 1-4 and BPI are all constitutively expressed as well as 

inducible APPs(134,135). Lysozyme, lactoferrin, HD5-6 and HBD1 are only 

constitutively expressed, and HBDs 2-4 are only detectable in response to stimuli(134). 

APPs facilitate effective pathogen clearance by both direct antimicrobial action and 

immunomodulatory functions(119,121,136); inducing angiogenesis, promoting wound 

healing(118), inhibiting LPS-induced pro-inflammatory responses(118,137), 

modulating adaptive cellular immune responses(122,138), mediating immune cell 

ontogeny in the lung and gut and acting as chemoattractants for other immune cells. 

Chemokines and cytokines regulate the release of APPs but can also display direct 

antimicrobial activity themselves: indeed, up to two-thirds of human chemokines have 

been shown to have some direct antibacterial action(134).  

APPs target invading bacteria via initial electrostatic contact at the anionic bacterial 

surface. The specific mode of action differs between APP families but permeabilisation 

of target cytoplasmic membranes is a common crucial step in APP-mediated 

antimicrobial activity and cytotoxicity(136). The concept of extracellular entrapment 

of bacteria, and the contribution of APPs to this process, has advanced in recent years, 

both in relation to antibacterial activity at epithelial surfaces and within the 

bloodstream. Brinkmann et al describe neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs), which are 

lattices of extracellular DNA, chromatin, and APPs that mediate extracellular killing of 

bacteria(139). A similar process occurs at the intestinal mucosal surface whereby 
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defensins form nanonets to trap bacteria and combat invasion across the intestinal 

barrier into deeper tissues(140). 

1.6.2. APPs and vitamin D  

Both cytokine and APP responses to TLR-1/2 and TLR-4 activation may be modulated 

by the major circulating vitamin D metabolite, 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25[OH]D), as 

depicted in figure 9(141). The immunologically active form of vitamin D, 1,25[OH]D, 

is a direct inducer of APP gene expression, and antimicrobial activity against human 

pathogens(142). In adults, serum cathelicidin levels strongly correlate with vitamin D 

levels in deficient patients(143). Cathelicidin expression has been shown to be reduced 

in certain cell types in neonates when compared with adults(144). In vitro 

supplementation of 25[OH]D to 25[OH]D deficient neonatal cord plasma has been 

shown to increase TLR-induced cathelicidin expression in adult monocytes(145), and 

low 25[OH]D may be associated with low cord blood cytokine levels(146). Moreover, 

cytokine and APP responses to TLR ligands have been shown to alter during 

therapeutic vitamin D supplementation(144,147). 
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!
Figure'9.!Vitamin'D'dependent'immune'responses:!Stimulation!of!monocyte!Toll8
like!receptors!(TLR1/2)!by!microbial!antigen!results! in!transcriptional! induction!of!

the! vitamin! D! receptor! (VDR)! and! CYP27B1.! Circulating! 258hydroxyvitamin! D!

(25[OH]D)!enters!the!cell!and!is!converted!to!1,258dihydroxyvitamin!D!(1,25[OH]2D)!

by! the! CYP27B1! enzyme.! VDR8bound! 1,25(OH)2D! then! induces! expression! of!

cathelicidin! and! defensins.! In! addition! 1,25(OH)2D! induces! autophagy! and!

downregulating!metalloproteinases!(MMPs),!as!well!as!affecting!the!adaptive!immune!

system!and!leading!to!an!upregulation!of!regulatory!responses!and!a!skewing!towards!

a!Th2!response.!Source:!Battersby!et!al.!2012(141).!

!

However, the effect of 25[OH]D on other PRR responses, and the optimum 25[OH]D 

level for immune function is unknown. Research by the nutrition unit at MRC-The 

Gambia has reported serum 25[OH]D levels in children in The Gambia, but not in 

newborn infants. These studies of children with rickets indicate that nutritional 

hypocalcaemia is common, and that low calcium levels may result in a higher 

physiological requirement for 25[OH]D(148). Additionally, children receive vitamin A 

supplements in The Gambia according to the WHO guidelines at between 6-59 months 

of age(149). Vitamin A supplementation may have a negative impact on 25[OH]D 

mediated responses because of potential competition for the retinoid X receptor (RXR), 

which is required for signalling by both vitamins.  

Pneumococcus
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1.6.3. APPs during infancy  

The infant has a distinct capacity to express and deploy APPs which may affect early 

life responses to infection.  Understanding how exogenous APPs or agents that induce 

APP expression may have clinical utility in this age group (figure 10).  Many APPs 

exert their main effects at the frontlines of the body’s immune defences - the skin and 

mucosal surfaces. Table 4. Summarises the current understanding of how APP levels 

may differ in newborn infants, both within the bloodstream and at barrier surfaces. The 

skin acts as both a physical and a chemical barrier to potential pathogenic organisms 

and is a source for many APPs, which can be found on the mammalian skin surfaces. 

Amphibian skin has proven to be a promising source of new APPs(150), which can be 

chemically synthesized for human use.
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Figure'10.'Antimicrobial'proteins'and'peptides'(APPs)'as'protective'antimicrobial'
molecules'in'the'newborn'bloodstream'and'at'barrier'surfaces.!Depicts!the!site!of!
action! of! naturally! occurring! as! well! as! exogenous! therapeutic! and! prophylactic!

antimicrobial! peptides! and! proteins.! (APP;! antimicrobial! peptide,! BPI;!

bactericidal/permeability8Increasing! protein,! LL837;! human! cathelicidin,! PMNs;!

polymorphic! neutrophils,! TLR;! toll8like! receptor,! rBPI21;! opebacan,! BSI;! bloodstream!

infection,! CA8BSI;! catheter8associated! bloodstream! infection).! Source:! Battersby! et! al.!

2016(9).
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Table&4.&.!Differential&levels&of&antimicrobial&peptides&and&proteins&(APPs)&according&to&age&and&anatomical&site:&Summary!of!the!results!of!published!human!studies!assessing!APP!levels!in!
preterm!infants,!term!infants,!their!mothers!and!other!adults.!Study!results!are!reported!in!the!context!of!the!anatomical!site!and!sample!type!assessed,!the!methods!used,!and!the!age!of!study

Family/ 
Peptide 

Site Sample type Age groups APP levels  

Cathelicidin: LL-37 

Blood Whole blood 
 

Neonates and adults 
 

Lower levels in preterm than term neonates and mothers (enzyme-linked immunosorbent – ELISA)(151). Lower levels in neonatal than in adult 
neutrophils (flow cytometry), but no difference in plasma levels (ELISA)(144).  

Breast Breast milk Mothers Present in expressed breast milk (EBM) of mothers of term & preterm neonates (reverse-transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) & ELISA) and in EBM-
derived cells (direct immunoprecipitation and western blot) (152,153) 

Gut Faeces/meconium Term neonates Distinct inter-individual variation in faeces & meconium (western blot)(154)  

Lungs Tracheal aspirates Preterm/term 
neonates 

Detected in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) of ventilated neonates (antigen capture dot-blot assay), concentration did not vary with 
gestational age (155) 

Skin Skin biopsies/vernix 
caseosa 

Term neonates and 
adults 

Site specific expression profile, with expression in human skin biopsies of newborns (immunohistochemistry)(156), higher levels within neonatal 
foreskin compared to adults (immune staining)(157), and dense expression in vernix of newborns (enhanced chemiluminescence western blot 
detection system(156) and reverse-phase chromatography-dot blot/western blot analyses)(158)  

α-defensins: 
HNP-1,-2,-3 and HD-5 

Blood Whole blood 
Preterm/term 
neonates and 
mothers 

Significantly lower HNP-1, -2 and -3 levels in preterm and term neonates compared to mothers (ELISA)(151). Significantly higher HNP-1 and -3 
levels in preterm infants delivered to mothers with amniotic infection, compared to normal deliveries (ELISA). Correlation between gestation and 
HNP levels in preterm infants(159) 

Breast Breast milk Mothers  Significantly higher HD5 levels in breast milk from mothers at day 7 than at day 21, and no association between HD5 levels and risk of sepsis(153) 

Gut Faeces/meconium Term neonates 
HNP-1 and -2 in meconium and neonatal faeces (ELISA). HNP-3 in meconium (Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-mass spectrometry 
(MALDI-MS))(154). HD5 in meconium and faeces of neonates (weak cationic exchange chromatography and reversed-phase 
chromatography/MALDI-MS)(154)  

Skin Vernix caseosa Term neonates The main antimicrobial components in vernix (HPLC, dot blot analysis, mass spectrometry(158), and western analysis(160) 

β-defensins: 
HBD-1 and HBD-2 

Blood Whole blood Mother-infant pairs Significantly lower HBD-2 (ELISA) in serum of preterm compared to term infants. Low levels of HBD-2 may be associated with increased risk 
of late onset sepsis (LOS)(161)  

Breast Breast milk Mothers  HBD-1 and HBD-2 levels (ELISA) significantly higher at day 7 than day 21, and displayed antimicrobial activity against neonatal pathogens. No 
difference between levels fed to infants with and without LOS(153) 

Gut Faeces/meconium Preterm/term 
neonates 

Similar levels of HBD-2 in preterm and term infants (ELISA), both of which are significantly higher than in children or adults(124). Significant 
lower levels in faeces compared to meconium (ELISA)(162)  

Lungs Tracheal 
aspirates/lung tissue 

Preterm/term 
neonates 

Present in tracheal aspirates (TA) (antigen capture dot-blot assay) with similar levels in preterm and term infants(155) HBD-2 is the predominant 
defensin in neonatal lung, and levels (RT-PCR) appear to be developmentally regulated(163) 

Skin Skin biopsies Term 
neonates/adults 

HBD-1 is constitutively expressed in human skin, (156)and  HBD-2 levels comparable between perinatal and adult skin 
(immunohistochemistry)(157). 

BPI 
Blood Whole blood Preterm/term 

neonates, and adults 

Three-fourfold lower cellular content of BPI in neonatal compared to adult neutrophils (western blot)(164). Lower plasma levels of BPI in preterm 
infants compared to mothers (ELISA)(151), and lower ability to release BPI from neutrophils in preterm than term infants and adults (ELISA)(165). 
Higher levels in infants delivered prematurely due to maternal amniotic infection (ELISA).  No association between gestational age and BPI 
levels(159) 

Lungs Tracheal aspirates Preterm/term 
neonates 

Higher levels in term than preterm infants and significant increase in first postnatal week, as detected in acid extracts of neonatal TA polymorphic 
neutrophils (PMNs) (ELISA)(166) 

Lactoferrin 
Maternal Breast milk Mothers  Most abundant APP present within breast milk of mothers of preterm infants (ELISA) with significantly higher levels at day 7 than day 21(153) 

Skin Skin surface/vernix 
caseosa 

Term neonates and 
adults 

Enriched on neonatal skin surface compared to adults(167), and identified in vernix of full-term infants (western analysis)(160)  
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Staphylococcus epidermidis (S. epidermidis) is commonly found on the skin, and is responsible 

for clinically significant infection in preterm and LBW (low birthweight <2.5kg) infants(168). 

LL-37 significantly inhibits growth of S.epidermidis isolated from the skin of newborn 

infants(169), and the reduced levels of LL-37 in preterms(170) may contribute to their 

susceptibility to S.epidermidis infection. In fact, in newborn infants, the lesions of a commonly 

encountered harmless rash only seen in the neonatal period, termed as “erythema toxicum”, are 

densely filled with LL-37 expressing neutrophils and eosinophils. While the exact trigger for 

the erythema toxicum rash remains unclear, it appears that activation of innate immune cells 

to express APPs occurs, and thus colonisation of the skin with microbial flora may initiate this 

process(156). 

Airbourne organisms can gain entry to the human host through the airways, but the lung tissue 

is well protected from invasion by epithelial lining fluid which is rich in APPs; including LL-

37, defensins and lysozyme(171). Resident mucosal immune cells (e.g. alveolar macrophages), 

epithelial cells and systemic immune cells (recruited to the lung epithelium at times of 

microbial challenge) all contribute to the secretion of APPs into epithelial lining fluid(166). 

During an episode of pneumonia, increased levels of APPs are detectable in bronchoalveolar 

lavage (BAL) fluid(155). It is clear that HBD-2 is the predominant defensin in neonatal lung, 

and whether defensin levels are lower in preterm or term infants is yet to be established(163). 

However, there appear to be reduced levels of BPI in the lungs of preterm infants compared to 

term infants, which may contribute to the higher risk of pneumonia in this age group; with 

lower lung APPs, preterm infants are thus unable to clear pathogenic organisms 

effectively(163,166). 

The human intestine harbours a broad array of micro-organisms (the intestinal microbiome), 

which are increasingly understood to interact dynamically with the host immune system 
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potentially leading to long term effects on health. APPs are believed to significantly alter 

environmental microbiota and influence expression of pattern-recognition receptors at the 

intestinal epithelial surface(172). Indeed, mouse models have helped describe the homeostatic 

role of α-defensins in regulating the makeup of the commensal microbiota in the neonatal 

intestine(173). However, whilst hosting beneficial bacteria, the intestinal mucosa must also 

protect itself from dangerous invasive organisms: Paneth cells contribute to this protection by 

secreting defensins and other APPs into the intestinal fluid. The various mechanisms by which 

gut defensins in particular are able to protect the intestinal mucosa from microbial invasion 

continue to be elucidated. Recent work by Chu and colleagues describes eloquently how HD-

6 released from Paneth cells undergoes a complex self-assembly into nanonets and fibrils at 

the ostia of crypts, allowing highly effective entrapment of bacteria and preventing damage to 

stem cells at the base of crypts(140).  

There is a paucity of literature describing APP function in the healthy human newborn and 

infant gut, but some inferences can be made from studies of animals, and of human foetal 

tissue. Perhaps contrary to what we might expect, a recent study indicates that specific APP 

levels are increased in the mouse intestine during the neonatal period. The intestinal 

intraepithelial cell (IEC) mRNA expression levels of the mouse cathelicidin related 

antimicrobial peptide (mCRAMP), the murine intestinal homologue of human LL-37, is highly 

expressed in healthy term neonatal epithelium and becomes less abundant during the postnatal 

period as IEC proliferation and differentiation occurs. Indeed, mCRAMP expression has 

previously also been shown to be increased in embryonic and neonatal mouse skin, when 

compared with adult skin(157). Further research is required to explore whether this specific 

developmental phenomenon exists in the skin and intestinal mucosae of human infants. 

Studies of human foetal intestinal tissue support the premise that APP levels are relatively 
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diminished in early life: reduced mRNA expression levels of HD-5 and HD-6 have been 

reported within terminal ileal tissue at 24-weeks gestation compared to full-term infants and 

adults(174). Indeed, data suggests that low levels of defensins in preterm infants are associated 

with increased incidence of intestinal pathology, in particular the devastating illness, 

necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC)(175). NEC aetiology is incompletely understood but an 

interplay exists between host factors (prematurity and VLBW) the intestinal microbiota and 

enteral feeds. APPs potentially contribute, as animal models have shown that depletion of 

Paneth cells of α-defensins followed by enteric infection results in a clinical picture akin to 

human neonatal NEC(176).  

Ileal tissue from infants with NEC show elevated defensin levels compared to age-matched 

controls, likely indicating that at some stage in the pathogenesis of the disease, Paneth cells are 

induced to increase production of defensins(174). Higher HBD-2 concentrations appear to have 

a protective effect once NEC pathology is established, in that they have been associated with 

more moderate courses of the disease. Indeed, in severe NEC, low HBD-2 expression is 

accompanied by low TLR-4/MD2 expression, suggesting an inadequate response to luminal 

bacteria, possibly predisposing to the development of NEC(162). Calprotectin levels have been 

extensively investigated in a neonatal stool samples, as a potential screening marker for the 

detection of NEC. A recent systematic review of the literature confirmed faecal calprotectin 

levels are elevated in NEC, but whether this is robust enough to act as a diagnostic test early 

in the disease, and what relevance the levels have to disease progression and severity remains 

unclear(131). 

An important mode by which the infant intestinal mucosal surface is furnished with APPs, is 

through ingestion of maternal breast milk. Indeed, APPs may contribute to the ability of breast 

milk to protect the newborn from inflammatory and infectious diseases. Several APPs have 
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been identified in breast milk, including lactoferrin (LF)(177), lysozyme(178), LL-37(152), α- 

and β-defensins(153,179). Importantly, LF is abundant at concentrations sufficient to inhibit 

bacterial growth(153). LF supplementation in VLBW has been increasingly studied for the 

prophylactic treatment of BSI and NEC(180). Evidence supports the notion that combinations 

of components working in synergy contribute to the antimicrobial activity of breast milk, as 

exemplified by the concomitant action of LF with bovine RNase 5 (angiogenin-1), RNase 4, 

and angiogenin-2(181). A strategy of mimicking the synergistic nature of breast milk derived 

APPs and associated molecules has potential for future therapeutics. 

APPs consistently circulate in the bloodstream, they are transported freely within the plasma, 

and provide an ongoing low-level non-specific immune defense against potential invasive 

pathogens. Expression and secretion of some APPs including defensins(117), LL-37(182) and 

BPI can be mediated by TLRs(170). In infants with BSI with bacterial etiology, plasma BPI 

concentrations are higher than in healthy infants, which indicates that BPI transcription and/or 

cellular secretion is up-regulated during infection(129). Additionally, healthy uninfected 

neonates born to mothers who have suffered from an amniotic infection demonstrate higher 

levels of LF, BPI, HNP-1, HNP-2 and HNP-3 in the cord plasma. Maternal plasma LL-37 

levels appear to be the most important predictor of infant plasma LL-37 levels, and although 

the source of these APPs in cord blood is not known, it is possible that these higher levels may 

not be a reflection of the functional status of the infant’s own immune system, but an example 

of maternally derived transplacentally transferred immune protection(183). 

Generally, intracellular levels of APPs are lower in neonates than in later life: LL-37 and BPI 

levels are reduced in neonatal whole blood and neutrophils when compared with 

adults(144,164,165,184), and BPI deficiency of neutrophils in neonates is associated with 

reduced bacterial-killing capacity(129). However, it is yet to be established whether an infant’s 
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intrinsic intracellular or plasma levels of APPs influence an individual’s risk of developing a 

BSI, or indeed the clinical outcome following BSI. Measuring serum, plasma or even resting-

state intracellular levels of APPs have obvious limitations in understanding the importance of 

differences between neonates and adults. Indeed, more relevant perhaps is identification of 

functional impairments of the innate immune response in neonates, such as defective neutrophil 

external trap (NET) formation resulting in impaired bacterial killing in vitro(185). Further 

characterization of the functional capacity of the innate immune system in term and preterm 

infants will undoubtedly yield insights into understanding serious infections in infants and 

developing strategies for their prevention and cure. 

1.7 Bacterial colonisation of mucosal surfaces and the immune response  

1.7.1. Bacterial colonisation of mucosal surfaces 

Millions of microorganisms colonize the skin and mucosal surfaces of the healthy human body, 

with the upper respiratory tract being particularly well populated with anaerobic bacteria. A 

clearer understanding of the composition of the “human microbiome” will be possible when 

the full results of the human microbiome project are available, which involves the ambitious 

task of sequencing the human microbiome of the nasal passages, oral cavities, skin, 

gastrointestinal tract, and urogenital tract(186).  The most common anaerobic bacteria in the 

upper respiratory tract are thought to be Pepto streptococcus, Veillonella, Actinomyces, and 

Fusobacterium species; and the most common aerobic bacteria: Streptococcus, Haemophilus, 

and Neisseria spp(187). Most organisms which colonise the skin and mucosal surfaces of the 

adult human never cause harm to their host, and are often termed “commensals”. However, we 

know that mucosal surfaces are the prime source from which life-threatening bloodstream 

infections (BSI) arise in infancy.  
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Bacteria colonise the respiratory tract through a range of mechanisms which remain to be fully 

elucidated, but nearly all require the ability to adhere effectively to epithelial cells(188). S. 

aureus expresses proteins on its surface which are essential for the adherence process, and have 

recently been shown to include clumping factor B (ClfB). S.pneumoniae uses a range of 

virulence factors to allow adherence to the respiratory epithelium, as well as the ability to evade 

elements of the host immune response(189). Overall, M. catarrhalis(190) like H. 

influenzae(191) apparently utilize two distinct mechanisms to colonize the respiratory tract: by 

adherence to epithelial cells as well as by direct invasion of cells through a trigger-like uptake 

mechanism(28). 

Bacterial pathogens are able to breach mucosal surfaces via multiple mechanisms, resulting in 

infection and subsequent morbidity in their human host. Specifically, organisms such as Group 

A Streptococcus (GAS), S. pneumoniae, S. aureus, Neisseria meningitidis, Haemophilus 

influenza (H.influenzae), Moraxella catarrhalis (M.catarrhalis), and Enterobacteriaceae 

classically cause infectious symptoms in this way (figure 11)(192).  
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!

Figure'11.!Bacterial/host'interactions'during'the'progression'of'
BSI'and'sepsis.!Source:!Bateman!et!al.!2010(192). 

Bacteria cross the epithelium either between epithelial cells, by disruption of intercellular tight 

junctions (paracellularly), through epithelial cells (transcellularly), or by invasion and transport 

within mobile cells such as macrophages. Bacteria may then traverse the connective tissues 

and cross the endothelial-blood barrier to enter the bloodstream. Symptoms of infection only 

develop if the bacteria are able to survive and replicate to sufficient numbers or colonies to 

cause “disease”(193). Most bacteria that do succeed in crossing an epithelial surface are 

efficiently removed by innate immune mechanisms, and the bacteria are unable to establish a 

persistent infection(194).  Little is known about how many infections are prevented by these 

innate immune mechanisms, because by nature, the host will remain asymptomatic. However, 

we know that these mechanisms are likely to be highly active and effective, because the human 

body is exposed to thousands of bacteria(19).  
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1.7.2. Bacterial colonisation of mucosal surfaces and the role of PRRs 

There is increasing evidence that effective mucosal clearance of bacteria requires PRR 

signalling(194), and also that synergistic pro-inflammatory responses are induced by 

polymicrobial colonisation of epithelial surfaces(195). PAMPs from bacteria which colonise 

the respiratory tract in infants are detected by PRRs (see table 5). Leukocytes readily detect 

Staphylococci through TLR-2 result in TLR-mediated production of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines such as TNF-α, which activates neutrophils to produce oxygen radicals and release 

APPs(196). NOD-2 also may play a role in detection of S.aureus(37), and appears to activate 

the NLRP3 inflammasome(68). TLR-2 predominantly mediates detection of S.peumoniae, but 

TLR-4(197), NOD-1/NOD-2(29) and NLRP3 also play a role(198). TLR-4 is the predominant 

PRR involved in detection of both M.catarrhalis(199) and H.influenzae, but TLR-2(28), NOD-

1(28) and NOD-2(35) are also thought to play a role. The involvement of NLRP3 in the 

response to M.catarrhalis is unclear, but evidence suggests H.influenzae activates the NLRP3 

inflammasome(200).  

 Colonising organisms of the nasopharyngeal mucosa 

Gram-positive Gram-negative 

Staphylococcus 
aureus  

Streptococcus 
pneumoniae 

Haemophilus 
influenzae 

Moraxella 
catarrhalis 

PR
R

  s
tim

ul
at

io
n 

TLR-2 ++ ++ + + 

TLR-4 - + ++ ++ 

NOD-1 - + + + 

NOD-2 + + + + 

NLRP3 ? + + + 
Table'5.'Colonising'organisms'of'the'nasopharyngeal'mucosa'and'corresponding'PRR'stimulation'

Recognition of PAMPs from colonising pathogens at mucosal surfaces may enhance 

subsequent systemic immune responses(201,202). The academic community is showing 
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increasing interest in the theory of “trained immunity” which supposes that augmented innate 

immune function follows a stimulus that is not specific to the original stimulus(203). This 

phenomenon could plausibly function through the stimulation and/or upregulation of pattern 

recognition receptors which play such a pivotal role in non-specific innate immune 

responses(204). To date, the concept has been described following microbial infection 

(modulation of TLR dependent cytokine responses in early life following malaria 

infection(205)) and immunisation (enhanced innate immune responses observed following 

BCG vaccination(206)). It is therefore plausible that neonatal microbial colonisation at 

mucosal surfaces could have an effect on subsequent innate immune responses. This hypothesis 

is emerging in the scientific literature, including how mucosal colonisation may impact 

subsequent responses to microbial challenge(114) as well as to vaccines(207). 

1.7.3. Ontogeny of innate immunity in infancy and bacterial colonisation of mucosal 

surfaces 

The colonisation profile of the nasopharynx of young children is highly diverse, with 

Moraxella sp., Haemophilus sp. and Streptococcus sp. generally appearing most 

commonly(208). Disturbance of a balanced nasopharyngeal microbiome in childhood might 

be involved in the onset of symptomatic infections with these pathogens(208-210). Indeed, 

increasing evidence supports the premise that disturbances in mucosal colonisation profiles 

often precludes the onset of pathology(211). Unique microbiota colonisation patterns appear 

to be associated with asthma which correlates with a lower diversity of microbes and with an 

abundance of M.catarrhalis(212). In a recent cohort study of over 400 children in Denmark, 

acute wheezy episodes were significantly associated with bacterial colonisation(213).  

In The Gambia, colonisation of the respiratory tract, with potentially invasive pathogens, 

occurs soon after birth. A study in The Gambia published in 2011, found 74.6% of 
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nasopharyngeal samples from week 1 of life contained pathogens(214). Targeted PCR methods 

were used to identify the presence of H.influenzae, S.aureus, S.pneumoniae and M.catarrhalis. 

These four pathogens are thought to be among the leading causes of BSI and other invasive 

bacterial disease in The Gambia (215). Recent epidemiological data from The Gambia 

describing the causative organisms for invasive bacterial disease in infancy is severely 

lacking(216). Elsewhere M. catarrhalis is described as a common commensal in the respiratory 

tract, but rarely causes severe invasive disease in infancy. Colonisation with M.catarrhalis in 

conjuction with viral infection is however associated with the development of symptoms of 

rhinitis, nasal congestion and cough (i.e. mild upper respiratory tract infections (URTIs))(217).  

In early life, a large proportion of infants and children are colonised with potentially pathogenic 

organisms, yet remain completely healthy(193,218). Due to the association between 

colonisation of the respiratory tract and subsequent invasive infection, colonisation is often 

seen as a detrimental process to the host. However, little is known about the immune 

mechanisms developed by those individuals who are colonised with pathogen, but who do not 

subsequently succumb to infection. Whether the presence of colonising organisms influences 

the development of the innate immune system during early life is a question that must still be 

answered(209). 

Bacterial colonisation is common in early childhood, but whether colonisation with specific 

organisms provides the host with a “natural immunisation” remains to be understood(189). 

Indeed, the link between microbial colonisation of mucosal surfaces in newborns and later 

immune function is a fascinating, emerging, yet little studied area. It is possible that early 

polymicrobial colonisation of the mucosa results in upregulation of PRRs(219), and subsequent 

augmentation of PRR responses through cytokine and APP expression and release(89). This 

could be a plausible step in the mechanism by which colonisation affects humoral immune 
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development, as seen in two recent studies(202,218). Up-regulation of receptor expression by 

PAMPs may be a particularly important process for the infant who relies heavily on not only 

maternal antibody, but on innate responses during a period when host adaptive immunity is 

incompletely developed. 

Evidence is emerging to support the hypothesis that microbial colonisation of mucosal surfaces 

influences immune ontogeny. For instance, Lundell et al showed that colonisation of the 

intestine with E.coli and bifidobacteria in the neonatal period was associated with higher 

number of memory B cells in later infancy (see figure 12)(202). The authors state that as B 

cells do not express TLR-4, E.coli LPS is not a likely stimulant for B cell development. 

However, we know that B cells develop into memory B cells and plasma cells following 

activation by antigens via cytokines, B-cell Ig receptors, and direct cell-to-cell contact in 

germinal centres. It is therefore possible that LPS has an upstream effect on B cell development, 

Figure'12.'Increased'memory'B'cell'counts'in'infants'colonised'
with'E.coli'early'in'life:!A!prospective!cohort!of!65!Swedish!infants!
were!recruited!at!birth!and!followed!until!36!months!of!age.!Results!
shown!here!are!from!faecal!samples!between!1!week!and!8!weeks!
of! life,! and! from!blood! samples! obtained! at! 4Jmonths! (n=49J56).!
Source:!Lundell!at!al.!2012(202). 
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through its stimulation of innate immune cells to release various cytokines such as IL-2 and 

IL-10(220). 

The study by Lundell et al was unable to indicate whether the effects on adaptive immunity 

had any palpable effect on immune protection and infectious morbidity in infancy(202). 

However, circumstantial evidence from large-scale clinical studies indicate this may be the 

case. For example, infants with a stable microbiome, or colonised early in life with organisms 

such as M.catarrhalis appear to suffer fewer respiratory tract infections in later life(221). 

Conversely, those with an unstable microbiome, are potentially at higher risk of pathology as 

indicated in the study of preterm infants and NEC by Sim et al(211). 

Some studies have shown conversely that early colonisation of the respiratory mucosa with 

pathogen can have a detrimental effect on response to specific bacterial antigen in later 

life(222). It is possible that some infants have an underlying hyporesponsiveness to bacterial 

pathogen, which allows for early colonisation, and explains subsequent hyporesponsiveness to 

bacterial antigen in later life. The importance of longitudinal studies to assess immune 

responses both before and after colonisation with pathogen is therefore essential to tease out 

which factors are affecting later life immune responses, either intrinsic or extrinsic. 

1.8. Summary'

Neonatal infections are a major cause of childhood morbidity and mortality worldwide. Our 

limited understanding of how the neonatal immune system functions is one of the major 

roadblocks to making progress in the prevention and treatment of these infections. Evidence 

suggests that the innate immune system plays a critical role in protecting the neonate from 

infection. PRRs act early in the innate immune response to detect microbial antigens common 

to many bacteria. These receptors induce some intracellular signalling pathway responses that 
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are appear to be unique to the human neonate: differing from those responses detected in older 

infants and adults. These response include cytokine and chemokine secretion which can direct 

downstream adaptive immune responses as well as antimicrobial protein and peptide secretion 

which have direct bactericidal effects. Neonates are exposed to bacterial antigen through 

microbial colonisation of mucosal surfaces which may influence their innate immune responses 

to invading pathogen and shape the ontogeny of their innate immune systems later in life. 
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CHAPTER 2: STUDY HYPOTHESES AND SAMPLE SIZE 

CALCULATION 

2.1. Study Aim 

To undertake a detailed evaluation of innate immune responses to pattern recognition 

receptor agonists during infancy. 

2.2. Primary hypothesis 

TLR and NLR dependent cytokine responses are age-dependent with diminished immuno-

stimulatory and pro-inflammatory responses in the neonatal period compared to at 1 year of 

age. 

2.3. Secondary hypotheses 

(1) PRR agonist induced and secreted antimicrobial peptide levels are diminished at birth 

compared to at 1 year of age. 

(2) PRR agonist induced and secreted cytokine responses correlate with full blood count 

indices during the first year of life. 

(3) PRR agonist induced and secreted antimicrobial peptide levels correlate with serum 

25[OH]D levels at birth. 

(4) PRR agonist induced mRNA expression levels of specific intracellular signalling 

proteins are diminished in the neonatal period compared to at 1 year of age. 

(5) Differences in infant PRR agonist induced and secreted cytokine levels are related to 

the presence or absence of specific and/or diverse neonatal bacterial colonisation of the 

nasopharyngeal mucosa. 
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(6) Specific and/or diverse bacterial colonisation of the nasopharyngeal mucosa in the 

neonatal period is/are associated with higher PRR agonist induced and secreted 

cytokine levels at 1 year of age. 

2.4. Study endpoints  

(1) Cytokine and intracellular signalling pathway gene expression levels in whole blood 

using TAQman probe based quantitative real time polymerase chain reaction 

following in vitro PRR agonist stimulation assays. 

(2) Secreted cytokine and antimicrobial protein levels in culture supernatants using 

multiplex magnetic bead based immunoassays and small volume ELISA techniques 

following in vitro PRR agonist stimulation assays. 

(3) Positive microbiological identification of the following specific bacteria colonising 

the nasopharyngeal mucosa:  S.aureus, H.influenzae, M.catarrhalis and 

S.pneumoniae. 

2.5. Sample size calculation 

This observational longitudinal study aimed to assess a minimum of 40 infants at birth, 2-

weeks, 1-month, 2-months, 6-months and 1-year of age. Based on a previous cross-sectional 

study at the MRC Unit by Burl et al(89), the team identified age-dependent differences in TLR 

responses with 15 infants per age group(89). For example in response to TLR-8 agonist 

stimulation a 3-fold increase in TNF gene expression was seen between birth and 12 months. 

Dr Burl’s study recruited infants into 8 age groups: birth and 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, 6-, 9- or 12- months 

of age. We were keen to identify if smaller changes may be seen at earlier time points, and 

therefore included a 2-week time point in our study. However, we postulated that the 
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differences in NLR responses may be of a much smaller magnitude, due to previous studies 

showing no effect of age of NLR responses(96).  

Our sample size calculation was made based on fulfilling the primary hypothesis: TLR and 

NLR dependent cytokine responses are age-dependent with diminished immunostimulatory 

and pro-inflammatory responses in the neonatal period. We calculated that a minimum sample 

size of 40 infants per group would give at least 80 % power to detect a 1.3 - fold difference in 

pro-inflammatory cytokine levels at a 5 % significance level making the following 

assumptions: mean time point 1 (birth) = 1000 pg / ml, standard deviation 500 pg / ml,  mean 

time point 2 = 1300 pg / ml, standard deviation 450 pg / ml. This calculation made the 

assumption that the increase is first seen at 12-months of age, but may indeed be sooner. This 

was therefore a cautious sample size calculation, guiding us to recruit 50 infants taking into 

account a potential drop-out rate of up to 20 %. We postulated that should larger differences in 

cytokine levels be seen in the final study, this would allow for exploration of further secondary 

hypotheses. 
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CHAPTER 3: OPTIMISATION OF STUDY ASSAYS  

3.1. Optimisation of whole blood assays and PRR agonist panel 

In order to optimise the research methods to be used in the final study and to answer the main 

research aims, the following questions were explored : 

1. Which pattern recognition receptor (PRR) agonists produce detectable cellular 

responses in whole blood using the in vitro whole blood assay? 

2. Which are the best time-points for detection of cytokine secretion for whole blood 

stimulation assays with selected PRR agonists? 

3. What concentrations of agonists produce detectable cellular cytokine responses without 

causing cellular toxicity? 

The in vitro PRR stimulation assay was initially optimised for use in the Gambian study using 

blood from healthy adult donors in the UK and in The Gambia.  Before deciding upon the final 

selection of four agonists, initial optimization experiments were performed with commercially 

available PRR agonists (table 6). Many TLR-1/2, TLR-2 and TLR-4 agonists are commercially 

available, and have been tested in studies in infants(89,96,98,105). One TLR-4 agonist, MPLA, 

has been the vaccine adjuvant tested within the phase 2 clinical trial evaluating safety and 

immunogenicity of a varicella zoster glycoprotein-C subunit vaccine candidate in young and 

older adults(108). MPLA has not yet been included in any vaccine design destined for infants, 

and therefore it was of  interest to see how infants respond to MPLA and whether there were 

specific age differences. NOD agonists are also commercially available, but have not been 

extensively tested in the infant age group, therefore the selection of the appropriate NLR 

agonist was essential. Those agonists which specifically target the NOD-1 receptor include 

ieDAP(223,224), TriDAP(36,223,224)and C12ieDAP(35,223), whilst MDP targets the NOD2 
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receptor(35,96,224,225). IeDAP is a dipeptide (γ-D-Glu-mDAP), present in the peptidoglycan 

(PGN) of a subset of bacteria that cause invasive disease including Gram-negative bacilli and 

Gram-positive bacteria such as Listeria monocytogenes (which although rare, causes severe 

morbidity and mortality in the infant and specifically the neonatal age cohort)(60,225,226). 

TriDAP and C12ieDAP are modifications of ieDAP designed to display higher potency in 

stimulating cytokine production via activation of the NFκB pathway. TriDAP comprises the 

ieDAP γ-D-Glu-mDAP dipeptide and a L-Ala residue L-Ala-γ-D-Glu-mDAP. C12ieDAP is an 

acylated derivative of the dipeptide ieDAP. MDP is muramyl dipeptide, which is the minimal 

bioactive PGN motif common to all bacteria.   
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!

PRR!target! Agonist!
Suppliers’!

recommended!
concentration!(μg/mL)!

Final!concentration!in!culture!plate!(μg/mL)!

! ! ! 0.01! 0.05! 0.1! 0.2! 0.3! 0.5! 1! 5! 10! 15! 50! 100!

TLR%1/2! Pam3CSK4! 0.01>0.3! X! ! X! X! X! X! X(89,96,97)! ! X! ! ! X!

TLR%2! LTA! 0.1>1! X! ! X! ! ! ! X(227)! ! X! ! ! X!

TLR%4! LPS! 0.01>10! X! ! X! ! ! ! X(89)! ! X! ! ! !

TLR%4! MPLA! 0.01>10! X! ! X! ! ! ! X! ! X! ! ! !

NOD%1! TriDAP! 1>10! ! X! ! ! ! X(228)! X! X! X(229)! ! X(229)! !

NOD%1! ieDAP! 10! ! ! ! ! ! ! X(96)! X! X! X! ! X!

NOD%1! C12ieDAP! 0.1! X! ! X! ! ! ! X! ! X! ! ! !

NOD%1/TLR%4! C12ieDAP!+!LPS!(0.1ug/mL)! ! X! ! X! ! ! ! X! ! X! ! ! !

NOD%2! MDP! 10! ! ! ! ! ! ! X! X! X(96)! X! ! !

NOD%2/TLR%4! MDP!+!LPS!(0.1ug/mL)! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! X! X! X! X! ! !
Table!6.!Optimisation!of!PRR!agonist!stimulations:!The!concentrations!of!agonists!used!in!comparable!publications!are!referenced.!The!suppliers’!recommended!range!of!concentrations!
(according!to!the!agonist’s!technical!data!sheet)!are!shown.!The!final!concentration!selected!for!use!in!this!study!is!indicated!with!a!grey!shaded!box!
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In order to select an appropriate concentration of each agonist or combination of 

agonists, an in house Enzyme Linked Immunosorbant Assay (ELISA) method was 

used to quantify TNF-α cytokine levels in sample supernatants following whole 

blood culture overnight. The choice of concentrations was based on those used in 

comparable published studies (See table 6). NOD agonists show minimal response 

alone(96), but are known to show significant synergistic activity when used with 

TLR-4 agonists(60,226). NOD and TLR-4 agonists were therefore also tested in 

combination at a range of concentrations.  

The whole blood culture methods were optimized from Burl et al for the study of 

TLR responses in Gambian infants(89), and are comparable with other published 

methods assessing PRR function in whole blood samples. According to the literature 

an 18 to 24-hour culture period is suitable for detecting innate immune cytokine 

concentrations in whole blood culture supernatants: Belderbos et al used a 24-hour 

incubation for ELISA analysis of (105), Reikie et al used overnight incubation (hours 

not specified) for Luminex analysis of IL-12p40, IL-12p70, IP-10, IFN-γ, IFN-α2, 

IL-6 and IL-23(97). Lisciandro et al used an overnight incubation of 16 to 18-hours 

for ELISA analysis of IL-5, IL-6, IL-9, IL-10, IL-12, IL-13 and TNFα (Becton 

Dickinson, USA) and IFN-γ and IL-1β(96). Tulic et al used a 24-hour culture period 

for PBMC stimulation with TLR agonists to measure IL-1β, IL-6, IL-10, IL-12, IL-

13, TNF-α, and IFN-γ(230) A 4-6 hour stimulation is a suitable time period for 

detection of cytokine gene expression levels by RT-PCR. A 4-hour incubation has 

been successfully used for subsequent cytokine mRNA expression level 

measurement using RT-PCR by our group(89). Belbederos et al used a 5-hour 
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incubation time for RNA studies on undiluted whole blood to measure TNF-α, IL-6, 

IL-12p70 and IL-10(105).  

3.2. TNF-α responses to PRR agonists quantified by ELISA 

Results shown are of whole blood TNF-α responses after stimulation with PRR 

agonists in culture for 18 – 24 hours and quantified by ELISA. The following graphs 

depict optimisation studies performed on healthy adult donor blood from both UK 

and The Gambia. (Data were analysed separately according to donor nationality 

which is indicated in the relevant graphs).   

3.2.1. TLR-1/2 agonist optimisation 

Two!TLR*1/2!agonists!were!tested!for!their!ability!to!induce!secreted!cytokine.!!

The TLR-1/2 agonist Pam3CSK4 in a range of concentrations (10 ng / ml – 100 µg / 

ml) was used to stimulate whole blood cultures in a total of 10 separate experiments 

with 9 adult UK donors, and 5 experiments with 5 adult Gambian donors: no 

detectable TNF-α response was observed (data not shown). Therefore, the TLR-2 

agonist, lipoteichoic acid (LTA) was tested in a range of concentrations (0.01 – 100 

µg / ml), and found to be effective in inducing TNF-α in a pilot experiment of 4 

healthy UK adults (figure 13A). The efficacy of LTA in inducing TNF-α at the 

concentration of 10 µg / ml and 100 µg / ml was also seen in 2 healthy Gambian adult 

donors (figure 13B). A final culture plate concentration of 10 µg / ml of LTA was 

used for all future experiments.  
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Figure'13.'TLR.2'mediated'TNFα'production'in'adult'whole'blood.'Experiments!were!performed!on!whole!
blood!from!UK!(A)!and!Gambian!donors!(B)!n=2*4.!100!μl!of!whole!blood!was!co*cultured!overnight!in!a!range!
of!conditions;!either!with!a!negative!control!(RPMI!culture!medium),!a!positive!control!(LPS!1!μg!/!ml!for!UK!
experiments!and!PMA!0.1!μg!/!ml!/! Ionomcycin!1!μg!/!ml! for!Gambian!experiments)!or!a!concentration!of!
lipoteichoic!acid!(LTA)!(x!axis).!Supernatants!were!recovered!after!18*24!hours!and!TNF*α!levels!were!measured!
in!pg!/!ml!by!ELISA!(y!axis).!Each!bar!represents!the!geometric!mean!TNF*α!response!for!each!of!the!culture!
conditions,! and! the! whiskers! represent! the! standard! deviation! (SD).! Abbreviations:! PMA=Phorbol! 12*
myristate! 13*acetate,! LPS=! lipopolysaccharide,! RPMI=! Roswell! Park! Memorial! Institute! 1640! media,!
ELISA=Enzyme*linked!immunosorbent!assay.!

3.2.2. TLR-4 agonist optimisation 

TLR-4  agonist optimisation: Both a naturally occurring TLR-4 agonist (LPS from 

E.coli) and a synthetic TLR-4 agonist (MPLA) were optimized in whole blood from 

4 healthy adult donors in the UK (figure 14A and C). LPS gave a reliable dose 

response with TNF-α responses seen in most donors. However, MPLA showed 

efficacy only at the higher concentrations (1 - 10 µg / ml): a finding that has been 

confirmed by our collaborators in the US (unpublished data). Both TLR-4 agonists 

were tested in 2 healthy Gambian adults at the concentration that successfully 

induced responses in the 4 UK donors (0.1 µg / ml LPS and µg / ml MPLA) , and 

showed good efficacy in the majority of individuals (figure 14B and D).  0.1 ug / ml 

concentration of LPS and 1 µg / ml concentration of MPLA were used for all future 

work.!
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Figure'14.'TLR.4'mediated'TNF.α!production'in'adult'whole'blood:'Experiments!were!performed!on!
whole!blood! from!UK!(A+C)!and!Gambian!donors! (B+D)!n=2*4.!100!μl!of!whole!blood!was!co*cultured!
overnight!in!a!range!of!conditions;!either!with!a!negative!control!(RPMI!culture!medium),!a!positive!control!
(LPS!1!μg!/!ml!for!UK!experiments!and!PMA!0.1!μg!/!ml!/!Ionomcycin!1!μg!/!ml!for!Gambian!experiments)!
or!a!concentration!of!LPS!(A+B)!or!MPLA!(C+D)!(x!axis).!Supernatants!were!recovered!after!18*24!hours!
and!TNF*α!levels!were!measured!in!pg!/!ml!by!ELISA!(y!axis).!Each!bar!represents!the!geometric!mean!
TNF*α!response!for!each!of!the!culture!conditions,!and!the!whiskers!represent!the!standard!deviation!(SD).!
Abbreviations*!See!figure!13!

3.2.3. NOD-1 agonist optimisation 

A total of three NOD-1 agonists were tested (ieDAP, TriDAP and C12ieDAP): none 

of the agonist combinations tested stimulated detectable TNF-α production in 4 

healthy UK donors when used alone (data not shown). IeDAP was tested in 

concentrations of between 0.1 – 100 µg / ml, TriDAP was tested at concentrations of 

0.05 - 50 µg / ml , and C12ieDAP was tested at concentrations of 0.01 – 10 µg / ml. 

However, when used in combination with LPS, there appeared to be a synergistic 
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effect on TNF-α production in UK adults (n=4) which was most significant with 

C12ieDAP . This finding was reproducible in 5 healthy Gambian donors (data shown 

in figure 15). The 0.1 µg / ml final concentration of C12ieDAP alone and a 

combination of a final concentration of 0.1 µg / ml of LPS with 0.1 µg / ml of 

C12ieDaP were used for all future work. 

Figure' 15.' Synergistic' TLR.4' and'NOD.1'mediated'TNF.α!production' in' adult'
whole'blood.'Experiments!were!performed!on!whole!blood! from!Gambian!donors!
n=5.!100!μl!of!whole!blood!was!co*cultured!overnight!in!a!range!of!conditions;!either!
with!a!negative!control!(RPMI!culture!medium),!a!positive!control!(PMA!0.1!μg!/!ml!/!
ionomcycin!1!μg!/!ml),!LPS!0.1!μg!/!ml,!C12ieDAP!0.01*10!μg!/!ml!!(data!shown!for!
0.1μg/ml,! but! is! representative! of! responses! at! all! concentrations! –! no! detectable!
response),!or!LPS!0.1!μg!/!ml!+!0.01*10!μg!/!ml!in!co*culture!(x!axis).!Supernatants!
were!recovered!after!18*24!hours!hours!and!TNF*α!levels!were!measured!in!pg!/!ml!
by!ELISA! (y! axis).!Each!bar! represents! the!median!TNF*α! response! for! each!of! the!
culture!conditions,!and!the!whiskers!represent!the!IQR!(Interquartile!range).!

3.2.4. NOD-2 agonist optimisation 

One NOD-2 agonist (MDP) was tested alone in a range of concentrations between 1 

– 15 µg / ml in 5 UK donors, but did not stimulate any detectable TNF-α production. 
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Figure'10.'Synergis/c'TLR4'and'NOD1'mediated'TNFα"produc/on'in'adult'whole'blood.'Experiments"were"performed"on"whole"
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geometric"mean"TNFα"response"for""each"of"the"culture"condiAons,"and"the"whiskers"represent"the"standard"deviaAon"(SD).
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However, used in combination with LPS, significant synergistic effect on TNF-α 

production were seen. Figure 16 shows the synergistic effect of MDP on TNF-α 

production in combination with LPS  in both 5 healthy UK and 5 healthy Gambian 

adult donors. Final concentrations used for all future work were as follows: 1 µg / ml 

of MDP alone and a combination of 1 µg / ml of MDP + 0.1 µg / ml of LPS. 

Figure'16.'Synergistic'TLR.4'and'NOD.2'mediated'TNF.α!production'in'adult'whole'blood.'Experiments!
were!performed!on!whole!blood!from!UK!donors!(A)!n=5!and!Gambian!donors!(B)!!n=5.!100!μl!of!whole!blood!
was!co*cultured!overnight!in!a!range!of!conditions;!either!with!a!negative!control!(RPMI!culture!medium),!a!
positive!control!(LPS!1!μg!/!ml!for!UK!experiments!and!PMA!0.1!μg!/!ml!/!Ionomycin!1!μg!/!ml!for!Gambian!
experiments),!LPS!0.1!μg!/!ml,!MDP!1*15!μg!/!ml!(data!shown!for!MDP!alone!at!1!μg!/!ml,!but!is!representative!
of!responses!at!all!concentrations!of!MDP!alone.!I.e.!no!detectable!response),!or!LPS!0.1!μg!/!ml!+!1*15!μg!/!ml!of!
MDP!in!co*culture!(x!axis).!Supernatants!were!recovered!after!18*!24!hours!and!TNF*α!levels!were!measured!in!
pg/ml! by! ELISA! (y! axis).! Each! bar! represents! the! geometric!mean! TNF*α! response! for! each! of! the! culture!
conditions,!and!the!whiskers!represent!the!standard!deviation!(SD).!
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Figure'11.'Synergis.c'TLR4'and'NOD2'mediated'TNFα"produc.on'in'adult'whole'blood.'Experiments"were"performed"on"whole"
blood" from"UK"donors" (A)"n=5"and"Gambian"donors" (B)" "n=5."100μl"of"whole"blood"was"coCcultured"overnight" in"a" range"of"
condiGons;"either"with"a"negaGve"control"(RPMI"culture"medium),"a"posiGve"contro"(LPS"1µg/ml"for"UK"experiments"and"PMA"
1µg/ml"/"Ionomcycin"0.1µg/ml"for"Gambian"experiments),"LPS"0.1"µg/ml,"MDP"1C15"µg/ml"(data"shown"for"MDP"alone"at"1µg/
ml,"but"is"representaGve"of"respnoses"at"all"concentraGons"of"MDP"alone),"or"LPS"0.1"µg/ml"+"1C15µg/ml"of"MDP"in"coCculture"(x"
axis)." Supernatants" were" recovered" and" TNFα" levels" were"measured" in" pg/ml" by" ELISA" (y" axis)." Each" bar" represents" the"
geometric"mean"TNFα"response"for""each"of"the"culture"condiGons,"and"the"whiskers"represent"the"standard"deviaGon"(SD).
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In initial testing only 2 out of 5 healthy Gambian adult donors blood responded to 

the positive control combination: PMA (Phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate) and 

ionomycin. This may have been due to incorrect dilution of stock, a batch problem 

or incorrect concentration used. Therefore, further stock was purchased and prepared. 

Testing of this new stock showed responses from all 5 subsequent adult donors (data 

not shown) which were comparable with the levels seen in the initial UK 

experiments. This work indicated the PMA / Ionomycin combination could be used 

for future assays. Indeed it proved to be a reliable positive control, as shown in the 

multiplex magnetic bead immunoassay results reported in chapter 6. 

3.2.5. Effect of heparin on TNF-α responses 

During the process of cord blood sampling, blood is first taken using a needle and 

syringe and then transferred into collection tubes. Due to the hypercoagulability of 

cord blood, the usual process is to use a heparinised syringe. We therefore undertook 

a comparison of the effect of drawing blood into heparinised and unheparinised 

syringes to ensure that the higher concentration of heparin in the whole blood assays 

did not attenuate or augment TNF-α responses in a healthy Gambian adult donor. 

This is important, because heparinised syringes are only used at the birth time-point, 

and therefore differences in responses between birth and later time-points could 

erroneously be attributed to age, when in fact it was due to venepuncture practice. 

Using the overnight whole blood assay with stimulation from the full panel of 

optimised PRR agonists and agonist combinations followed by assessment of TNF-

α, showed that heparin did not have an impact on TNF-α induced in the in vitro whole 

blood assay (see figure 17).  
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Figure'17.'Comparison'of'venepuncture'practices:!Effect!of!heparinised!versus!unheparinised!syringes!
on!measured!TNF*α!levels!in!sample!supernatants!following!incubation!of!whole!blood!for!18!–!24!hours!
with!!a!range!of!stimuli!–!PRR!agonists!alone!of!in!combination.!Results!depicted!are!from!a!healthy!Gambian!
adult! donor! (A415).! Concentration! of! agonists! used! were! as! previously! described.! Abbreviations:!
PRR=pattern! recognition! receptor,! LPS=lipopolysaccharide,! MDP=muramyl! dipeptide,! LTA=lipoteichoic!
acid,!MPLA=monophosphoryl!lipid!A.!

3.3. Optimisation of ribonucleic acid (RNA) extraction from small 

blood volumes 

A series of optimisation experiments were performed on whole blood from healthy 

UK adult donors that assessed the methodology for extraction of RNA from small 

volumes. Two commercial RNA extraction kits (Qiagen) were compared: PAXgene 

blood RNA kit versus PAXgene blood microRNA kit. Using healthy adult donor 

blood from 2 individuals, the kits were compared for their ability to extract good 

quality and high yields of RNA. In addition to the use of these kits alone, they were 

also tested using a post-extraction RNA “clean-up” kit to concentrate and improve 

the quality of the small volume blood samples.   

Using the method described in chapter 4, the use of the RNA “clean-up” kit 

significantly improved RNA yield and quality. After initial extraction, due to the 

small volumes of blood used for extraction, it was necessary to clean and concentrate 
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the RNA samples to obtain sufficient quality and concentration for downstream 

quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). This was because in 

these small volume samples the 260 / 280 nm ratios of the extracted samples were 

generally either <1.9 or >2.2 whilst the 260 / 230 nm ratios were <1.5. Following 

clean-up, samples were generally within the preferred ranges for RNA concentration 

(>10 ng / µl) and 260 / 280 nm ratio of  >1.9 and <2.2 and 260 / 230 nm of  >1.5. 

There was no difference between the PAXgene blood RNA kit versus the PAXgene 

blood microRNA kit therefore, the latter was selected for use in the main study. Using 

the PAXgene blood microRNA kit and subsequent RNA clean-up kit, RNA samples 

exxtracted from small volume UK adult whole blood samples (300 µl) were analysed 

on the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyser using RNA Nano labChips. In all samples the assay 

results were within expected ranges for eukaryote cells, with the first 18S peak higher 

than the 28S. For future experiments in the UK and The Gambia the Nanodrop 1000 

spectrophotometer was used to assess RNA quantity and quality. 

3.4. Optimisation of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) protocol  

Quantitative PCR arrays are amongst the most reliable and accurate tools for 

analysing the expression of a focused panel of genes relevant to a signalling pathway. 

Differences among real-time PCR kits used in PCR arrays are largely restricted to 

the DNA polymerases and the detection methods used. We used, the Taqman 

approach that relies on a fluorogenic oligonucleotide probe that binds only the DNA 

sequence between the two PCR primers. Therefore, only specific PCR product can 

generate a fluorescent signal in TAQMan PCR. The Taqman approach is known to 

have higher target specificity and a higher sensitivity to low copy numbers of target 

genes: even detecting as few as 1-10 copies of a specific target gene. 
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Optimisation experiments were performed on healthy adult donors to establish the 

reliability of gene expression after 4 hours of PRR agonist stimulation , as well as the 

amount of cDNA required for the PCR reaction mix. Blood was obtained from 2 

healthy donors, and PRR stimuli were added to 300 µl aliquots of blood in the final 

concentrations used in the Gambian study. Blood was retrieved after 4 and 24-hours 

and RNA was extracted, cleaned and concentrated from each sample. cDNA was 

synthesized, and between 1-2 ng was added to each PCR reaction. Results from 1 

donor are shown in figure 18 and are representative of the 2 experiments.  

PRR agonists and combinations of agonists stimulated up-regulation of mRNA 

transcription of TNF-α in a pattern that matched what had been seen in the secreted 

cytokine assays from the same donors at 24 hours of culture (data not shown). The 

4-hour time-point was superior to the 24-hour time-point in identifying high levels 

of TNF-α transcripts. Both 1 and 2 ng of cDNA template provided sufficient 

transcription levels for detection and differentiation of TNF-α transcription between 

stimuli. Therefore for the final study, it was decided that 1 ng of cDNA template per 

reaction would be used in the first instance in order to maximise the number of targets 

tested, and increased to 2 ng of cDNA per reaction should Ct values below the limit 

of detection be observed with 1 ng cDNA.  
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!
Figure'18.'Optimisation'of'TAQman'quantitative'RT.PCR'using'TNF.α'primers.!2!experiments!were!
performed! on! healthy! UK! adult! donor! blood! to! test! the! effect! of! time! and! cDNA! quantity! on! RT*PCR!
measured!cytokine!mRNA!transcription!levels.!The!graph!depicts!results!from!1!donor.!Whole!blood!was!
incubated!for!either!4!hours!or!24!hours!with!a!range!of!stimuli:!PRR!agonists!alone!or!in!combination.!
Total!RNA!was!extracted,!purified!and!quantified.!Either!1ng!or!2ng!of!cDNA!was!added!to!the!reaction!mix!
and!the!results!are!shown.!THe!y!axis!depicts!the!RQ!value!(calculated!as!described!in!the!methods!section),!
and!the!x!axis!depicts!the!agonists!used.!Abbreviations:-as-per-figure-17.!

3.5. Quality control of agonists using TNF-α ELISAs  

As part of the study in The Gambia on a monthly basis an in vitro overnight whole 

blood assay was performed on a healthy Gambian adult donor, and the supernatant 

tested for TNF-α concentrations for all the positive control, negative control and PRR 

stimuli. The in-house TNF-α ELISA which had been optimised in the UK was 

transferred to The MRC-The Gambia for this quality control procedure. This was a 

necessary method, due to the fact that the multiplex magnetic bead immunoassays 

were run as a batch at the end of the study to ensure comparability between results 

from different time-points. The TNF-α response to most agonists were consistent 

over the 18-months of the study (data not shown). However, the positive control 
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PMA/Ionomycin, LTA and MPLA stimulations produced varying results over the 

course of the study as shown below.  

At one stage a general reduction in the TNF-α responses of PMA/Ionomycin was 

noted (see figure 19.). Therefore, a new batch was prepared, and the newly tested 

agonists appeared to work well. Unfortunately, a number of experiments had already 

been performed with the defective batch, which meant that some results were 

excluded from the final analysis – as we were unclear whether a negative or low 

result in the test agonist was a true finding, or whether there had been an assay failure 

(due to the lack of a reliable positive control). 

!!
Figure' 19.' Quality' control' TNF.α' ELISA' to' measure' the' efficacy' of' PMA' +'
Ionomycin'as'a'positive'control':'tested!within!the!whole!blood!assay.!Undetectable!
levels!of!TNFα!were!noted!in!response!to!the!first!batch!of!PMA!and!Ionomycin!*!a!
new!batch!of!each!agonist!was!ordered!and!tested.!And!by!April!2014!the!positive!
control!combination!was!functioning!reliably!again!–!with!just!1!month!in!December!
2014! when! the! combination! gave! a! TNF*α! response! of! <100! pg! /! ml! which! we!
considered! a! negative! response.! However,! repeat! ELISAs! from! the! same! batch! of!
agonist!in!January!and!February!2015!showed!reliable!responses!again.!The!dotted!
arrows!indicate!the!period!during!the!study!where!the!efficacy!of!the!positive!control!
reagents!was!in!question.!
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Despite successful results in the optimisation experiments and the first 2-months of 

the study, the TLR-2 agonist LTA did not provide reliable results in the healthy adult 

Gambian control through the 18-month course of the study (See figure 20). Two new 

batches of LTA were purchased and tested, but did not give predictable responses 

using the TNF-α ELISAs. However, for an unknown reason, we were unable to 

measure responses to the LTA concentration 10 µg / ml which had appeared 

sufficiently effective in early tests. This could have been due to difficulty with the 

temperature control of the agonist during transit, storage, or failures in “making up” 

the agonist. However, despite attempts to rectify these potential problems, 

unfortunately the inefficacy of the LTA agonist persisted. Conclusions therefore 

should not be drawn from the age changes (lower responses towards the end of the 

study) and results from the TLR-2 stimulation experiments were therefore excluded 

from the overall analyses. 
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!
Figure' 20.'Quality' control' TNF.α' ELISA' to' test' the' efficacy' of' LTA'The! x! axis!
depicts! TNF*! α! levels! in! supernatants! from! healthy! Gambian! adult! whole! blood!
stimulated! for! 18*24! hours!with! LTA.! The! x*axis! depicts! the!month! in!which! the!
agonist!was!tested.!Each!symbol!represents!a!single!result!from!a!separate!assay.!!The!
dotted!arrows!indicate!the!period!during!the!study!where!the!efficacy!of!the!MPLA!
reagent!was!in!question.!Abbreviations:-ELISA=-enzyme=linked-immunosorbent-assay,-
LTA=lipotechoic-acid!

In addition, poor TNF-α responses were identified in the healthy adult Gambian 

control by ELISA following introduction of the second batch of MPLA stock 

delivered to The Gambia in March 2014 (see figure 21). A new batch was purchased, 

and normal expected responses were seen using this new batch. Therefore, the results 

for the MPLA induced cytokine responses from the subsequent multiplex magnetic 

bead-based immunoassay (for this period of infant whole blood assays) were not 

included in the overall analyses. This is because the quality and efficacy of the MPLA 

agonist was in question. 
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!
Figure'21.'TNF.α'ELISA'to'test'the'efficacy'of'MPLA'as'part'of'quality'control'
procedures.!The!x!axis!depicts!TNF*!α!levels!in!supernatants!from!healthy!Gambian!
adult!whole! blood! stimulated! for! 18*24! hours!with!MPLA.! The! x*axis! depicts! the!
month!in!which!the!agonist!was!tested.!Each!symbol!represents!a!single!result!from!
a!separate!assay.!!The!dotted!arrows!indicate!the!period!during!the!study!where!the!
efficacy!of!the!MPLA!reagent!was!in!question.!Abbreviations:!ELISA=-enzyme=linked-
immunosorbent-assay,-MPLA=monophosphoryl!lipid!A.-
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CHAPTER 4. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.1. Ethical considerations and study design 

4.1.1. Ethical considerations 

This study was conducted in accordance with the principles set forth in the ICH 

Harmonised Tripartite Guideline for Good Clinical Practice (GCP) and the 

Declaration of Helsinki in its current version, whichever affords the greater 

protection to the participants. This project was considered and approved by the 

Medical Research Council-Unit The Gambia’s Medical Scientific Coordinating 

Committee (SCC) and by the Gambia Ethics Committee (SCC 1330 – see 

appendices). It was  also  approved by the Imperial College Research Ethics 

Committee (ICREC reference:13_5_2 – see appendices). 

4.1.2. Study setting 

The health of any population is strongly influenced by the environment in which they 

live and grow. The external factors affecting the health of families are often referred 

to as the “social determinants of health”; these include housing, work, nutrition, 

water, sanitation and transport. The region of sub-saharan Africa suffers from 

widespread health inequalities due to economic deprivation, food insecurity, 

environmental destruction, climate change and infectious disease epidemics(3). The 

Gambia is the smallest country in Africa with a population of just over 2 million.  

All study children were recruited from the Sukuta health centre which is located in a 

peri-urban area in the western region of The Gambia. At the time of the first MRC 

field study more than 50 years ago, Sukuta was a small semi-rural village of 1500 
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people, predominantly of the Mandinka tribe. Rice farming was the main form of 

income, until the area became gradually more urbanized. Today, families are 

increasingly supported by various trades and small businesses including those related 

to tourism(231).  

Overall poverty rates in the region were 56.7 % in 2003. In general extended families 

live together in compounds containing a number of buildings situated around a 

common central open area.  The average household size is approximately 8 persons) 

in 2013. In the latest 2003 census, nearly all houses in the western region were made 

with mud or cement walls and thatched or metal roofs. 64.9 % of households have at 

least one mosquito net. Very few households ~1 % use liquified petroleum gas for 

cooking. Solid fuels are used for cooking in 93 % of households. Around 87 % of 

families use wood as a cooking energy source, and in most cases this would be in the 

form of a wood-burning stove. Often stoves will be used indoors. Very few families 

have access to piped drinking water into their homes (< 5 %). Many families will use 

water from a public tap or standpipe (~38 %), a tubewell or borehole (~19 %), or a 

protected well (~9 %). Generally households would not have access to electricity. 

Around 70 % of 15-24 year olds are literate, with a similar % enrolled in primary 

school education(232). 

 

In the western Gambia region, the infant mortality rate is 71 per 1000 live births with 

an overall under 5 mortality rate of 92 per 1000 live births. The UN SDG 3 seeks to 

reduce the mortality rate in the < 5s to at least as low as 25 per 1,000 live births. 

Approximately 65 % of births are attended by a skilled health professional, 4.8 % of 

pregnant women are HIV-1 positive and 19.4 % of live births weighed below 2.5 kg. 

62.3 % of the western region population sleep under insecticide-treated bednets 
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(ITNs). No other local regional statistics are available for health indicators, but on a 

national level, the following data is available from UNICEF. In 2011, 89.3 % of 

Gambians used improved drinking water sources, and 67.7 % had access to improved 

sanitation facilities. Immunisaton coverage was high between 95 - 99 % for the 

vaccinations in the EPI schedule in 2012 (BCG, diptheria, polio, measles, hepatitis 

B, HIB). Only 15.9 % of EPI vaccines were financed by the Gambian government, 

with the remainder of funding from external sources. WHO country statistical profile 

for the Gambia reports that the causes of death in < 5s are distributed as follows: 

malaria (20 %), other causes (13 %), prematurity (13 %), birth asphyxia (13 %), acute 

respiratory infections (13 %), neonatal sepsis (8 %), diarrhoea (7 %), congenital 

anomalies (7 %), HIV / AIDS (1 %) and measles (<1 %)(233).  

4.1.3. Recruitment 

All the study infants were recruited between 21st November 2013 to 19th May 2014 

through the MRC infant immunology laboratory’s (IIL) field site at Sukuta health 

centre. Sensitisation of mothers to this study was done by field workers, nurses 

known to the local community, and trained government staff working in the 

government run antenatal clinic and on the labour ward (figure 22).  
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Figure'22.'Sensitisation'process 
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Study! staff! spoke! to! expectant!mothers! and! their! families! in! advance! of! the!

delivery!to!sensitise!them!to!the!study!(figure!22)!and!to!provide!them!with!a!

copy!of!the!participant!information!sheet!and!the!informed!consent!document!

(see!appendices).!If!an!expectant!mother!was!interested!in!the!study,!a!sticker!

was!placed!in!her!clinical!antenatal!record!card.!She!was!also!given!a!card!with!

contact!numbers!for!the!study!staff.!The!study!team!were!contacted!when!the!

expectant!mother!presented!in!labour!either!by!the!women!themselves,!or!by!

the!government!midwives!on!duty.!!!

 

 

Oral consent was gained from the expectant mothers at presentation to the labour 

ward, in order to collect cord blood. Written informed consent from mothers was 

obtained shortly after birth, once they were sufficiently recovered from the stress of 

Figure' 23.' Antenatal' sensitisation' in' the' Sukuta'
government' antenatal' clinic.! This! photograph!
shows!the!study!nurse!providing!information!in!local!
language!using!the!participant!information!sheet,!and!
completing!the!screening!log!book!
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delivery. Following written consent, blood samples were transported to the 

laboratory and processed within 6 hours of collection. Any mothers who declined to 

participate in the study witnessed the disposal of the cord blood samples in an 

appropriate sharp safe box on the labour ward. All mothers were consented to 

undertake a HIV test if they had no recorded result in the current pregnancy.  

4.1.4. Eligibility of study particpants 

To be eligible to participate in the study, newborns were required to meet all of the 

inclusion criteria and none of the exclusion criteria listed below. 

Inlcusion criteria: 

1. Written informed consent obtained from the infant’s mother  

2. Maternal age over 18 years 

3. >37/40 weeks gestation 

4. Singleton 

5. Birth weight >2.5kg 

6. Born to known HIV negative mothers (either tested and documented on the 

yellow antenatal card in the current pregnancy, or mother consented to HIV 

testing) 

7. Ability to comply with the study procedures as judged by a member of the 

research team 

Exclusion criteria: 

1. Significant congenital abnormalities  

2. Symptoms or signs of significant illness or infection 

3. Planning to move outside the study area (preventing follow-up visits) during 

the 12 months of study participation 

4. Enrolment in other studies requiring blood sampling 
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5. Any other condition or situation meaning that participation would not be in 

the best interest of the infant 

6. Any reason that would prevent the study endpoints being assessed in the 

infant effectively as judged by the investigator 

All mothers were tested for HIV using the INSTI™ test: a single-use rapid assay for 

the detection of antibodies to Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type 1 (HIV-1) and 

Type 2 (HIV-2)(234). This test requires a small volume of plasma which was taken 

from the mother post-delivery, and transported to the MRC laboratories along with 

the cord blood samples.  

Any study participant would have been discontinued from participation in the study 

if they developed a serious intercurrent illness, or other medical condition or a 

situation occured such that continued participation in the study would not be in the 

best interest of the participant. Participants were free to withdraw from participating 

in the study at any time without giving a reason. This withdrawal would not have 

affected the medical care received by the infant and their mother. 

4.1.5. Study schedule 

Infants were visited at a total of 6 time-points between birth and 1-year of age (birth, 

2-weeks, 1-month, 2-months, 6-months, 12-months). They received all routine 

vaccines in line with the Gambian EPI schedule (table 7). When the scheduled study 

blood draw coincided with the EPI schedule, blood was always drawn prior to 

vaccination. All infants also received routine vitamin A supplementation at 6 and 12 

months, as part of the immunization programme. All Gambian EPI vaccinations and 

supplements were given by the study team to ensure availability and consistency thus 

maintaining homogeneity between the participants. 
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WHO$Expanded$Programme$on$Immunisation$

Age$(weeks)$ Vaccine$

0"(within"48"hours"of"birth)" BCG,"HBV,"OPV"

8" DTP,"Hib,"HBV,"OPV,"PCV<13,"RV"

12" DTP,"Hib,"HBV,"OPV,"PCV<13,"RV"

16" DTP,"Hib,"HBV,"OPV,"PCV<13,"RV"

40" Measles,"Yellow"Fever,"OPV"

Table'7.'EPI' >'Expanded'programme'on' immunisation'schedule'as'provided'in'Sukuta,'The'
Gambia.! Abbreviations:- BCG:- Bacillus- Calmette5Guerin,- HBV:- Hepatitis- B- vaccine,- OPV:- oral- Polio-
vaccine,-DTP:-Diptheria,-Tetanus,-Pertussis-vaccine,-Hib:-Haemophilus-Influenza-Type-b-vaccine,-PCV5
13:-Pneumococcal-conjugate-vaccine513.-RV:-Rotavirus-vaccine-(Rotateq)!

A nasopharyngeal swab and blood samples were taken at each time-point. 10 mls of 

blood was taken from the umbilical cord at birth. At 12-months of age 7 mls of blood 

was taken by venepuncture. At the other 4 time-points (2-weeks, 1-month, 2-months, 

6-months) up to 5mls of blood was taken from the infant by venepuncture (figure 

26). A case report form (CRF) was used to capture important clinical information on 

antibiotic usage, nutritional status, growth and infection episodes. A schematic of the 

study design (figure 24). 
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Figure'24.'Schematic'of'study'design.!Abbreviations:!PIS!=!Patient!information!sheet,!SOP!=!
Standard!operating!procedure,!NPS!=!Nasopharyngeal!swab'

4.1.6. Safety considerations 

Morbidity was closely monitored in all infants, and free access to basic health care 

was provided to all mothers and the study participants. This included basic medical 

treatment for non-severe infections (urinary, respiratory, malaria, skin infections etc.) 

provided at Sukuta clinic during opening hours. If the infection was severe then the 

mother/child was referred either to a government hospital or to the MRC site in Fajara 

for further assessment and/or hospital admission. In most cases, if the family incurred 

costs at referring facilities or out-of-hours services, these costs were reimbursed by 

the study team. The free health care was provided to our participants until the child 
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was 1 year of age, (including participants subsequently excluded) as well as 24/7 

access to study staff via mobile phones.  

There were minimal  risks to the individual babies in the study: collecting blood, and 

taking a nose swab are both safe procedures, which done correctly, do not cause any 

harm. However, both required the infant to remain quite still, and may cause a little 

temporary discomfort. At the study visits parents had the opportunity to discuss any 

concerns about their baby’s health. Any cases of unwell infants were escalated form 

field workers to the study nurse who would decide whether the infant should continue 

with the planned study visits, have the visits postponed, or terminate the infant’s 

participation in the study. If termination of the infant’s participation was considered, 

this was always discussed with the study’s principal investigator. 

If any adverse events occurred which were directly related to the participation in the 

study, study staff documented these and reported back to the principal investigator. 

Records were in accordance with the MRC AE reporting protocol and included the 

following information: nature/description of the AE, start and stop date/time, severity 

of the AE and action taken. Staff monitored the events until their resolution. 

4.1.7. Data storage and handling 

Paper clinical record forms were transcribed to a dedicated Microsoft Office Access 

database, which was stored on the MRC-Unit the Gambia's secure SQL server. The 

database was designed in conjunction with an MRC data manager, to reflect the 

content of the study’s CRFs. All the scientific data were maintained within a pre-

designed excel database, and subsequently transferred to SPSS statistics for analysis. 

All anonymised data was backed up on 2 external hard drives. The data management 
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department at the MRC provided guidance on the standardised data quality control 

systems and tracking systems for patients and laboratory samples (All lab samples 

had a unique identifier). The database adhered to good clinical practice (GCP) where 

possible.  

The principal investigators maintained appropriate medical and research records for 

the study in compliance with the principles of good clinical practice and regulatory 

and institutional requirements for the protection of confidentiality of participants. 

The study team members were able to access records. The authorised representatives 

of the sponsor and the ethics committee could inspect all documents and records 

required to be maintained by the investigator, including but not limited to, medical 

records (office, clinic, or hospital) for the participants in the study. The clinical study 

site permitted access to these records. 

4.1.8. Informed consent and participant confidentiality 

Study mothers were fully informed of the aims and practical implications of the 

study. They were provided with a detailed PIS, which was explained during a 

rigorous process of informed consent, in a language in which they were fluent. 

Guarantees of confidentiality and anonymity given to the research participants were 

honoured, unless there were clear and overriding reasons to do otherwise. 

Researchers practiced in accordance with the 'duty of confidentiality' and did not pass 

on identifiable data to third parties without participants' consent.  

4.2. Clinical measures and blood sampling  

A CRF was completed at each time point, as well as at the time of screening for 

study eligibility. The following information was recorded on the appropriate CRF: 
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- Study mother demographic information 

- Study mother medical information including: gravida, parity, living 

children, HIV status, details of any abnormalities during pregnancy and 

delivery, any fever or antibiotics given in labour, current medication 

- Study infant demographic information 

- Study infant symptoms or signs of significant illness or infection (Fever, 

hypothermia, poor feeding, floppiness, hypoglycaemia) 

- Study infant feeding type 

- Any overnight hospital admissions for the study infant 

- Any episodes of malaria, septicaemia, pneumonia, meningitis, worms, otitis 

media, tonsillitis, upper respiratory tract infection (URTI) in the study infant 

- Any courses of intravenous or oral antibiotic therapy in the study infant 

- Any current medications for the study infant 

4.2.1. Clinical evaluation 

At recruitment a modified newborn examination was performed by the study 

clinician or nurse as detailed in the screening record. Growth was monitored using 

the Gambian Infant Welfare Card (IWC). At each time-point infant anthropometry 

were recorded including: 

- Weight (grams) 

- Head circumference/Occipitofrontal circumference (OFC) (cm) 

- Length (cm) 

At each time-point infant vital signs were recorded including: 

- Respiratory rate (breaths per minute) 

- Oxygen saturations (%) 
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- Heart rate (beats per minute) 

- Temperature (oC) 

Weight-for-length z-scores were calculated at each visit for each child, but were not 

an indication for exclusion from the study. Z-score cut-offs were used in this study 

as a screening device in particular to identify children who were more likely to be 

undernourished. Further clinical evaluation including history taking, clinical 

examination and review of blood results (including FBC) was used distinguish 

children who had low anthropometry but were healthy from those who were 

undernourished. 

At each study visit, each infant’s general health and well-being was assessed using 

the structured, specific questions within the CRFs along with measurement of their 

vital signs. In addition to the study visits (for blood and NPS sampling), infants were 

seen for their routine EPI vaccinations, and for ad-hoc assessments by the study nurse 

or clinician at the request of the fieldworker or parent. Common childhood illnesses 

were managed according to the WHO’s pocket book of hospital care for children: 

guidelines for the management of common childhood illnesses(235).  

Routine EPI vaccines were given by the study staff, and the vaccine details were 

recorded on their IWC as well as in the study paperwork. At each time point, blood 

samples and nasopharyngeal swabs were obtained (see figures 25-28). Vital sign 

measurements were used as a tool to screen for whether infants were clinically well. 

Respiratory rate (RR), heart rate (HR), temperature (temp) and oxygen saturations 

(SATs) were measured. Any child with vital signs outside of the reference range 

underwent a full clinical assessment by the study nurse or physician, including a 
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physical examination. If necessary, further clinical reviews were arranged and any 

abnormalities are described.   

4.2.2. Blood sample laboratory processing 

Whole blood culture plates were set up and stimulated with 5 separate PRR agonists 

(and combinations of agonists), PMA and ionomycin (for a positive control) as well 

as an unstimulated well for the negative control. One set of culture plates was used 

to obtain supernatants for cytokine and APP analysis after 24 hours of incubation. A 

standardised multiplex magnetic bead based immnoassay system - bio-plex from 

Bio-rad was used to assess GM-CSF, IFN-γ, IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10 & TNF-α 

levels.  A second set of culture plates was used for cytokine and intracellular 

signalling pathway protein mRNA expression analysis after 4 hours of incubation. 

Specific cytokine and transducer protein (as guided by supernatant results) mRNA 

expression was quantified using RT-PCR.  

A full blood count was also performed in all subjects to monitor haemoglobin levels, 

and also to ascertain whether cytokine responses correlated directly with white cell 

counts. Culture of nasopharyngeal swabs (NPS) was performed to identify common 

colonizsing organisms based on previous studies in The Gambia. These included: S. 

pneumoniae, S. aureus, H. influenzae and M. catarrhalis. 

Baseline markers of nutrition were also obtained (alongside FBC): 25[OH]D, 

calcium, phosphate and albumin, and were performed by the biochemistry laboratory 

at MRC-The Gambia. 25[OH]D measurements were performed at Imperial College 

Healthcare Trust by immunoassay on Abbott Architect. 2 mls of blood were required 

for these experiments. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were separated 
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from the remaining whole blood and transferred for long-term storage in liquid 

nitrogen for future experiments. 

All samples were stored according to GCP guidelines. Blood and NPA samples were 

temporarily stored in the infant immunology laboratory’s -70 oC freezer before 

transfer to a pre-allocated -70 oC freezer in the long-term bio-bank storage facility at 

MRC Fajara according to institutional protocol. (The bio-bank facility provides 24 

hour staff cover available at all times in case of freezer-failure and transfer of samples 

to an appropriate back-up freezer). The location of each sample was documented in 

the study-specific hand-written box-map, and an excel spreadsheet with sample 

location was updated on a weekly basis by the principal investigator.  

4.2.3. Cord blood sampling 

Prior to obtaining the cord blood sample, the study team member would confirm that 

the delivery was a potentially uncomplicated (not high-risk) case and reconfirm 

consent (See figure 25 for details on the procedures involved at time-point 1). 

Immediately following the delivery of the infant but before the placenta separates, 

the path of the umbilical vein within the umbilical cord was identified. The cord was 

positioned between the mother’s legs to avoid back flow of blood. The cord was 

cleaned with an alcohol swab (or gauze soaked in spirit) and allowed to dry. This was 

to avoid contamination e.g. with maternal blood. One cord clamp was positioned at 

the placental end of the umbilical cord, and another close to the infant. This allowed 

a section of cord of approximately 20 - 30 cm from which to obtain the blood sample. 

With the heparinised syringe, the umbilical vein was punctured close to the 

positioned clamp closest to the placenta, and approximately 8 mls of blood was 

withdrawn. With the second syringe labelled with the yellow sticker, about 2 mls of 
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blood was withdrawn. Blood was then transferred into tubes up to the black “fill line” 

in the following order: diluent free tube, heparinised tube, EDTA tube and serum 

separator tube (SST). Any remaining blood was added to the heparinised tube. The 

SST was filled from the separate syringe was always filled last. The cord blood was 

transported in a cold box within 6 hours of collection to the infant immunology 

laboratory at MRC, Fajara. A study driver was available at all times to ensure that 

this was done promptly.  
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Figure'25.'Obtaining'informed'consent'and'handling'samples'at'time9point'1:'birth'
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4.2.4. Collection of venous blood samples 

All specimens of blood were taken using a good aseptic technique (see figure 26). A 

study specific SOP provided guidance to those staff members who were less familiar 

with the standard procedure and revision for those already competent. Figures 27 and 

28 detail the study specific procedures required at visits 2 - 6, including details on 

blood sampling. All blood samples were considered potentially infectious and 

handled accordingly. No more than 3 attempts were made at venepuncture in order 

to obtain the sample volumes required. Venepuncture procedure for sampling the 

study mother’s blood for HIV diagnosis was also carried out as described above, and 

in accordance with the study-specific venepuncture SOP. Samples were transferred 

to the laboratory within 90 minutes of collection where possible, and no more than 6 

hours from collection. 

 
Figure'26.'Venepuncture'procedure:'Depicts!a!study!participant!at!Sukuta!health!centre!undergoing!
venepuncture!at!the!12:month!time!point!during!the!study'

!
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Figure'27.'Sample'handling'at'time9point'2'–'5:'Infants!aged!2:weeks,!1:month,!2:months,!6:
months!and!12:months'

 
Figure'28.'Sample'handling'at'tIime9point'6:'Infants!aged!12:months''

'
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4.3. Laboratory methods 

4.3.2. Whole blood assay (long protocol) 

Details regarding the reagents used and details on suppliers are included in table 8. 

All work was carried out using sterile techniques and in a class 2 microbiological 

safety cabinet. Agonists were prepared to the optimized concentrations as per table 

9. The overnight culture plate (for supernatants) was always set up first and the 4 

hour culture plate (for RNA) second.  Blood was always aliquoted into the culture 

plate wells in the following order: 1.RPMI  only (-ve control), 2.PMA + Ionomycin 

(+ve control), 3.LPS, 4.MDP + LPS, 5.MDP, 6.LTA, 7.C12ieDAP + LPS, 

8.C12ieDAP, 9.MPLA. This ensured comparability between experiments, and also 

should there be insufficient sample, there would be data from a higher number of 

participants in descending order of agonist priority. Whole blood assay protocols 

were based upon those previously published by our group(89). 

Reagent' Description' Company' Cat'No' PRR'target'

MPLA% Synthetic%monophosphoryl%lipid%A% Invivogen% Tlrl9mpls% TLR%

LPS9EB% From%E.coli%0111:B4%strain% Invivogen% Tlrl9eblps% TLR4%

LTA9SA**% From%S.aureus%lipotechoic%acid% Invivogen% Tlrl9slta% TLR2%

C129ieDAP% PGN9like%molecule% Invivoge% Tlrl9cdap% NOD1%

MDP% Minimal%bioactive%PGN%motif% Invivogen% Tlrl9mdp% NOD2%

PMA% Phorbol%129myristate%139acetate% Sigma% P8139% +ve%control%

Ionomycin% Ionomycin%calcium%salt,%from%Streptomyces+
conglobatus+ Sigma% I3909% +ve%control%

RPMI% Culture%medium%9%Roswell%Park%Memorial%Institute%
1640% Sigma% R87589

500ML% 9ve%control%

Table'8.'Whole'blood'assay'reagants:'Details!regarding!pattern!recognition!receptor!agonists,!their!
receptor!targets!and!supplier!information!
'

A 96-well round-bottomed plate was clearly labelled with date, time, study ID and 

visit number. The respective agonist suffix and the agonist concentration for each 
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blood sample to be added was clearly marked on the appropriate wells (see figure 

29). 10 µl of the test agonists were added to the corresponding wells, with 10 µl of 

RPMI media added to the negative control wells and 10 µl each of PMA and 

Ionomycin to the positive control wells. Where an agonist combination was being 

tested, 10 µl of each agonist was added to the well (these wells therefore had a total 

volume of 120 µl). 100 µl of whole blood was added to each of the plate wells and 

the plates were incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 overnight. 

 

Figure'29.'96–well'plate'format'for'PRR'agonist'stimulations'for'supernatants:!(4!participants!per!
plate).!Abbreviations:-See-table-7.'

 

After 18-24 hours, 100 µl of RPMI was added to all wells. The solution in each well 

was mixed gently using a pipette, ensuring that any sedimented blood was 

sufficiently resuspended. The plates were then centrifuged at 1000 x g for 10 minutes. 

110-120 µl of supernatant was then transferred to the corresponding 0.2 µl pre-

labelled sample tubes with unique IDs. The days’ samples were stored at -70 oC and 

the location was clearly recorded in the study box map and file. Agonists at stock 
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concentration were kept at -70 oC unless an aliquot was in use, in which case it was 

stored at 4 oC for up to 4 weeks before discarding and  selecting a new aliquot from 

the freezer. Agonists at working concentration were kept at 4 oC for no more than 1 

week, at which point they were discarded and new aliquots were prepared from stock 

solutions. 

Agonist' Stock'concentration' Working'concentration' Final'concentration'
in'culture'plate'

PMA% 1mg/ml% 0.5ug/mL% 0.1ug/mL%

Ionomycin% 1mg/ml% 5ug/mL% 1ug/mL%

LPS%EB% 1mg/ml% 1ug/mL% 0.1ug/mL%

MDP% 1mg/ml% 10ug/mL% 1ug/mL%

MPLA% 1mg/ml% 10ug/mL% 1ug/mL%

C12ieDAP% 1mg/ml% 1ug/ml% 0.1ug/ml%

Table'9.'Agonist'preparation'details:'agonists!and!their!associated!stock,!working!and!final!
concentrations!in!the!whole!blood!assays!

4.3.2. TNF-α ELISA method 

Whole blood TNF-α responses were quantified using an in house TNF-α sandwich 

ELISA protocol, which we modified for use with small infant samples. 96-well 

micro-well plates were coated with 25 µl of 2 µg / ml mouse anti-human TNF-α 

capture antibody (BD biosciences) in coating buffer (0.1M NaHCO3, pH 8.4). Plates 

were incubated for six hours at room temperature or overnight in a refrigerator at 4o 

C. The plates were then brought to room temperature if required and washed twice 

with PBS/Tween 20 (phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and polyoxyethylene sorbitan 

monolaurate (Tween 20). Next the plates were blocked by adding 100 µl of Blocking 

buffer (10 % HI FCS (Heat inactivated foetal calf serum) in PBS) to each well and 

incubated at room temperature for two hours. After this incubation, the plates were 

again washed twice with PBS / Tween 20. 
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During the plate incubation with blocking buffer, all the sample and standard 

dilutions were prepared in PBS / Tween 20 + 10 % FCS (PBS/Tween 20/FCS). 

Samples were diluted 1:2 or 1:4 if sample volumes were low. The TNF-α standard 

was serially diluted from 10,000 pg / ml (top standard) to 19 pg / ml.  

Diluted samples and standards were then added in duplicate to the plate wells. A 

standard curve was included for each plate. The plates were incubated overnight at 4 

o C or at room temperature for 4hrs. At the end of the incubation, the plates were 

brought to room temperature as required. The plates were washed 4 times with PBS 

/ Tween 20. During the incubation, the biotin labelled anti-TNF-α detection antibody 

was prepared in PBS / Tween / FCS to give 1 µg / ml. 50 µl was added to each plate 

well, and the plates were then incubated for 1 hour at room temperature.  

During the 1-hour incubation, the avidin-peroxidase solution was prepared to give 1 

µg / ml in PBS/Tween 20/FCS. The plates were washed six times with PBS/Tween 

20 as previously described and 50 µl of the avidin peroxidase solution was added to 

each plate well. Plates were sealed and incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature 

in the dark. Following this, the plates were washed eight times with PBS / Tween as 

previously described. During the incubation period, the o-phenylenediamine di-

hydrochloride (OPD) - urea hydrogen peroxide substrate solution was prepared 

(Sigma Aldrich).  

50 µl of the substrate solution was added to each plate well. The plates were sealed 

and incubated in the dark at room temperature for eight minutes. After eight minutes 

the colour development was checked. Once the standard curve was brightly coloured 

the colour reaction was stopped by adding 50 µl 2M hydrogen sulphate to each well. 
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The plates were read at 490 nm and the dilution of the original samples was taken 

into account during the analysis (SoftMaxPro 7 software, prism ).  

4.3.3. Multiplex magnetic bead based immunoassay 

Bio-Plex Pro Cytokine, Chemokine, and Growth Factor Assay kits were purchased 

from Bio-Rad and shipped for use in The Gambia. The multiplex magnetic bead 

based immunoassay technique is based upon the concept of the sandwich ELISA 

(figure 30). However, in this assay, each magnetic bead is covalently coupled to a 

capture antibody specific to 1 of 8 cytokines (analytes). Coupled beads react with the 

sample containing the cytokine of interest. After a series of washes to remove 

unbound protein, a biotinylated detection antibody is added to create a sandwich 

complex. The detection complex is formed with the addition of streptavidin-

phycoerythrin (SA-PE) conjugate, whilst phycoerythrin serves as a fluorescent 

indicator or reporter. 

The Bio-Plex Magpix multiplex system utilizes fluorescently dyed 

microspheres/beads which each have distinct colour codes which allow for 

discrimination of individual tests within a multiplex solution. This allows 

simultaneous detection of up to 50 different types of molecules. A red laser 

illuminates the fluorescent dyes within each bead whilst a green laser excites the PE 

to generate a signal which is identified by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). A digital 

processor presents data as median fluorescence intensity and concentration (pg / ml). 
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Figure'30.'Multiplex'magnetic'bead9base'immunoassay'–'Bioplex''

The supernatant samples were defrosted and centrifuged for 10 mins at 1000 x g to 

pellet any debris and avoid needle blockage of the Bio-Plex 200 Suspension Array 

system (Bio-rad, Germany). Calibration of the instrument using the supplied 

Calibration kit (Bio-rad) was performed before every experiment following the 

manufacturer’s standard protocol. All buffers and diluents were brought to room 

temp prior to use, and the Bio-Plex instrument was switched on and checked at least 

40 minutes prior to commencing the assay preparation.  

The samples were transferred to a 96-well plate, and stored on ice until use on the 

magnetic bead plates. The magnetic bead plate washer was cleaned, checked and 

prepared with sufficient wash buffers before each use. An 8-plex system (Bio-Rad) 

was used to analyse levels of GM-CSF, IFN-γ, IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10 & TNF-

α from the supernatant. Standard curve outliers were eliminated by identifying 

samples where coefficient of variance (% CV) > 10 % and observed / expected x 100 

(obs / exp* 100) ranged from below 80 or above 120. Any sample that recorded an 
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error during a run (predominantly due to high aggregations of beads) was repeated 

where possible.  

''

Figure'31.'Bio9Plex'cytokine'assay'work'flow'

For each experiment, the total number of wells were determined and a plate-map was 

printed. After sufficient experience with the procedure, 2 plates were run per 

experiment (see figure 31). The anti-cytokine bead (25x) stock solution was vortexed 

at medium speed for 20s, and a 25-fold working dilution of the anti-cytokine bead 

stock solution was prepared in the assay buffer provided. All the bead solutions were 

protected from light with aluminium foil, and kept on ice when not in use. All assays 

were run using the standard low PMT (photomultiplier tube) setting as was 

recommended in the manufacturer’s instructions for culture supernatants. A standard 
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curve of known concentrations of the 8 analytes was freshly prepared for each 

experiment. The standard was reconstituted by adding 500 µl of the standard diluent 

to the vial containing the lyophilized standard analyte mix. The vial was vortexed 

gently for 5s and incubated on ice for 20 - 30minutes. A 4-fold serial dilution was 

prepared for standard concentrations of cytokines in pg / ml in the following ranges: 

IL-2 = 1.19 - 19,446, IL-4 = 0.25 - 4,149, IL-6 = 2.3 - 26,738, IL-8 = 2.4 - 39,279, 

IL-10 = 2.14 - 35,113, TNF-α = 3.72 - 60,786 and GM-CSF = 0.8 - 13,149.  

The working bead solution was vortexed at medium speed for 20 seconds and 50 µl 

was added to each well. The automated magnetic bead plate washer was used for 2 

washes with 100 µl of Bio- Wash Buffer per well. Next, standards, samples and 

blanks were added at a volume of 50 µl to the appropriate wells. The wells were 

covered with a plastic adhesive plate sealer, and the plate was wrapped in aluminium 

foil and incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature on a shaker. The initial 30 

seconds of shaking was at high speed of 1,100 rpm which was then reduced to 300 

rpm for the remainder of incubation.  

Whilst the plate or plates were on the shaker, the detection antibody was prepared, to 

ensure it was ready 10 minutes prior to use. The working dilution of the detection 

antibody stock solution was made up in the supplied diluent. The antibody stock 

solution (50 x) was gently vortexed and kept on ice, and protected from light. After 

30 minutes, the plate was washed 3 times. The detection antibody was gently 

vortexed and 25 µl added to each well. The wells were covered with a plastic adhesive 

plate sealer and the plate with aluminium foil for a further incubation for 30 min at 

room temperature with shaking using settings as described above.  
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Streptavidin-PE was prepared during this incubation step to ensure it was ready 10 

minutes prior to use. The Streptavidin-PE (100 x) stock solution was vigorously 

vortexed, and a 100 fold working dilution was prepared in Bio-Plex assay buffer. The 

working solution was kept on ice, and protected from light. After the 30 minutes 

incubation, the the plate was washed 3 times. The streptavidin-PE working dilution 

was vortexed, and 50 µl added to each well. The wells were again incubated for 10 

minutes at room temperature on the shaker as described above. After 10 minutes, the 

plate was washed 3 further times. The beads were re-suspended in each well with 

125 µl of assay buffer, and the wells covered with a plastic adhesive plate sealer. The 

plate was placed on the shaker for the final time, at 1,100 rpm for 30 seconds.  

For the plate reading, the Bio-Plex reader read 100 beads/region in a volume of 50 

µl. At each reading, the setup was checked to ensure the size of beads were correctly 

entered (as magnetic beads are larger than standard beads used in the filter version of 

the assay). Individual participant samples from all 6 time-points were run on the same 

plates where possible to ensure comparability between time-point was valid. When 

assay values were below the lower detection limit, an arbitrary value was given of 2 

times the lowest concentration of the specified cytokine detected on the standard 

curve of the assay. When assay values were above the upper detection limit for the 

cytokine, an arbitrary value was given of 2 times the highest concentration of the 

specified cytokine detected by the assay. This was to account for the dilution factor 

of 2 due to the addition of RPMI to the whole blood during the in vitro assay 

procedure. Additionally where the subtraction of the unstimulated value gave a value 

less than zero, a nominal value of the lower limit of the assay was given. 
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4.3.4. APP ELISAs 

Commercially available APP ELISAs were used in this study to measure human LL-

37 and BPI. Both kits are solid-phase ELISAs purchased from Hycult biotech and 

are based on the sandwich ELISA principle. The full procedure used for human LL-

37 is described here (figure 32) and was similar to that used for human BPI.  

!
Figure'32.'Antimicrobial'protein'enzyme9linked'immunosorbent'
assay'(ELISA)'

The supernatant samples were defrosted and centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1000 x g 

at 4 °C to pellet any debris. All the reagents were allowed to equilibrate to room 

temperature (20 – 25°C) prior to use. The wash/dilution buffer was prepared for each 

experiment. The biotinylated tracer antibody was reconstituted with de-ionized 

water. The standard was reconstituted with wash/dilution buffer and serial dilutions 

were performed to obtain 8 standard concentrations ranging from 100 ng / ml to 0.1 

ng / ml for LL-37 and from 25,000 pg / ml to 102 pg / ml for BPI. 
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Streptavidin-peroxidase was centrifuged at 1000 x g for 30 seconds prior to use. The 

solution was reconstituted with wash/dilution buffer. The number of test wells 

required was calculated prior to assay preparation, and a printed plate plan was 

prepared well in advance. Samples were tested in duplicate. 100 µl of each standard, 

sample or control was transferred in duplicate into appropriate wells. The plate was 

covered with a plastic plate cover, and tapped to eliminate any air bubbles where 

possible. The plate was then covered with aluminium foil, and incubated in the dark 

for 1 hour at room temperature. (All further incubations were carried out in the dark, 

with the test plate covered by a plate sealer and wrapped in aluminium foil) After the 

1 hour incubation, the plate was washed 4 times with wash/dilution buffer. Once the 

wells were visibly empty, 200 µl of wash/dilution buffer was added to each well, left 

for 20 seconds, before emptying the plate again as previously described. This 

washing process was repeated three times. After the final wash, the plate was emptied 

and dried again. 

100 µl of diluted tracer was then added to each well using the same pipetting order 

as previously described. The plate was incubated for 1 hour at room temperature. 

Next the wash procedure was repeated and then 100 µl of diluted streptavidin-

peroxidase was added to each well, before incubating the plate again for 1 hour at 

room temperature. After this time, another wash step was carried out, then 100 µl of 

TMB substrate added to each well, using the same pipetting order as applied in step 

2, with a final incubation for up to 30 minutes at room temperature in the dark. During 

this period, the development of the TMB reaction was checked regularly, and would 

be stopped earlier in cases of strong development of the TMB reaction.  
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The reaction was stopped by adding 100 µl of stop solution to each well. The 

solutions were mixed thoroughly by gently swirling the plate. The plate was read 

promptly, at 450 nm using a plate reader. The mean absorbance for each set of 

duplicate standards, control and samples was calculated automatically by SoftMax 

Pro 7 Software. 

If individual absorbance differed by more than 15% from the corresponding mean 

value, the result was considered suspect. Results were only considered reliable if the 

mean absorbance (optical density) of the zero standard was less than 0.3. The softmax 

pro 7 software was used to create a standard curve with a good fit using a logarithmic 

scale. As the samples were diluted, the concentration read from the standard curve 

was multiplied by the dilution factor. No samples gave a mean absorbance above the 

absorbance for the highest standard concentration, nor below the lowest mean 

standard concentration.  

4.4.1. Whole blood assay (short protocol) 

Using a shorter stimulation time with a larger volume of blood enabled us to obtain 

sufficient cells to explore the developmental gene expression and function of a 

selection of NLRs and TLRs. PRR gene expression induced from whole blood 

stimulation was quantified by RT-PCR as described later. Using a 24-well flat-

bottomed plate, wells were labelled to correspond to the respective agonist suffix and 

the agonist concentration for each blood sample (figure 33). All plates were labelled 

clearly with the date, time, study ID and visit number. 30 µl of the test agonists were 

added to the corresponding wells, 30 µl of RPMI was added to the negative control 

wells and 30 µl of each of PMA and Ionomycin were added to the positive control 

wells.  
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Where a combination of 2 test agonists were being tested, 30 µl of each agonist was 

added to the well so that these wells had a final total volume of 360 µl. 300 µl of 

whole blood were added to each well and the solution was mixed with a pipette.  The 

plate was incubated at 37 oC and 5 % CO2 for 4 hours. The full sample (330 – 360 

µl) was then transferred to a tube containing 860 µl of PAXgene diluent to preserve 

RNA in the sample (maintaining the recommended blood to diluent ratio according 

to the manufacturer’s instructions). The days’ samples were stored at -70 oC and the 

location was clearly recorded in the study box map and file.  

4.4.2. RNA extraction from whole blood samples 

The Qiagen extraction kit used was for extracting intracellular RNA (including 

microRNAs) from whole blood in PAXgene tubes. This procedure was modified 

from the manufacturer’s protocol to take account of the small volume of sample as 

Figure' 33' Whole' blood' assay' (short' protocol)''
249well' plate' format:' Used! with! PRR! agonist!
stimulation! for! RNA! ! (2! participants! per! plate).'
Abbreviations:-See-table-7.!
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previously published(236). All steps were performed at room temperature (except for 

the heat block step). Gloves were worn at all times, and were decontaminated 

regularly with RNaseZap. Lyophilised DNase was reconstituted on a regular basis, 

and stored at 4˚C for a maximum of 6 weeks or at -20˚C for longer storage (with a 

maximum of one freeze thaw).  

All samples for RNA extraction were thawed on the bench overnight at room 

temperature (15-25°C) prior to extraction. All procedures were carried out using 

sterile techniques and ensuring that the work surface was ribonuclease (RNase) free. 

All sample handling stages prior to addition of the sample to the spin column were 

carried out in a Class 2 microbiological safety cabinet. 

Each sample had a volume of between 1160-1220 µl (i.e 300 µl blood with or without 

30-60 µl PRR agonist or RPMI, and 860 µl of PAXgene fluid). The 1.5 ml sample 

microtubes were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 5000 x g. Within a class 2 

microbiological safety cabinet, the supernatant was decanted and discarded. Excess 

supernatant was removed by tapping the tube on a paper towel, taking care not to 

disturb the pellet, and ensuring that the lid of the microtube did not touch the paper 

to avoid contamination  

The pellet on each tube was inspected and the size, colour and nature of the pellet 

was recorded. The pellet was re-suspended in 500 µl RNase-free water, and vortexed 

until the pellet was ‘visibly dissolved’. Any pellet that was hard to dissolve was also 

noted. The centrifuge step was repeated for 10 minutes at 5000 x g, and the entire 

supernatant discarded as described above. The pellet was resuspended in 350 µl of 

buffer BM1, and vortexed until the pellet was “visibly dissolved”. The solution was 

transferred to 1.5 ml microtube containing 300 µl of binding buffer BM2. 40 µl of 
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proteinase K was added, and the tubes were vortexed for 5 seconds before incubation 

at 55 ̊ C for 10 minutes. The samples were vortexed twice during the incubation since 

the protocol stated incubation on a shaker-incubator which was not available at the 

MRC. The lysate was transferred to the PAXgene shredder spin column placed in a 2 

ml processing tube. These were centrifuged at maximum speed (20,000 x g) for 3 

minutes. Those samples which were not completely shredded at this stage were “re-

shredded” until the pellet appeared compact (sample details were noted).   

The supernatant of the flow-through from the spin column was carefully transferred, 

without disturbing the pellet, to 1.5 ml microtubes and 700 µl of isopropanol (100%, 

purity grade p.a.) was added, and mixed by briefly vortexing. The first 700 µl of the 

sample was transferred to the PAXgene spin column in a new 2 ml processing tube. 

Centrifugation was for 1 minute at 20,000 x g. The flow-through was discarded and 

the spin column was placed in a new processing tube. The remaining sample was 

pipetted into the spin column and recentrifuged. The flow-through was discarded 

again and the spin column was placed in a new 2 ml tube. 350 µl of wash buffer 

(BM3) was transferred into the spin column, before centrifuging for 15 seconds at 

20,000 x g. The flow-through was discarded, and again the spin column was placed 

in a new 2 ml tube.  

DNase stock solution was mixed with DNA digestion buffer at a ratio of 10 µl : 70 

µl per sample. The solution was mixed in a 1.5 ml microtube by gentle flicking & 

mixing with a pipette 5 times. The DNase/digestion buffer incubation mix (80 µl) 

was carefully placed directly onto the spin column membrane, and incubated on the 

bench top at room temperature for 15 minutes.  
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350 µl of wash buffer was pipetted into the spin column, which was then centrifuged 

for 15 seconds at 20,000 x g. The spin column was then placed in a new 2 ml tube 

and the old 2 ml tube containing flow-through was discarded. 500 µl of wash buffer 

was placed into the spin column, and centrifuged for 15 seconds at 20,000 x g. The 

spin column was placed in a new 2 ml tube and the old tube containing flow-through 

was discarded.  

Another 500 µl wash buffer was added to the spin column, and centrifuged for 2 

minutes at 20,000 x g. The 2 ml tube containing the flow-through was again 

discarded, and the spin column placed in a new 2 ml tube. The spin column was 

centrifuged for 1 minute at 20,000 x g in order to remove residual ethanol. The 2 ml 

tube containing the flow-through was discarded. The spin column was placed in 

another 1.5 ml microtube, and 40 µl elution buffer (BR5) was pipetted directly onto 

the spin column membrane. The entire membrane was saturated with elution buffer 

(BR5) in order to achieve maximum elution efficiency. The spin columnwas 

centrifuged for 1 minute at 20,000 g to elute the RNA. The elution step was repeated 

with the addition of a further 40 µl of BR5, and centrifugation as before. After the 

procedure, all samples were placed on ice and samples were split into duplicate 

storage tubes, and RNA concentration was assessed using Nanodrop technology, 

with buffer BR5 as a blank. Good quality total RNA has 260nm/280nm between 1.9 

to 2.2 (lower suggests protein, phenol or other contamination), and 260nm/230nm 

should be >1.5. A good yield is > 1mcg. Many samples did not reach these 

parameters, and therefore a “clean-up” process was carried out to improve the quality 

and concentration of RNA, aiming for a concentration of >30 ng / µl. Where the RNA 

clean-up step was not performed immediately, samples were stored at -70 ºC.  
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4.4.3. RNA purification and concentration 

RNA samples underwent a clean-up and concentration procedure using a QIAGEN 

RNeasy MinElute Cleanup kit. All steps below were carried out at room temperature 

and all steps were performed as quickly and efficiently as possible. The sample 

volume was adjusted to a total of 100 µl with RNase-free water. 350 µl of buffer RLT 

was added and mixed thoroughly with a pipette. Next 250 µl of 96–100% ethanol 

was added to the diluted RNA, and the solution was mixed thoroughly by pipetting. 

The sample was transferred to a spin column in a 2 ml tube. The column lid was 

closed gently, and the spin column was centrifuged for 15s at 8000 x g. The flow-

through was discarded along with the collection tube. The spin column was 

transferred into a new 2 ml tube.  

 

500 µl Buffer RPE was pipetted onto the spin column, before it was centrifuged for 

15s  at 8000 x g to wash the column membrane. The flow-through was discarded. 

For a second wash, 500 µl of 80 % ethanol was added to the spin column, which was 

then centrifuged for 2 minutes at 8000 x g . The flow-through and collection tube 

were discarded. The spin column was always carefully removed from the 2 ml tube 

so that the column did not come into contact with the flow-through resulting in 

contamination of the sample with ethanol.  

The spin column was transferred into a new 2 ml tube, and the lid of the spin column 

was opened to allow ethanol to evaporate during the subsequent centrifugation step. 

The column was centrifuged at full speed (20,000 x g) for 5 minutes. The flow-

through and 2 ml tube were both discarded.  
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To elute, the spin column was transferred to a new 1.5 ml tube. 14 µl of buffer BR5 

was pipetted directly onto the centre of the silica-gel membrane. The tube was 

centrifuged for 1 min at maximum speed (20,000 x g) to elute. The dead volume of 

the spin column is 2 µl therefore elution with 14 µl of Buffer BR5 resulted in an 

eluate with a volume of approximately 12 µl. 0.5 µl of this was used for RNA sample 

quantity and quality estimations using nanodrop technology. The samples were 

chilled immediately on ice, and a proportion underwent cDNA production, whilst the 

remaining sample was stored at -70 oC. Figure 34 provides a summary of the 

quantitative PCR protocol from RNA sample prepatation to software analysis. 

!
Figure'34.'TAQman'gene'expression'assays'protocol'workflow'

4.4.4. Complementary deoxyribonucleic acid synthesis 

For the process of producing cDNA from RNA, the RNA sample concentrations 

should be between 0.002 and 0.2 µg / µl (any low sample concentrations were 
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excluded if possible) and all efforts had been made for genomic DNA contamination 

to be minimal. Figure 35 provides a summary of the processes involved in cDNA 

synthesis. In addition TAQman Gene Expression probes were selected to detect 

cDNA in preference to genomic DNA. All the RNA samples were eluted in buffer 

BR5 which is a PCR-compatible buffer. Care was taken to ensure samples were free 

of RNase activity, as well as free of inhibitors of reverse transcription and PCR. The 

RNA samples did not undergo any denaturing step during the extraction, 

concentration and purification procedures. This was because applied biosystems 

advised that denaturation of RNA may reduce the yield of cDNA for some gene 

targets using their kit protocols. The high capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit 

(applied biosystems) was used for production of synthesis of single-stranded cDNA. 

Up to 2 µg of total RNA was used per 20 µl reaction.  

!
Figure'35.'Overview'of'complementary'deoxyribonucleic'acid'synthesis:'
using!high!capacity!reverse!transcription!kits'
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All reagents were thawed on ice. The 2 x RT master mix was prepared following the 

manufacturer’s instruction, with volumes for each component based on number of 

samples (for one sample: 2 µl x (10x RT buffer), 0.8 ul x (25 x dNTP Mix (100mM)), 

2 µl x (10 x RT Random primers), 1 µl x multiScribe Reverse Transcriptase, 4.2 µl x 

nuclease-free H20) and allowing an additional excess volume (+10%) to account for 

the loss that occurs during reagent transfers. For the ‘No Reverse Transcriptase 

Controls’ 5.2 µl of nuclease-free H20 was used.  

4.4.5. cDNA synthesis - Reverse transcription reaction preparation 

10 µl of 2 x RT master mix was pipetted into each well of a 96-well reaction plate or 

individual tube. To each well, 10 µl of RNA sample at a concentration of 10 ng / µl 

was added, (pipetting up and down 2 times to mix) to give a reaction volume of 20 

µl. After sealing, the plate or tubes were briefly centrifuged to spin down the contents 

and to eliminate any air bubbles, before placing on ice until loading into the thermal 

cycler. The thermal cycler conditions optimised for use with the High Capacity 

cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (table 10). When PCR amplification was not 

performed immediately, cDNA samples were stored at −20 °C. To minimize freeze-

thaw cycles, cDNA was stored in 2 X 10 µl aliquots at 5ng / µl. 

Table'10.'Thermal'cycler'conditions'for'reverse'transcription'reaction''

 

% Step'1' Step'2' Step'3' Step'4'

Temperature''(oC)' 25% 37% 85% 4%

Time'(min)' 10% 120% 5% 999%
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4.4.6. Quantitative RT-PCR  

The PCR reaction mix was prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions 

(Applied Biosystems) All reagents (except the mastermix) were thawed on ice and 

completely re-suspended by gently vortexing, then briefly centrifuged to bring liquid 

to the bottom of the tube. The master mix reagent was mixed simply by gently 

swirling the bottle. The following was used for one PCR reaction volume of 20 µl 

(with number of reactions scaled up as needed): 10 µl x (TAQman PCR mastermix, 

NoAmpErase UNG (2x)), 1 µl x (20x TAQman Gene expression assay mix), 9 µl x 

cDNA (1-2 ng / µl diluted in RNAse free water). Table 11 provides details of all 

primers used.  

Gene'symbol' Gene'Name' Transcript'number'

GAPDH- Glyceraldehyde939phosphate%dehydrogenase% Hs99999905_m1%
TNF- Tumour%necrosis%factor% Hs01113624_g1%
IL1B- Interleukin%1%beta% Hs00174097_m1%
IFNG- Interferon%gamma% Hs00989291_m1%
IL10- Interleukin%10% Hs00961622_m1%
NFKB1- Nuclear%factor%kappa%B%subunit% Hs00765730_m1%
MYD88- Myeloid%differentiation%primary%response%88% Hs01573837_g1%

RIPK2- Receptor%interacting%serine/threonine%kinase% Hs01572686_m1%
TOLLIP- Toll%interacting%protein% Hs01553188_m1%
TLRE4- Toll%like%receptor%4% Hs00152939_m1%
NOD2- Nucleotide%binding%oligomerization%domain%containing%2% Hs01550753_m1%
TREM1- Triggering%receptor%expressed%on%myeloid%cells%1% Hs01119867_m1%
TREM2- Triggering%receptor%expressed%on%myeloid%cells%2% Hs00219132_m1%
TRIF/TICAM1- Toll%like%receptor%adaptor%molecule%1% Hs00706140_s1%
NLRP3- NLR%family%pyrin%domain%containing%3% Hs00918082_m1%
Table'11.'TAQman'gene'probe'list:'Gene!symbols,!names!and!transcript!numbers!as!
per!www.thermofischerscientific.com'

!
The number of reactions were calculated according to pre-prepared plans to ensure 

the processing of whole blood assay (short protocol) samples from 15 infant 

participants. These RNA samples had undergone 4-hour culture stimulation with 

culture medium +/- LPS, MDP, LPS+MDP, C12ieDAP, LPS+C12ieDAP and 

MPLA. Each PCR plate also included endogenous controls and no template controls 

(NTCs) for each gene expression assay on the plate. For each sample (run in 
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duplicate), the appropriate master mix, primer, template (cDNA) and water volumes 

were added to a 96-well plate. 

Each well of the 96-well plate thus contained 20 µl of PCR reaction mix prior to 

application of the PCR plate sealer. In each experiment, cDNA template of between 

1-2 ng was added, and RNase-free water used throughout. The plate was centrifuged 

briefly at 1000 x g before loading the plate into the instrument (StepOnePlus Real-

Time PCR System) and run using conditions shown in table 12. 

Table' 12.' Thermal' cycling' conditions' for' real9time' polymerase' chain' reaction' (PCR):! using!
TAQman!probe!and!applied!biosystems!StepOnePlus!PCR!system'

Analysing the data from TAQman gene expression assays required viewing of the 

amplification plots for the entire plate to ensure the reaction was successful. The 

baseline and threshold values were always accurately set. Analysis was performed 

using the StepOnePlus software, utilising a standard relative quantification and 

comparative Ct (threshold cycle) methodology(237). 

' '

Experiment'parameters'
Thermal'cycling'conditions'

Stage' Temp'(oC)' Time'(mm:ss)'

Reaction'volume:'20'μl' Hold! 50! 2:00!

Ramp'rate:'Standard'

Hold! 95! 10:00!

Cycle!

(40!cycles)!

95! 0:15!

60! 1:00!
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4.4.7. Nasopharyngeal swab (NPS) procedure and bacterial culture  

Aliquots of STGG transport medium were prepared in the MRC molecular laboratory 

and distributed to the Sukuta field site for swab collection, as described below: 

Oxoid tryptone soya broth  3.0g  

Glucose    0.5g  

Oxoid skim milk powder  2.0g  

Glycerol    10.0g(1.25g=1ml)  

Double distilled water   100.0 ml  

Culture was performed in order to identify the following four organisms: 

S.pneumoniae, S.aureus, M.catarrhalis and H.influenzae. Thus each nasopharyngeal 

swab was tested on the following agar plates: Columbia sheep blood agar with 

gentamicin, crystal violet blood agar, mannitol salt agar, chocolate agar and 

bacitracin chocolate agar.  

Pre-incubation (Broth enrichment) 

The method used in this study is an adaptation from the CDC’s protocol of pre-

incubating NPS in an enrichment broth prior to growth on solid media to enhance the 

yield of S. pneumoniae(214). Testing of this protocol at the MRC The Gambia (for 

another respiratory pathogen study) previously revealed that this procedure also 

enhanced growth of S.aureus, M.catarrhalis and H.influenzae, therefore all NPS 

were pre-incubated as follows. The NPS was thawed on ice and vortexed for 10 - 20 

seconds. 200 µl of the NPS solution was transferred to supplemented 5 ml of Todd 

Hewitt broth (THB) containing 5 % yeast extract (THYB), and 1 ml of rabbit serum. 

The solution was vortexed and incubated for 4 -6 hours at 37 oC in a 5 % CO2 
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incubator. THYB was prepared with distilled water, and sterilized at 115oC for 10 

minutes prior to use.   

Serial dilutions on all pre-incubated samples were carried out as follows. The samples 

were briefly vortexed following the incubation period. 100 µl of the pre-incubated 

sample was transferred onto the appropriate agar plate, then 100 µl of the neat sample 

was transferred into 900 µl of THB in a cryo-vial to make the 1 in 10 dilutions. 

Transfer 100 µl from the 1 in 10 cryo-vial into a second cryo-vial of 900 µl THB to 

make a 1 in 100 dilutions. The process was repeated to produce a 1 in 1000 dilutions. 

100 µl of each of the three dilutions was transferred onto a separate appropriate agar 

plate. 

Quantification of growth 

Following overnight incubation, the number of colonies per plate, were visibly 

counted using a handheld tally counter. See table 13 for the colonies per millilitre of 

agar that corresponded to the levels of bacterial growth. To convert colony count into 

colony forming units (CFUs) per ml, we calculated the number of colonies on a neat 

plate and multiplied this by 10 to account for the dilutional factor. 

! Bacterial'growth'level'

Colony'count' Scanty' 1+' 2+' 3+'
Colony'forming'
units'(CFUs)/ml! ≤103! >103!<!104! >104!<!105! >!105!

Table'13.'Quantative'assessment'of'bacterial'growth'

Streptococcus pneumoniae primary culture 

Selective Columbia sheep blood agar plates with 5.0 mcg/ml of gentamicin were used 

in this study. The NPS sample was pre-incubated and serial dilutions performed as 

previously described. A sterile loop was used to streak in three different directions 
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for confluent growth. These plates were incubated at 35 oC in 5% CO2 overnight. 

Subsequently the plates were examined for typical pneumococcal colonies: small, 

greyish, moist, watery surrounded by a greenish zone of alpha-haemolysis. If 

colonies were identified, the qualitative growth was recorded as previously 

described.  

Optochin test 

From the primary plate two presumptive pneumococcal colonies were picked and 

streaked out using a sterile loop.  Each colony was streaked out on one half of a blood 

agar plate attempting to select colonies that looked as different as possible. An 

optochin disc was placed in the centre of each streak, and the plates were incubated 

overnight at 35 oC in 5% CO2. Susceptibility to optochin was defined as the diameter 

of inhibition zone: greater than 14 mm indicate susceptibility, 7-13 mm are 

intermediate and less than 7 mm is resistant to optochin (when a 6 mm size disc was 

used). Isolates that are optochin susceptible were considered pneumococci; those of 

intermediate susceptibility were tested for bile solubility. Those that were optochin 

resistant were considered to be a species other than pneumococcus; however, a small 

number of pneumococci may be optochin resistant. 

Bile solubility test 

Several colonies of the intermediately optochin-susceptible strains were emulsified 

in a bijou bottle containing 4ml of physiological saline. A similar suspension of 

positive control was prepared (from positive samples from previous MRC studies). 

Each of the above were divided between two tubes. 2 negative control tubes were 

also prepared in which 2 drops of sterile distilled water were placed in the bijou bottle 
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in place of the bacterial colonies before dividing the solution into 2 tubes. 2 drops of 

bile reagent (sodium deoxycholate) was added to each tube, and the contents were 

mixed. The tubes were then placed in a 5% CO2 incubator at 35 – 37°C for up to 2 

hours and then checked for the clearing of turbidity in the tubes containing sodium 

deoxycholate. A S. pneumoniae positive test tube was identified as being completely 

transparent without any turbidity, while other alpha-haemolytic streptococci-

containing tubes will remain turbid after 2 hours of incubation. Therefore, clear tubes 

were reported as S. pneumoniae positive, and turbid tubes as negative. 

Staphylococcus aureus primary culture 

The primary culture was obtained from a thawed STGG-NPS specimen, which had 

been defrosted fully on wet ice (2-8oC). The specimens were thoroughly mixed by 

vortexing, pre-incubated and serial dilutions were performed as previously described. 

Samples were streaked for confluent growth using a sterile loop onto mannitol salt 

agar plates and incubated at 5% CO2 at 35-37oC for 24 - 48 hours. 

Catalase and coagulase tests 

Presumptive S.aureus positive colonies were picked from the mannitol salt agar 

plates. These can be recognized as pale to golden yellow domed shaped colonies 1-

2mm in diameter. The catalase test was then performed. This test identifies bacteria 

able to reduce diatomic oxygen to hydrogen peroxide or superoxide. Catalase 

production and activity was detected by adding a bacterial colony to a glass slide 

containing hydrogen peroxide and observing for bubbles of O2. Bubbles indicated an 

active catalase had converted hydrogen peroxide back to oxygen and water. All 

catalase positive colonies were streaked onto blood agar and incubated at 35-37 OC 
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overnight in preparation for a coagulase test. Although Coagulase activity is not 

required for pathogenicity, the presence of the enzyme is a good indicator of the 

pathogenic potential of S. aureus.  

Slidex Staph-kit was used as the coagulase tests in this study, and manufacturer’s 

instructions were carefully followed. The Slidex Staph-kit is a latex and red blood 

cell combination agglutination system for the differentiation of staphylococci which 

possess clumping factor and/or other immunogens characteristic for S. aureus. The 

test and control reagents were vortexed for 15 seconds to resuspend the red blood 

cell latex particles. The following were added to a cleaned glass slide: 1 drop of anti 

S. aureus reagent  and 1 drop of control reagent (R2). 3 - 6 small colonies from the 

mannitol salt agar were added to each of the drops of reagent. The colonies and 

reagents were mixed well with a wooden applicator stick for approximately 10 

seconds.  The slide was gently rocked for 20 seconds. A positive result was indicated 

by the development of an agglutination pattern within 30 seconds showing clearly 

visible clumping. 

Haemophilus influenzae primary culture 

Chocolate agar supplemented with bacitracin was used in this study. The specimen 

was mixed thoroughly by vortexing, pre-incubated and serial dilutions were 

performed as previously. The specimen was streaked for confluent growth using a 

sterile loop. The inoculated selective plates with serial dilutions were incubated at 

35oC in 5% CO2 overnight. Oxidase test should be performed on all presumptive 

Haemophilus influenzae. 

Oxidase test 
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Oxidase enzymes play an important role in the operation of the electron transport 

system during aerobic respiration. The ability of bacteria to produce cytochrome 

oxidase was determined by the addition of an oxidase disk (p- amino-

dimethylanaline) to colonies grown on a plate medium. The oxidase reagent serves 

as an artificial substrate, donating electrons to cytochrome oxidase and in the process 

becoming oxidized to a purple and then dark purple compound in the presence of free 

O2 and the oxidase. The presence of a dark purple coloration within 10 seconds was 

considered representative of a positive test, indicating a H.influenzae growth. No 

colour change or a light pink coloration on the colonies indicates the absence of 

oxidase and was considered a negative test. 

X and V factors test 

A medium completely without X and V factors, such as nutrient agar or iso-sensitest 

was used for this test. Suspected strains of H. influenzae were tested by incubation in 

the presence of filter-paper discs impregnated with one or both factors (X alone, V 

alone, X+V). A saline suspension was prepared containing the test organism from a 

primary culture. Care was taken not to transfer any chocolate agar medium. Using a 

swab, the suspension was inoculated on a plain nutrient agar plate. The factor discs 

were placed 10-20 mm in from the side of the plate. The plate was incubated 

overnight in a moist carbon dioxide atmosphere at 35-37oC. The plates were 

examined for growth around each disc: H. influenzae species displays growth around 

factor XV and slight growth between X and V. 

Haemolytic reactions of Haemophilus species 
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This test was done to definitively identify H. influenzae from H. haemolyticus by 

their haemolytic reactions. A broth suspension of the strain was inoculated on blood 

agar + 5% horse blood, and incubated at 37 oC for 24 hours in 5% CO2. The 

haemolytic reaction permits the determination of the species. H. influenzae was 

identified by causing a greening in the agar around the colony (α-haemolytic or γ-

haemolytic) whilst H.haemolyticus was identified by clearing of the blood cells in 

the agar surrounding the colonies on the plate (exhibiting ß-hemolysis).  

Moraxella catarrhalis primary culture 

Chocolate agar was used in this study (CA). The NPS specimen was mixed 

thoroughly by vortexing, pre-incubated and serial dilutions were performed as 

described above. Chocolate agar plates were inoculated with the neat and diluted 

specimens and incubated at 35°C in 5% CO2 for 48 hours. Subsequently the 

specimens were streaked for confluent growth using a sterile loop. Gram stain, 

oxidase and DNAse test were performed on all presumptive Moraxella sp. 

(Moraxella sp are gram negative, oxidase positive, and DNAse test positive). 

Gram-stain 

Bacteria were smeared on a glass slide and stained with the triphenylmethane dye, 

crystal violet. Next the smear was flooded with Grams iodine solution which 

oxidatively forms an insoluble complex with the crystal violet. The smear was then 

flooded with the organic solvent, acetone-alcohol to wash the slide. Depending on 

cell permeability the crystal violet-iodine complex was washed from Gram-negative 

bacteria but not from Gram-positive bacteria. Upon counterstaining with safranin, 

organisms which had been discoloured by the ethanol (Gram-negative) stained pink. 
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Gram-positive organisms which retained the crystal violet appeared blue-

black/purple microscopically. 

DNAse Test 

This test determines the ability of an organism to produce deoxyribonuclease 

(DNAse). DNAse degrades host DNA and increases the pathogenicity of the 

organisms that possess it. This test was used, in conjunction with others, to identify 

S. aureus and M. catarrhalis species. Agar containing dissolved DNA (DNAse test 

agar) was inoculated with the isolate using growth from an 18-24 hr pure culture. 

This was then incubated in CO2 at 35 oC for 18-24 hours. The plate was then observed 

against a white background. A positive plate was recorded when a distinct zone of 

clearing around the inoculums was seen. Gram-positive diplococcic, with positive 

DNA test results were recorded as M.catarrhalis. 

Analytical profile Index for Neisseria and Haemophilus (API NH) 

The API NH strip consists of 10 microtubes containing dehydrated substrates, which 

enable the performance of 12 identification tests (enzymatic reactions or sugar 

fermentations), as well as the detection of a penicillinase (particularly of interest in 

this study are H.influenzae and M.catarrhalis). In the event of a discordance between 

API NH and the traditional methods (culture, Gram, oxidase and DNAse), the API 

NH results were regarded as more conclusive for the confirmation of the pathogen 

identification. The microorganisms to be identified were first isolated as separate 

colonies by streaking the specimen onto blood agar (M.catarrhalis) or chocolate agar 

(M.catarrhalis and H. influenzae). Each API NH strip is composed of 10 cupules. 

Each cupule has an open and closed area (cupule and tube). Using a swab, a few well-
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isolated colonies were picked up and a suspension prepared in an ampule of NaCl 

0.85% Medium (2 ml). The bacterial suspension was then distributed into the 

cupules, avoiding the formation of bubbles. The first 7 microtubes were partly filled, 

but both the tube and cupule of the last 3 microtubes were filled. The first 7 tests 

were covered with mineral oil and the incubation box was closed and incubate for 2 

hours at 35-37oC in aerobic conditions. 

The reactions table in the test kit was used to read the reactions. All spontaneous 

reactions to PEN and to βGALa were clearly recorded. 1 drop of ZYM B reagent was 

added to microtubes 8 and 9: LIP/ProA and PAL/GGT, and 1 drop of JAMES reagent 

was added to microtube 10: βGAL/IND. After 2 minutes the reactions were read by 

referring to the reading table in the package insert. If the LIP reaction was positive 

(blue pigment), the ProA reaction was interpreted as negative, whether the ZYM B 

reagent has been added or not. If, after a 2-hour incubation period, several reactions 

(fermentation, penicillinase) were doubtful, the strip was re-incubated for another 2 

hours and the reactions were read again. 

Quality control procedures for nasopharyngeal swab (NPS) samples  

The STGG solution in the Nunc™ cryo-vials should be tan in colour with a 

precipitate at the bottom of the tube. This should be confirmed before each use. In 

case of a colour change, the tube would not be used, and the rest of the batch assessed 

accordingly. Each new batch was prepared on a monthly basis. To check for sterility 

of the batch, 1 vial was selected at random for testing and plated out. The STGG-

containing Nunc™ cryo-vial was vortexed until the precipitate was suspended, then 

a 100 µl sample of the solution was plated onto sheep’s blood agar plate. This was 
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incubated overnight at 37 ° C in 5% CO2 and examined the plate for any growth. If 

there was any growth, the entire batch was discarded and a fresh medium prepared.  

To monitor performance, a STGG-containing cryo-vial was selected at random from 

a batch on a monthly basis. The cryo-vial was vortexed to suspend the precipitate and 

subsequently it was inoculated with a vaccine strain of pneumococcus. The sample 

was stored at – 70 ° C for 48 hours and then thawed at room temperature. The sample 

was vortexed again, and 100 µl of the solution was placed onto a sheep’s’ blood agar 

plate and streaked out. After incubation overnight at 37 ° C in 5 % CO2, the organism 

should show good growth. The batch was discarded if the growth was inadequate. 

4.5. Data analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (version 22) and GraphPad Prism 

(version 6). The study population analysed were 51 healthy infants, who were studied 

at birth, 2-weeks, 4-weeks, 2-months, 6-months and 12-months of age. Baseline 

demographic data was analysed for both study mothers and study infants.  

4.5.1. Clinical and microbiological data 

Mean values and standard deviation are quoted for normally distributed data sets and 

t tests were used for comparisons. Median values and interquartile ranges are quoted 

for non-normally distributed data and the Mann-Whitney test was used. The Chi-

squared or Fisher’s exact test was used to compare proportions. Correlations were 

assessed using Pearson or Spearman correlation in the case of normal or non-normal 

distribution respectively. 
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4.5.2. Multiplex cytokine and AMP ELISA analyses 

The analysis of the data required the use of linear mixed models for longitudinal data. 

This methodology allows to test the marginal effect of covariates/factors measured 

at baseline as well as to assess changes over time. Age was treated as a categorical 

variable, as visit age ranges were strict. It also incorporates the correlation structure 

of the data. In this study, at each visit cytokine levels were measured following whole 

blood culture with 6 test conditions (LPS, LPS+MDP, MDP, C12ieDAP, 

LPS+C12ieDAP, MPLA) making observations within subjects correlated over time 

and across conditions. This correlation was taken into account with the analysis used, 

in order to draw valid statistical inferences.  

Using linear mixed models, we were able to explore the effect of microbial 

colonisation on relevant NLR and TLR responses. Cytokine responses were 

compared between those infants with poly-microbial colonisation of the respiratory 

tract in the neonatal period (defined as > 2 organisms by < 4-weeks of age), and those 

infants poly-microbially colonized later in life or not at all (defined as infants 

colonized with < 2 organisms over the first year of life, or with > 2 organisms after 

> 2-months of age only). Linear mixed model methodology was also used to compare 

the effect of combining TLR and NLR agonists in the whole blood assay, versus their 

effects alone. This analysis was able to explore the question of whether NLR and 

TLR agonists act synergistically.  

Missing data were excluded from the analysis, and considered to be missing at 

random. Missing data was due either to subject withdrawal, missed visit, loss to 

follow-up, experiment failure (no positive control response), delayed sample 

transport, or laboratory errors in sample processing. Cytokine data was included in 
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the analysis for all whole blood assays in which a positive control response was 

observed. Cytokine levels of zero or below the assay cut off were assigned an 

arbitrary value of 2 times the lower limit of detection of the cytokine in the 

immunoassay. Samples with cytokine level above the cut off limit were assigned an 

arbitrary value of twice the upper limit for the cytokine in the immunoassay. The 

unstimulated cytokine result was subtracted from the PRR stimulated cytokine result 

to take account of differences at baseline, and ensure that measurements accurately 

reflect the specific response to the PRR agonist under evaluation. 

Cytokine results were transformed to approximate normality where possible (IL-2, 

IL-4, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α) and analysed using the linear mixed model: these results 

are summarised graphically using back-transformed means and confidence intervals 

from the model. Cytokine results which were non-normally distributed and 

unsuitable for transformation (IL-6 and IFN-γ) were analysed for differences over 

time using non-parametric methodology: Friedman’s test with post-hoc Wilcoxon-

test. These results are summarised graphically using medians and interquartile ranges 

of the raw data. No correction was made for multiple comparisons as group 

comparisons were pre-planned and the same essential question was asked for each 

subgroup of infants. Correlation of cytokine response with white blood cell counts 

were assessed using Pearson or Spearman correlation in the case of normal or non-

normal distribution respectively. Two-sided p values were calculated and a p value 

< .05 was considered significant.   

LPS induced AMP responses were measured, and the unstimulated value was 

subtracted from stimulated values before analysis. Median values and interquartile 

ranges are quoted for both LL-37 and BPI as data was non-normally distributed. 
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Responses at birth and 12-months of age were compared in a subgroup of infants 

selected at random (n=20). Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test was used which 

takes account of the paired nature of the non-parametric data. 

4.5.3. Quantitative RT-PCR analysis 

The comparative Ct relative quantification method was used (with the assumption of 

equal amplification efficiencies of the target and reference genes), in order to 

compare PRR function. The threshold cycle (Ct) values obtained for PRRs, 

transducer proteins and cytokines using RT-PCR were normalised against the 

housekeeping genes (delta Ct) and compared to the unstimulated control (delta delta 

Ct). Fold differences of Ct values between unstimulated and stimulated cultures were 

calculated (2(-delta delta Ct)). Comparisons of responses between age was again made 

using a linear mixed model for longitudinal data.  
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CHAPTER 5: CLINICAL RESULTS   

This chapter presents key demographic data on the infants recruited to the study and 

their mothers, along with growth and clinical data for the study infants during the 

study duration. The anthropometrics are reported at each time-point to support  

evidence for healthy growth of the study infants through the first year of life. Vital 

sign measurements and results of clinical assessments are provided to demonstrate 

that infants were clinically well at the time of sampling their blood, and that the 

specific immune responses which were measured in this study are unlikely to have 

been influenced significantly by natural in-vivo infections.  

Data regarding infant feeding practices are included with particular focus on 

breastfeeding, which is known to influence immunity in infancy. Information 

regarding the management of infections and other clinical events is included where 

relevant to the wider context of microbial colonisation and immune ontogeny. 

Vaccination data are also provided, and are particularly relevant to the immune 

responses which were measured in this study, given that childhood vaccines are 

known to stimulate pattern recognition receptor activity.   

5.1. Recruitment and follow-up 

5.1.1. Sensitisation 

Sensitisation to the study began in October 2013 in the antenatal clinic at Sukuta 

health centre, as described in detail in the methods section 4.1. The process of 

screening, enrolment and follow-up of study participants is depicted in the flow-chart 

in figure 36. 115 pregnant women showed interest in the study during the antenatal 

period. We did not recruit all of their infants, either because the mother changed her 
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mind and did not give full written consent, she did not give birth in the health centre, 

she gave birth outside of the strict recruitment hours of the study (4am-3pm), she did 

not meet the study recruitment criteria at the time of delivery, or she was not 

identified in sufficient time by the study team in order for informed consent to be 

given and cord blood samples to be obtained.  

5.1.2. Infant screening 

In total 58 % (67 / 115) of women who expressed interest in the study antenatally 

had their newborn infant screened by the study team for inclusion in the study. Of 

those infants screened, 82.1 % (55 / 67) were subsequently recruited to the study. 

Some infants had to be excluded for the following reasons: written consent was not 

given by the mother following discussions with study team and family members, the 

family were planning to move out of the study area within the next 12-months, or the 

infant recorded a low birth weight < 2500 g. Just 1 / 55 infants (1.8 %) was excluded 

following enrolment due to a discrepancy in the recorded birth weight, which was 

lower than initially measured and subsequently made the child ineligible for the 

study. 

5.1.3. Enrolment and follow-up 

All 54 infants were recruited between 21st November 2013 to 19th May 2014 and 

were therefore all born during the dry season (October to mid-June).!Follow-up of all 

infants to 12-months of age (a total of 6 visits) completed in May 2015. 
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5.2. Demographics of the study cohort  

5.2.1. Maternal characteristics 

The median age of study mothers was 27 years (range 19-44 years). All women 

consented to an HIV test (if not already performed during the pregnancy), and all 

were HIV1/2 negative. Mothers had experienced a median of 3 pregnancies and 

births (range 1-8 births). All mothers of study recruits were Gambian nationals of 

African ethnic origin. The most common tribal background was the Mandinka tribe, 

which reflects the population of the Sukuta region (figure 37a). 

Figure' 36.' Study' flow9chart:! summarises! the! number! of! pregnant! women! and! newborns! screened,!
infants!subsequently!recruited,!and!those!followed:up!to!the!final!12:month!time:point.!!
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5.2.2. Infant characteristics 

All infants recruited were singletons. The median gestational age of the infant at birth 

was estimated as 39 weeks, with a range of 37-45 weeks. Most gestational age 

estimates were made according to the most recent fundal height measurement rather 

than last menstrual period (LMP), as few women were able to provide a sufficiently 

accurate LMP.  Median birth weight was 3150 grams (range 2500-4405 grams). A 

total of 26 males and 28 females were recruited to the study (51% to 59%) (see figure 

2b). No infant required resuscitation at birth. All infants underwent a clinical 

examination on day 1 of life by the study physician or study nurse. 

!
Figure'37.a.'Ethnicity'of'study'mothers'and'b.'Infant'gender:'Tribal!backgrounds!were!reflective!of!the!
population!of!the!Sukuta!region!and!the!balance!between!male!and!female!infants!was!51%!to!49%. 

5.3. Analysis of clinical data including anthropometrics 

5.3.1. Growth indicators 

A gender specific summary of the anthropometric measurements undertaken at birth 

and at subsequent study visits is shown in table 14. Weight-for-length z-scores are 

also presented by study visit in table 15. At birth, 2 infants were classified as stunted 

(height-for-age < 3rd centile), 1 infant as microcephalic (OFC < 3rd centile), 5 infants 
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as wasted (weight-for length z-score < -2 SD) and 2 infants as overweight (weight-

for-height z-score > 2SD). All of these infants were otherwise healthy and continued 

in the study.  

Healthy weight gain was noted in the first 2 weeks of life with only 1 infant still 

classified as wasted. 91.7 % (44/48) had a healthy weight-for-length z-score (> -2SD 

and < 2SD), whilst 18.8 % (9/48) infants were classified as stunted at the 2-week 

time-point. At the 1-month time-point most infants were growing well: 1 male infant 

was stunted, 3 infants (5.6 %) were still overweight but 93.8 % (45/48) had a healthy 

weight-for-length z-score. At 2-months most infants continued to grow well: 89.6 % 

of infants (43/48) had healthy weight-for-length z-score. Just 1 male was < 3rd centile 

for weight, another was stunted, whilst 1 infant was wasted.  

At 6-months of age 88.9 % of infants (40 / 45) had healthy weight-for-height z-

scores: just 1 infant was <3rd centile for weight, 6.7 % of infants (3/45) were stunted, 

whilst no infants were wasted. In fact, 11.1 % (5/45) were classified as overweight. 

At 12-months almost all infants were growing well, 88.6 % (39/44) had weight-for-

height z-scores within the healthy range. 9.1 % (5/44) were classified as stunted, only 

1 infant was <3rd centile for weight, and 1 infant was > 97th centile for weight, and 

just 1 infant was classified as wasted by the end of the study.  

'
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!

a.' BOYS'anthropometric'measurement'

'' Weight'
(kg)'

Length'
(cm)'

OFC'
(cm)'

' WHO' Study' WHO' Study' WHO' Study'

Birth' 3.3%(2.594.3)% 3.2'(2.6M4.7)' 49.9+(46.3953.4)% 49.5'(46.0M53.0)' 34.5%(32.19
36.9)%

35.0'(31.5M
37.4)'

2Mweeks' 3.8%(2.894.9)% 3.8)(3.0M5.2)' 52.3'(48.8955.9)' 52.0'(46.5M53.0)' 35.9%(33.79
38.1)%

37.0'(35.0'–'
39.0)'

1Mmonth' 4.4%(3.495.6)% 4.7'(3.6M5.8)' 54.4+(50.7<58.0)+ 53.5'(49.0M56.5)' 37.1%(34.99
39.3)%

38.0'(35.6'–'
39.5)''

2Mmonths' 5.4%(4.396.8)% 5.8'(4.2M7.3)' 57.9%(54.1961.6)% 58.0'(53.0'–'63.0)' 38.9%(36.79
41.1)%

39.0'(38.0M
44.0)'

6Mmonths' 7.9%(6.499.7)% 7.6'(6.1M10.4)' 67.6+(63.6<71.6)+ 66.2'(62.5'–'70.0)' 43.3%(41.09%
45.6)%

43.5'(41.0'–'
46.3)'

12Mmonths' 9.6%(7.8911.8)% 9.1'(7.8M12.0)' 75.7+(71.3980.2)+ 73.5'(69.0'–'77.0)' 46.1%(43.69
48.5)%

46.0'(44.5M
49.0)'

b.' GIRLS'anthropometric'measurement'

' Weight'
(kg)'

Length'
(cm)'

OFC'
(cm)'

' WHO' Study' WHO' Study' WHO' Study'

Birth' 3.2+
(2.494.2)% 3.0'(2.5M3.9)' 49.1%(45.6952.7)%49)(46.5M53.0)' 33.9%(31.79%

36.1)%
34.0'(32.0M
37.0)'

2Mweeks' 3.6+(2.794.6)% 3.4'(2.9M'4.4)' 51.5%(47.9955.1)%51.0'(47.0M55.0)' 35.2%(33.19
37.4)%

35.5'(34.0M
37.1)'

1Mmonth' 4.1%(3.195.3)% 4.2)
(3.5M5.1)' 53.4%(49.7957.0)%53.0'(50.0M56.0)' 36.4%(34.29

38.6)%
37.0'(34.5M
38.5)'

2Mmonths' 5.0%(3.996.4)% 5.3'(4.1M6.9)' 56.6%(52.8960.4)%57.0'(54.0M63.5)' 38.0%(35.79
40.3)%

38.0'(35.0M
42.2)'

6Mmonths' 7.3%(5.899.2)% 7.1'(6.3M9.7)' 65.7+(61.5970.0)%65.8'(63.5M70.0)' 42.2+(39.7<+
44.6)+

43.0'(41.0M
45.0)'

12Mmonths' 8.9%(7.1911.3)% 9.0'(6.6'M11.2)' 74.0+(69.2978.9)+73.0'(69.0M76.0)' 44.9%(42.39
47.5)%

45.0'(43.5M
47.0)'

Table' 14.' Summary' of' anthropometric' measurements:! comparison! of! the! expected! normal!
anthropometric! data! as! provided! by! the! World! Health! Organisation! (WHO)! alongside! the! study! data!
(including! weight,! length! and! occipitofrontal! circumference! (OFC)! at! each! study! visit).! ! (a).! Boys!
anthropometric!measurements!and!(b)!Girls!anthropometric!measurements.!WHO!data!presented!is!the!
median! expected! value! for! the! age! group,! with! the! 3rd:97th! percentiles! in! brackets.! The! study! data!
presented!here!for!weight,!length!and!OFC!are!the!median!value!and!the!range!for!the!age!group
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!

5.3.2. Infant nutrition 

All infants received breast milk by breastfeeding throughout the first year of life 

(table 16). All infants left the Sukuta Health Centre being exclusively breastfed 

straight after birth. By the 2-week time-point only 1 mother had offered the infant 

formula milk top-ups and supplemental water because of fears of insufficient breast 

milk production. Until the 2-month time-point, exclusive breastfeeding was by far 

the preferred method of feeding. The remaining infants were fed with either a mixture 

of breast milk and formula, or were breastfed with supplemental water. By 6-months 

over two thirds of infants were beginning to be weaned onto solid foods, and it was 

increasingly common for infants to be breast fed with supplemental water (34.5 %). 

Interestingly, by 12-months of age, 3 infants (6.7 %) had not yet been weaned onto 

any solid food, and remained exclusively breastfed.  

 

' WeightMforMlength'zMscore'

' Mean'
(SD)' <M3SD' <M2SD' <M1SD' >M1<0' >0<1' >1' >2SD' >3SD'

Birth' 0.46+
+(1.28)+

1.9+%+ 7.4+%+ 11.1+%+ 22.2+%+ 40.7+%+ 13.0+%+ 3.7+%+ 0.0+%+

(1/54)% (4/54)% (6/54)% (12/54)% (22/54)% (7/54)% (2/54)% (0/54)%

2Mweeks' 0.70%%
(1.09)%

0.0+%+ 1.9+%+ 9.3+%+ 24.1+%+ 37%+ 11.1+%+ 5.6+%+ 0.0+%+

(0/48)% (1/48)% (5/48)% (13/48)% (20/48)% (6/48)% (3/48)% (0/48)%

1Mmonth' 1.17%%
(1.02)%

0.0+%% 0.0+%% 3.7%%% 22.2%%% 24.1+%% 33.3%%% 5.6+%% 0.0+%%

(0/48)% (0/48)% (2/48)% (12/48)% (13/48)% (18/48)% (3/48)% (0/48)%

2Mmonths' 1.10%
(1.15)%

0.0+%% 1.9+%% 3.7%%% 18.8%%% 43.8%%% 22.9%%% 3.7%%% 3.7%%%

(0/48)% (1/48)% (2/48)% (9/48)% (21/48)% (11/48)% (2/48)% (2/48)%

6Mmonths' 0.64%%
(1.21)%

0.0%%% 0.0%%% 15.6%%% 33.3%%% 35.5%%% 4.4%%% 8.9%%% 2.2%%%

(0/45)% (0/45)% (7/45)% (15/45)% (16/45)% (2/45)% (4/45)% (1/45)%

12Mmonths' 0.46%%
(1.04)%

0.0%%% 2.3%%% 9.1%%% 47.7%%% 29.6%%% 4.6%%% 9.1%%% 0.0%%%

(0/44)% (1/44)% (4/44)% (21/44)% (13/44)% (2/44)% (4/44)% (0/44)%

Table'15.'Weight9for9length'z9scores'by'visit:!the!first!column!includes!the!mean!z:score!for!the!age!group!
with!the!standard!deviation!in!brackets.!The!subsequent!columns!show!the!%!of!infants!with!specified!z:
score! range,! and!with! the! actual! numbers! of! infants! in! the! row!below.! Abnormal! z:score! categories! are!
highlighted!in!red.!SD=standard!deviation.!
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Table'16.'Infant'feeding'type:'Percentages!of!infants!who!were!fed!by!each!feeding!type!are!shown!on!
the!first!line!of!each!row,!with!the!actual!figures!shown!in!brackets!below' 

 
Serum biochemistry results for albumin, 25[OH]D, phosphate and adjusted calcium 

are presented in table 17, and the distribution of these values according to normal 

expected ranges in figure 39. Albumin levels as a proxy marker of nutrition were 

mostly within normal range, along with calcium and phosphate levels. 25[OH]D 

levels indicated a surprisingly high prevalence of insufficiency and deficiency in 

this otherwise healthy newborn population (figure 38).  

 Infant'feeding'type'
'

'
Breast'milk' Formula'milk'Mixed'breast'

/'formula'
Breast'+'
water'

Formula'+'
water'

Mixed'breast'
/'formula'+'

water'

Receiving'
any'breast'

milk'

Weaned'to'
solids'

Birth' 100+%+ 0+%+ 0+%+ 0+%+ 0+%+ 0+%+ 100+%+ 0+%+

' (48/48)+ (0/48)+ (0/48)% (0/48)% (0/48)% (0/48)% (48/48)% (0/48)%

2Mweeks' 87.8+%+ 0+%+ 0+%+ 10.2+%+ 0+%+ 2+%+ 100+%+ 0+%+

' (43/49)+ (0/49)+ (0/49)% (5/49)% (0/49)% (1/49)% (49/49)% (0/49)%

1Mmonth' 93.8+%+ 0+%+ 2.1+%+ 4.2+%+ 0+%+ 0+%+ 100+%+ 0+%+

' (45/48)+ (0/48)% (1/48)% (2/48)% (0/48)% (0/48)% (48/48)% (0/48)%

2Mmonths' 93.3+%+ 0+%) 0+%) 6.7+%+ 0+%) 0+%) 100+%) 0+%)

' (42/45)' (0/45)' (0/45)' (3/45)% (0/45)' (0/45)' (45/45)' (0/45)'
6Mmonths' 50%+ 0+%' 6.5+%+ 34.5+%+ 0+%' 8.7+%+ 100+%' 69.6%+

' (23/46)' (0/46)% (3/46)% (16/46)' (0/46)' (4/46)% (46/46)% (32/46)%

12Mmonths' 22.2+%' 0+%' 2.2+%' 71.1+%' 0+%' 4.4+%' 100+%' 93.3+%'

' (10/45)' (0/45)' (1/45)' (32/45)' (0/45)' (2/45)' (45/45)' (42/45)'
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'
Table' 17.' Serum' biochemistry:! ! For! normally! distributed! data,! the!
results!presented!are!mean!(−!1SD,!+!1SD);!for!data!with!high!skewness!
and/or!kurtosis!(denoted!by!^)!the!results!are!median!(25th!percentile,!
75th!percentile).!
!

Parameter' ' Units' (n)'

259OH%Vitamin%D% 43.3%(27.2%–%59.4)% nmol%/%L% 51%

Albumin% 36.9%(32.5%–%41.3)%% g%/%dL% 49%

Phosphate^% 1.71%(1.58%9%1.84)% mmol%/%L% 38%

Adjusted%%

calcium^%

2.64%(2.53%9%2.71)% mmol%/%L% 49%

25-OH Vitamin D in Gambian newborns

n = 52Optimal >75 nmol/l
Adequate 50-75 noml/l
Insufficient 25-50 nmol/l
Deficient <25 nmol/l

5.8%

21.2%

63.5%

9.6%

Figure' 38.' Prevalence' of' vitamin' D' deficiency'
and' insufficiency' at' birth:! most! infants! had!
inadequate!or!deficient!25:OHVitD!levels.!Only!27%!
of!infants!had!levels!above!the!recommended!level:!
50nmol!/!L. 
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!
Figure' 39.' Histograms' to' show' the' distribution' of' biochemical' indices' at' baseline:! ! a.! 25:OH!
Vitamin!D!A!reference!line!is!shown!at!25nmol!/!L!below!which!constitutes!deficiency,!between!25nmol!
/!L!and!50nmol/!L!(indicated!by!the!small!dotted!line)!indicates!insufficiency!and!between!50nmol!/!L!
and!75nmol!/!L!(indicated!by!the!dashed!line)!is!sufficiency,!whilst!>!75nmol!/!L!is!considered!optimal.!
For!figures!a:c!a!black!reference!line!indicates!the!lower!limit!of!normal,!and!a!dashed!line!indicates!the!
upper!limit!of!normal!for!the!relevant!indices!b.!albumin!normal!range!30!:!45!g!/!dL,!c.!phosphate!normal!
range!1.3!:!2.6!mmol!/!L!,!and!d.!calcium!levels!normal!range!2.0!:!2.7!mmol!/!L.!
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5.3.3. Infant morbidity 

Infants underwent a clinical evaluation by either the study nurse or clinician at birth 

and at each study visit (and additionally if requested by parents or fieldworkers) as 

specified in methods section 4.1. Newborn examinations were all unremarkable, and 

vital signs were normal in all infants at birth with the exception of temperature. 

Hypothermia was very common at enrolment: 71.7 % of infants (38 / 53) had a 

temperature between 35.0 - 35.9 o C, whilst 1 infant had a recorded temp of 33.5 o C. 

All infants’ temperatures improved before discharge following instigation of simple 

supportive measures. The vital signs monitored at each time-point are summarised in 

table 18.--

Table'18.'Normal'ranges' for'paediatric'vital' sign'values'according' to'age,'and'study' infant'values:'
Normal!ranges!are!based!on!values!published!in!Nelson’s!textbook!of!paediatrics(77),!and!the!fifth!edition!of!
the!Advanced!Paediatric!Life!Support!(APLS)!textbook!(238).!RR=respiratory!rate,!BPM=breaths!per!minute,!
HR=heart!rate,!BPM2=beats!per!minute,!Temp=temperature,!SATs=Oxygen!saturations,!%=percentage.!Study!
infant! results! are! presented! as! the! median! value! for! the! age:group! (in- italics)! followed! by! the! range! in!
brackets.!!

'

'
Study'infant'vital'sign'values'and'normal'ageMbased'reference'ranges''

'

% RR'(bpm)' HR'(bpm2)' Temp'(oC)' SATs'(%)'

' Study%
infants%

Normal%
range%

Study%
infants%

Normal%
range%

Study%
infants%

Normal%
range%

Study%
infants% Normal%

Birth' 46%(37956)% 25%9%55% 142%(1119
154)% 120%9%170% 35.8%(33.59

37.5)%
>36.0%
<37.0%

99%%(989
99)% >%94%

2Mweeks' 49%(35959)% 25%9%55% 143%(1259
155)% 120%9%170% 36.5%(35.59

37.5)%
>36.0%
<37.0%

99%(969
100)% >%94%

1Mmonth' 49%(37963)% 25%9%55% 145%(1289
178)% 120%9%170% 36.4%(35.59

37.3)%
>36.0%
<37.0%

99+%(969
99)% >%94%

2Mmonths' 45%(36957)% 25%–%55% 145%(1249
167)% 115%9%160% 36.5%(35.59

37.3)%
>36.0%
<37.0%

99%(979
100)% >%94%

6Mmonths' 40%(33958)% 20%9%40% 133%(1209
150)% 110%9%160% 36.3%(35.59

37.3)%
>36.0%
<37.0%

99%(989
100)% >%94%

12Mmonths' 40%(30945)% 20%9%40% 130%(1159
143)% 110%9%160% 36.1%(35.59

37.3)%
>36.0%
<37.0%

99%(989
100)% >%94%
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Infants remained generally healthy during the study, and there were no deaths. Table 

19 reports the illness episodes observed during the study period. The most common 

presentation was cough, the most common clinical diagnosis was pneumonia, and the 

most common prescription was for oral paracetamol (tables 19 and 20). There were no 

episodes of omphalitis, malaria, jaundice, meningitis, otitis media or tonsillitis. The 6 

“other” diagnoses that were made but not pre-specified on the case report forms (CRFs) 

were: 2 episodes of conjunctivitis, 1 cardiac murmur, 1 hydrocoele and 1 mild eczema.   
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Table'19.'Morbidity'within'the'129month'study'period:'The!light!grey!filled!columns!contain!presenting!
symptoms!or!signs,!the!white!columns!indicate!specific!clinical!diagnoses,!and!the!dark!grey!filled!columns!
contain!important!clinical!management!options.!The!number!of!clinical!episodes!are!shown!in!the!first!row,!
followed!by!the!%!of!study!infants!affected!and!the!actual!numbers!in!brackets.!The!6!“other”!diagnoses!!were:!
2!episodes!of!conjunctivitis,!1!cardiac!murmur,!1!hydrocoele!and!1!mild!eczema. 

There was 1 inpatient admission during the course of the study: this infant was treated 

for suspected (culture negative) sepsis between day 6-12 of life in the main government 

neonatal unit following a presentation with poor feeding and lethargy. Between 2 and 

6 months of age, 2 infants was diagnosed with pneumonia, 5 infants were diagnosed 

with viral illnesses (1 with wheeze, 1 with diarrhoea, and 3 with probable URTI). After 

clinical review for anaemia on the routine FBC, 1 infant was identified to have a cardiac 

murmur but no structural defect on echocardiography. At the 6-month time-point 1 

infant was treated for staphylococcal skin infection. Between 6 to 12-months of age, 1 

infant was diagnosed with pneumonia, 4 infants had mild viral illnesses (1 with 
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diarrhoea & 3 probable URTIs) and 1 infant was diagnosed with a helminth infection. 

At the 12-month time-point 2 infants were diagnosed with mild pneumonia and 1 infant 

was diagnosed with an URTI following assessment for tachypnoea.  

Medication'and'dosage' Frequency' Duration'of'
therapy'

Clinical'indication'
&'no.'of'
prescriptions'

Mean'age'at'
prescription'

Oral%trimethoprim%(4%mg%/%kg)%/%sulfamethoxazole%
(20%mg%/%kg)' BD%

5%days% Pneumonia%
n=2% 2%months%

3%days% Breast%abscess%
n%=1% 1%month%

Oral%amoxicillin%(125%mg)%% TDS% 5%days% Pneumonia%
n%=%3% 10.5%months%

IV%benzylpenicillin%(50%mg%/%kg)%+%
IV%gentamicin%(4%mg%/%kg)%

TDS%
OD% 7%days% Suspected%sepsis%

n%=1% 6%days%%

Oral%cloxacillin%(25%mg%/%kg)% QDS% 7%days%
Staphylococcocal%
skin%infection%%
n=1%

6%months%

Topical%chloramphenicol%(2%drops%both%eyes)% QDS% 7%days% Conjunctivitis%
n=2% 3%weeks%

Oral%nystatin%(1ml%of%100,000%units%/%ml%solution)% QDS% 7%days% Oral%candidiasis%
n=1% 2%weeks%

Oral%chlorphenamine%maleate%(1%mg)% BD% 3%days% Cough%%
n=5% 5.5%months%

Oral%dioralyte%(1%paediatric%sachet%per%loose%stool)% PRN% 3%days% Diarrhoea%%
n=2% 6.5%months%

Oral%mebendazole%(100%mg)% BD% 3%days% Helminth%infection%
n=1% 9%months%

Oral%paracetamol%(15mg/kg/dose)% PRN%max%
QDS% 3%days% Fever/Cough%%

n%=%12% 10%months%%

Oral%ferrous%fumarate%syrup%%(20%mg/ml)%
1.25mls%% OD% 3%months% Anaemia%%

N=3% 6%months%

Table' 20.' Medications' prescribed' to' study' infants:! over! the! course! of! the! 12:month! study! period,!
medication!was!prescribed!by!the!study!team!according!to!WHO!guidelines.!

5.3.4. Vaccinations 

Timely vaccination was made a priority for all infants in this study and vaccinations 

were administered by the study team. All 54 infants received BCG, HBV and OPV 

within 48 hours of birth. At the 2-month time-point (visit 4) all infants were bled prior 

to receiving their scheduled vaccines: DTP, Hib, HBV, OPV, PCV-13 and RV. Due to 

difficulties with vaccine supply beyond our control, in 24.4 % of cases (11 / 45) the 

first dose of PCV-13 (due at 8 weeks of age) was marginally delayed, and in 15.6 % of 

cases (7 / 45) the first dose of RV (also due at 8 weeks of age) was delayed (by a 

maximum of 3 weeks). Booster doses of PCV-13 and RV were also delayed in some 
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cases, but all infants received their required 3 doses of PCV-13 and RV, and were 

completely up-to-date with all their EPI vaccinations at least 1 week before bloods were 

taken at the 6-month time-point. All infants received measles vaccine, yellow fever 

vaccine and OPV at 9-months of age, and were subsequently bled at the 12-month time-

point with a sufficient interval between vaccination and bleeding. Importantly, no 

bloods were taken from any infant who had received a vaccine in the previous 7 days.  

5.3.5. Haematological indices  

Trends in haematological parameters are of vital importance when interpreting 

immunological responses in whole blood assays. It is important to provide an estimate of 

the absolute numbers and proportion of white blood cell types within the individual 

samples, which will be directly contributing to the measured immune responses. 

Additionally, the nature and proportions of other whole blood components such as platelets 

and red blood cells are important as other cell types have been implicated in inhibiting the 

function of white blood cells in the neonatal period(239).  

In order to analyse the change in blood count parameters over time we used mixed 

models to account for the repeated measures within the same individuals over time. The 

results presented in the following text are the back-transformed estimated marginal 

means (Emeans) and 95 % confidence intervals (CIs) from the model data, and 

significant differences in haematological indices between study visits are detailed in 

the text (using a p-value of <0.05 to indicate significance). 
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Table'21.'Summary'of'full'blood'count'indices:!WCC=white!cell!count!(x109/l)!estimated!marginal!mean!
and!95%!confidence! intervals!shown,!Neut=neutrophil!count!(x109/l),!Lymph=lymphocyte!count!(x109/l),!
Mid=Mid:sized!cells!(x109/l),!Hb=haemoglobin!(g/dL),!MCV=mean!cell!volume,!Plts=Platelet!coun!

Figure 40 and table 21 depict how total white blood cell count (wcc) changed over the 

first year of life in our study. Briefly, wcc was highest at birth [EMmean = 11.6 (95% 

confidence interval = 10.6-12.6) x 109 / l] decreased gradually to the lowest level at 2-

months of age [8.2 (7.5-8.9) x 109 / l], increased again at 6-months of age [11.0 (10.1-12.0) 

x 109 / l] and then decreased slightly but significantly between 6 and 12-months [9.6 (8.8-

10.5 x 109 / l].  

Neutrophil count followed broadly the same trend over the first year of life as wbc as 

depicted in figure 40b. Neutrophil count was highest at birth [6.0 (5.3-6.9) x 109 / l] 

decreased gradually to the lowest level at 2-months of age [2.1 (1.8-2.4) x 109 / l], increased 

again at 6-months of age [3.5 (3.1-4.0) x109/l] and then decreased slightly but significantly 

at 12-months [2.8 (2.4-3.2) x 109 / l]. Neutrophil count was higher at birth than at any 

other time point (p<0.000). The trend with lymphocyte count was towards a gradual 

increase over the first year of life as shown in figure 40c. Lymphocyte count was lowest 

at birth [3.8 (3.4-4.2) x 109 / l ], increased gradually to the highest level at 6-months old  

[6.0 (5.4-6.6) x 109 / l ] and remained stable at 12-months [5.3 (4.7-5.8) x 109 / l ]. 

' Full'blood'count'indices'–'study'infants'

Age' Wcc'
(x'109'/'l)'

Neuts'
(x'109'/'l)'

Lymph'
(x'109'/'l)'

Mid'
(x'109'/'l)'

Hb'
(g'/'dL)'

Mcv'
(fl)'

Plts'
(x'109'/'l)'

Hct'
(%)'

Birth' 11.6+ (10.69
12.6)% 6.0+ (5.39

6.9)% 3.8+ (3.49
4.2)% 1.0+ (0.99

1.2)% 14.8+ (14.39
15.3)% 103.1+ (101.59104.6)% 242.6+ (221.49%265.9)% 43.7+ (42.39%

45.1)%

2M
weeks' 9.3+ (8.59

10.2)% 4.0+ (3.59
4.6)% 4.7+ (4.29

5.2)% 0.8+ (0.79
0.9)% 15.3+ (14.79

15.9)% 94.7+ (92.99
96.5)% 330.1+ (299.29%364.1)% 43.8+ (42.4%

945.3)%

1M
month' 8.4+ (7.79

9.2)% 3.0+ (2.69
3.4)% 4.8+ (4.39

5.3)% 0.9+ (0.89
1.1)%

12.9+
+

(12.59
13.4)% 90.2+ (88.49

92.0)% 275.7+ (251.19%302.8)% 35.7+ (34.6%
936.9)%

2M
month

s'
8.2+ (7.59

8.9)% 2.1+ (1.89
2.4)% 4.8+ (4.39

5.3)% 1.0+ (0.99
1.2)%

10.8+
+

(10.49
11.2)% 84.2+ (82.29

86.1)% 408.7+ (371.89%449.4)% 30.9+ (30.0%
932.0)%

6M
month

s'
11.0+ (10.19

12.0)% 3.5+ (3.19
4.0)% 6.0+ (5.49

6.6)% 1.0+ (0.99
1.2)%

10.6+
+

(10.29
11.0)% 68.1+ (65.69

70.5)% 412.7+ (375.09%449.4)% 29.4+ (28.4%
930.3)%

12M
month

s'
9.6+ (8.89

10.5)% 2.8+ (2.49
3.2)% 5.3+ (4.79

5.8)% 1.1+ (0.99
1.3)%

10.0+
+

(9.69
10.3)% 65.8+ (63.19

68.3)% 472.9+ (428.69%521.6)% 28.8+ (27.8%
929.8)%
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Lymphocyte count was lower at visit 1 than at visit 2 (p=0.001) and at all other visits 

(p<0.000). Mid-sized cell count remained relatively stable throughout the first year of 

life.  

Figure'40.'White'blood'cell'indices'over'the'first'year'of'life:'a.'White'blood'cell'count,'b.'Neutrophil'
count,' c.' Lymphocyte' count,' d.' Mid9sized' cell' count.' In! each! graph,! the! black! line! represents! the!
estimated!marginal!mean!with!the!upper!and!lower!95%!confidence!intervals!shown!as!dotted!line!and!
grey!lines!respectively.!

Haemoglobin (Hb) levels (figure 41) were highest at birth [14.8 (13.3-15.3) g / dL] and 

2-weeks [15.3 (14.7-15.9) g / dL], and decreased gradually to a final low at 12-months 

of age [10.0 (9.6-10.3) g / dL]. Hb at birth was significantly higher than at any other 

time point except 2 weeks (p<0.000). 3 infants were diagnosed with iron-deficiency 

anaemia at 6 months of age and were commenced on 3 months of iron supplementation, 

and had normal indices at the 12-month time-point. The pattern for MCV over the first 

year of life followed the same trend as for Hb: highest at birth [103.1 (101.5-104.6) fL], 
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and dropping gradually until the lowest level at 12-months of age [65.8 (63.1-68.3) fL] 

which is below the lower limit of normal for this age. 

At birth, platelets were at their lowest level of any time in the first 12 months of life 

[242.6 (221.4 – 265.9) 109 / L]. Platelets remained reasonably stable until a sharp 

increase at 2-months [408.7 (371.8-449.4) 109 / L], and then a gradual increase at each 

visit to their highest level at 12-months [472.9 (428.6-521.6) 109 / L].  

!
Figure'41.'Full'blood'cell'indices'over'the'first'year'of'life:!a.!Haemoglobin,!b.!Mean!corpuscular!volume,!
c.!Haematocrit,!d.!Platelets.!In!each!graph,!the!black!line!represents!the!estimated!marginal!mean!with!the!
upper!and!lower!95%!confidence!intervals!shown!as!dotted!line!and!grey!lines!respectively!
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5.4. Summary of key findings 

In summary, we successfully enrolled the number of infants required by our sample 

size calculation, within the 6-month timescale specified for recruitment. Birth weight 

and gestational age were appropriate and successful screening tools for enrolment of 

healthy infants. Demographics of study mothers and infants were as expected, and 

reflected the population of the Sukuta region. Exclusive breastfeeding rates were 

reassuringly high, and nutritional parameters were within healthy range in almost all 

infants. Infants generally breastfed well and grew according to expectations. There 

were no deaths in our study, and only 1 episode of serious illness: clinically diagnosed 

neonatal sepsis. All infants received the full immunisation schedule, and routine 

medical problems were managed efficiently and effectively by the study team. We 

present the results of the first longitudinal study to specifically describe blood count 

parameter trends in a small group of healthy Gambian infants born at term over the first 

year of life, which provide critical context to the results of the whole blood assays 

presented in the following chapters.  

5.5. Discussion of clinical results 

Recruitment to the specified sample size of 50 healthy newborn infants within a 6-

month period was achieved without difficulty. In addition, follow-up was successful 

despite the frequency of study visits involving blood tests and nasal swabs, which may 

have been discouraging factors for parents. However, we worked as a close-knit team 

of study staff alongside the government staff at the Sukuta Health centre. As an 

effective team, we were able to provide support to the care of the study mothers and 

infants, with sterile equipment, soap and other sanitary items to ensure safe and healthy 
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deliveries whenever possible. In addition infants were given access to nursing and 

medical care, timely childhood vaccinations in an organised and friendly manner, and 

nutritional advice and support.  

With regard to growth and nutrition, infants had broadly acceptable anthrometrics at 

birth and continued to develop normally. 1 male infant was macrosomic (>97th centile 

for gestational age) at recruitment with a weight of 4700 g. The study protocol did not 

exclude infants on the basis of macrosomia, because in the absence of co-morbidity 

there is no evidence of differential immune function to those with a normal birth weight.  

Wasting or malnutrition due to inadequate intake was anticipated as the most likely 

growth problem in our study population, and one which the study team could identify, 

investigate and treat as indicated(240). Growth faltering may be caused by a number of 

easily treatable reasons, such as infectious diseases or inadequate nutrient intake(240). 

In our sample at birth the mean weight-for-length z-score was a healthy 0.46, with a 

SD of 1.28. An SD <1.3 may indicate inaccurate data due to measurement error(241)). 

Published data from the WHO Multicentre Growth Reference Study indicates that staff 

tend to have difficulties keeping children fully stretched out and still (242), resulting in 

inaccurate length measurements, which may have contributed in our study. 5 newborn 

infants (9.3 %) were classified as wasted using a cut-off of < -2 SD, but this may have 

been an issue with inaccurate length measurements at birth.The majority of infants 57.4 

% had Z-scores > 0, indicating that their antenatal growth was above average.  

Tracking of an individual child's weight-for height z-scores on growth curves is a 

sensitive indicator of short-term nutritional status(241). We chose to compare the 

weight-for-height measurements of our study participants to the reference population 

provided by the WHO using the Z-score system which expresses the anthropometric 
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value as a number of standard deviations or Z-scores below or above the reference 

median value. Z-score (or SD-score) = observed value - median value of the reference 

population standard deviation value of reference population. In any sample, 2.3% of 

individuals will fall below -2 Z-scores from the median despite not having any 

concerning growth impairment. The figure of 2.3% is the expected proportion of 

individuals that one would expect to appear completely healthy on clinical evaluation, 

despite being objectively classified as malnourished. Therefore our findings of a small 

% of infants with wasting is not unexpected in a healthy group.  

Vital sign measurement was a useful screening tool to identify individuals requiring 

further assessment by a nurse or clinician in advance of blood sampling for the study. 

In this manner infants were clinically assessed for illness, and treated promptly and 

appropriately. Any infants deemed to be unwell at the time of a study visit, had their 

visit postponed until they were recovered (age limits for study time-point permitting). 

A proportion of infants were noted to have increased respiratory rates without any other 

signs of illness at their clinical assessment. It is not clear why there were so many 

recorded tachypnoeic infants during our study who were otherwise completely healthy. 

Respiratory rate is affected by the environment in which the infant is observed, and the 

busy Sukuta clinic may have influenced the infants breathing, and additionally it is 

possible that some of the respiratory rates were overestimated(243). 

All infants successful received their full EPI schedule within the planned time-frame. 

This was despite a national shortage of both BCG vaccine, RV and PCV-13 at various 

times during the study. No newborn infant received their BCG outside the scheduled 

time-scale of within the first 48 hours of life. There were some minor delays in infants 

receiving their RV and PCV-13, but all infants completed the required set of booster 
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doses. Vaccines were always given well in advance of any study visits, which ensured 

that no infant had received a vaccine within 1 week of any blood tests. This means that 

our data will not be skewed by recent vaccine effects on PRR mediated immune 

responses: a number of vaccine adjuvants are known to stimulate PRR pathways as part 

of their mode of action.  Indeed PRR agonists continue to be investigated for their 

potential as vaccine adjuvants(109), which is important when interpreting our immune 

response data. Despite minor delays in some infants receiving the RV and PCV-13 

vaccine, we still provided a good standard of care compared to that received by the 

general population. Recent data suggests that although good vaccine coverage is 

achieved in Gambian children, an unacceptable proportion of infants are subject to 

delayed vaccination. This is partly attributed to the failure of parents to attend for 

vaccination in a timely manner(244).  

The changes in haematological indices over the first year of life are in keeping with 

published studies for paediatric normal ranges(245). High levels of WCC at birth, 

reducing gradually over the first year of life along with neutrophil counts is an expected 

phenomenon, as is increases in lymphocyte counts. Mid-sized cells such as monocytes 

remain relatively stable, and are only a small proportion of the total white cell count, 

and therefore have a small influence on overall whole blood responses. The focus of 

our study is on early innate immune responses, and therefore mid-sized cells are likely 

to disproportionately contribute to the observed cytokine levels, which is why it is 

included in the analyses. The pattern in red cell indices is also of interest, as studies 

have implicated suppressive effect of myeloid cells on innate immune responses in 

early life(239).  
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Higher Hb and haematrocrit levels at birth as compared to later in life may have a 

significant effect on age dependent differences in innate immune responses in whole 

blood. This is because, proportionately higher concentrations of red cells are circulating 

in the bloodstream compared to innate immune cells and therefore red cells could have 

a greater inhibitory effect on whole blood immune responses in newborns with higher 

haematocrits compared to those within the normal range. This is all of interest to our 

study, because isolated innate immune cells from cord blood have been shown to  

function comparably to adult cells, whilst whole blood responses show attenuated 

responses(103). This implicates a plasma or other cellular factor as an inhibitor of 

innate immune cell responses, rather than an intrinsic cellular defect(104) . 
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS– PRR AGONIST INDUCED CYTOKINE 

AND AMP RESPONSES 

This chapter reports the results of the in vitro whole blood stimulation assays in which 

100 µl of whole blood was incubated with a range of PRR agonists alone and in 

combination. After 24 hours of incubation, the supernatants were recovered and 

cytokine concentrations analysed using a multiplex bead-based immunoassay (IL-2, IL-

4, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IFN-γ, TNF-α). Supernatants were also analysed for AMP levels 

using ELISAs. Statistical analyses were performed using the methods previously 

described  

6.1. Cytokine responses to positive and negative controls  

Every whole blood assay was run with a negative control (RPMI culture medium) and 

a positive control (PMA + Ionomycin). The negative control was used to assess the 

level of background cytokine secretion from an overnight incubation. We were able to 

subtract this background cytokine level from the PRR stimulated cytokine responses in 

order to take account of inter-individual differences at baseline, and ensure that reported  

responses were specific to the PRR pathways targeted. We considered a positive control 

response to be any level of TNF-α above 100 pg / ml, and included all those assays with 

a positive control TNF-α response in the final analyses. Responses were comparable 

between age groups.!!
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'

Figure'42.'Negative'controls:'no'difference'in'baseline'cytokine'levels'as'measured'by'
multiplex'magnetic'bead'immunoassay,'according'to'age'group,'using'supernatants'from'
whole' blood' assays' with' culture' medium' only.' Data! is! summarized! in! the! boxplots! as!
follows:!(a)TNF:α,!(b)IL:2,!(c)IL:4,!(d)IL:6,!(e)IL:8,!(f)IL:10!and!(g)IFN:γ.!The!box!depicts!the!
median!cytokine! levels!with! the! interquartile! ranges! (IQR)!and! the!whiskers! represents! the!
10th:90th!percentiles.!Friedman’s!test!for!nonparametric!data!was!used!to!compare!groups.'
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!

Figure'43.'Positive'controls:'no'difference'in'cytokine'levels'as'measured'by'multiplex'
magnetic'bead'immunoassay,'according'to'age,'using'supernatants'from'whole'blood'
assays'with'PMA/Ionomycin'combined'as'stimulus.'Data!is!summarized!in!the!boxplots!
as!follows:!(a)TNF:α,!(b)IL:2,!(c)IL:4,!(d)IL:6,!(e)IL:8,!(f)IL:10!and!(g)IFN:γ.!The!box!depicts!
the!median!cytokine!levels!with!the!interquartile!ranges!(IQR)!and!the!whiskers!represent!
the!10th:90th!percentiles.!The!unstimulated!value!has!been!subtracted!from!each!individual!
cytokine!value.!Groups!were!compared!using!the!Friedman!test!for!non:parametric!data.'
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To compare the effects of each PRR agonist on cytokine responses (for successfully 

transformed variables) a linear mixed model was created, to establish whether the age 

of the infant influences the cytokine response to these agonists (table 22). Age of the 

infant or “time-point” was considered as a repeated effect (to account for the 6 repeated 

measurements in the same individual- birth, 2-weeks, 1-month, 2-months, 6-months 

and 12-months). An interaction term was created between time-point and stimulus 

(PRR agonist or combination of agonists) to enable us to perform pairwise comparisons 

between cytokine responses to different stimuli at different ages. Non-parametric 

testing was used for analysis of IL-6, due to the skew and kurtosis within the data. 

Friedman’s two-way analysis of variance by ranks for related samples was used with 

post-hoc pairwise Wilcoxon tests to identify differences between IL-6 responses at the 

6 time-points.  

Model'Dimensiona%

%
No.'of'
Levels' Covariance'Structure' No.'of'

Parameters'
Subject'
Variables'

No.of'
outcomes'

Fixed'
Effects'

Intercept' 1% % 1% % %
''TimeMpoint' 6% % 5% % %
Stimuli' 6% % 5% % %
TimeMpoint*Stimulus' 36% % 25% % %

Random'
Effects' Intercept' 1% Variance%Components% 1% ID% %

Repeated'
Effects' TimeMpoint' 6% Heterogeneous%First9

Order%Autoregressive% 7% ID%*%
stimulus% 301%

Total' 56% % 44% % %
a.Dependent+Variables:+Separate+models+for+each+of+the+following:+LnIL<2,+SqrRIL<4,+SqrRIL<8,+LnIL10,+LnTNF<α+&+LnIFN<γ++
Table'22.'Mixed'model'used'for'transformed'cytokine'data'to'compare'PRR'agonist'responses'over'
time:!Transformations!were!either!using!SqrR=square!root!or!Ln=natural!logarithms.-6!stimuli=PRR!agonist!
or!combination!of!agonists.!1.!LPS,!2.!LPS/MDP,!3.MDP,!4.LPS/C12ieDAP,!5.C12ieDAP,!6.!MPLA.!6!Time:points!
=! Birth,! 2:weeks,! 2:month,2:months,! 6:months,! 12:months.! An! interaction! term! between! time:point! and!
stimulus!allows!each!specific!agonist’s!(or!combination!of!agonists)!responses!to!be!compared!across!time:
points.!!

6.2. FBC indices and PRR agonist induced cytokine responses 

As shown in Chapter 5. full blood count indices vary significantly according to the age 

of subject, which may influence the cytokine responses measured in the supernatants 

from the whole blood assays. Indeed, it is possible that age-dependent changes in whole 
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blood cytokine responses could reflect the changes in the whole blood composition 

rather than changes in immune cellular function per se. 

Full blood count analysis was therefore performed on infants at each time-point, to 

provide a crude indicator of the cellular composition of the blood samples undergoing 

stimulation in the whole blood assay set-up in this study. In order to assess the 

relationship between blood count indices and cytokine responses, correlation and 

regression analyses (independent of subject age) were performed (table 23). The focus 

of the regression models was on the PRR agonist induced cytokine responses which 

showed significant differences according to increasing infant age, as shown in the 

previous section. Multiple correlation and regression models were created as follows: 

dependent variable = PRR agonist_cytokine concentration [e.g. LPS induced TNF-α 

concentration (pg/ml)], independent variables: white cell count (x109/l), neutrophil 

count (x109/l), lymphocyte count (x109/l), mid-sized cells (x109/l), haemoglobin (g/dL), 

mean cell volume, platelet count and haematocrit (%).  

No relationship was identified between neutrophil counts or mid-sized cells and any 

cytokine response. MCV was not related to any of the IFN-γ responses, but was 

negatively associated with LPS, LPS/C12ieDAP and LPS/MDP induced IFN-γ 

responses. There was no consistent association between Hb and IFN-γ and TNF-α or 

between platelets and cytokine responses. Hb was negatively associated with 

C12ieDAP induced TNF-α responses, but positively associated with C12ieDAP 

induced IFN-γ responses. An increase in platelets was associated with an increase in 

LPS/MDP induced TNF-α response, but a decrease in MPLA induced TNF-α response. 

WBC was negatively associated with LPS/C12ieDAP induced TNF-α and IFNγ 

response, and also negatively associated with LPS/MDP responses. Lymphocyte count 
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showed the most consistent association with cytokine responses: it was associated with 

MDP, MPLA, LPS/C12ieDAP and LPS/MDP–induced TNF-α responses, and LPS, 

LPS/C12ieDAP and LPS/MDP induced IFN-γ  responses.  

'
Correlation'between'PRR'agonist–induced'cytokine'responses'and'full'blood'indices'

' TNFMα'

'' C12ieDAP' MDP***' LPS***' MPLA***' LPS/C12ieDAP*
**' LPS/MDP***'

DOF' 233% 234% 232% 200% 232% 234%
' Beta%

coeff.%
Sig.% Beta%

coeff.%
Sig.% Beta%

coeff.%
Sig.% Beta%

coeff.%
Sig.% Beta%

coeff.%
Sig.% Beta%

coeff.%
Sig.%

Hb' M.537*' .017' 9.319% .132% 9.228% .271% 9.468% .077% .129% .532% .136% .486%
MCV' 9.066% .479% 9.150% .092% M.218*' .014' 9.209% .053% M

.260**'
.003' M

.311**

*'

.000'

Plts' .025% .734% .014% .839% .126% .077% .024% .757% .121% .082% .140*' .034'
WBC' 9.138% .595% 9.305% .217% 9.255% .296% 9.520% .057% M.502*' .037' 9.343% .130%
HCT' .711*' .002' .217% .307% .256% .218% .459% .077% 9.057% .783% 9.054% .782%
Lymph' .153% .384% .370*' .027' .223% .176% .362*' .040' .394*' .015' .316*' .037'
' IFNMγ''
' C12ieDAP*% MDP**' LPS**% MPLA**' LPS/C12ieDAP*

**' LPS/MDP***'

DOF' 230% 232' 232% 195' 229' 230'
' Beta%

coeff.%
Sig.% Beta%

coeff.'
Sig.' Beta%

coeff.%
Sig.% Beta%

coeff.'
Sig.' Beta%

coeff.'
Sig.' Beta%

coeff.'
Sig.'

Hb' .217**% .003% .137' .053' .148*% .035% .182' .018*' .188**' .007' .111' .105'
Plts' .011% .863% 9.044' .495' .029% .651% M.223' .015*' .044' .484' .079' .210'
WBC' 9.154% .477% 9.160' .454' 9.340% .110% 9.418' .075' M.426*' .041' M.480*' .020'
HCT' 9.076% .282% .114' .100' .151*% .029% .021' .792' .185**' .007' .221**' .001'
Lymph' .156% .318% .269' .083' .390*% .011% .255' .127' .433**' .004' .490**' .001'
Table' 23.' Correlation' between' PRR' agonist–induced' cytokine' responses' and' full' blood' indices.-
WCC=white!cell!count!(x109/l),!Lymph=lymphocyte!count!(x109/l),!Hb=haemoglobin!(g/dL),!MCV=mean!cell!
volume,!Plts=Platelet!count!and!HCT=haematocrit! (%).!Significant!correlations!are!shown! in!bold!and! the!
beta:coefficient!is!underlined.!!

6.3. Age related PRR agonist induced cytokine responses 

The results in this section are presented according to cytokine responses to the 

following PRR agonists and combination of agonists or “stimuli”: LPS (natural TLR-4 

agonist), MDP (synthetic NOD-2 agonist), LPS/MDP combination, C12ieDAP 

(synthetic NOD1 agonist), LPS/C12ieDAP combination and MPLA (synthetic TLR-4 

agonist).  
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6.3.1. PRR agonist induced TNF-α responses 

TNF-α responses to PRR agonists (alone or in combination) in general showed a 

significant effect of age, with an increase in the magnitude of PRR agonist induced 

TNF-α responses with increasing age (table 24). The longitudinal trends in TNF-α 

responses for each stimuli over time are summarised in figure 44. TLR-4 mediated 

TNF-α responses (to LPS and MPLA) were attenuated at birth and 2-week compared 

to later in life. LPS induced TNF-α responses were significantly lower at birth 

compared to every other later time-point (p<0.000 for all- see table 4.). LPS induced 

TNF-α responses were significantly lower at 2-weeks than at 6-months (p=0.028), and 

lower at 2-weeks than at 12-months [but this did not reach statistical significance (p= 

0.339)]. MPLA induced TNF-α responses followed the same trend as LPS, with 

significantly lower responses at birth and 2-weeks compared to later time-points.  

' '

'
Effect'of'age'and'agonist'on'cytokine'response'

'
' ' ILM2' ILM4' ILM8' ILM10' TNFMα' IFNMγ'

Source'
NumerM'
ator'(df)' F' Sig.' F' Sig.' F' Sig.' F' Sig.' F' Sig.' F' Sig.'

Intercept'
' 1% 1216.5***%p<0.000%353.5***%p<0.000%585.9***%p<0.000%1312.2***%p<0.000%3078.3***%p<0.000%2887.5***%p<0.000%

PRR'
agonist'
'

5% 248.5***% p<0.000%131.1***%p<0.000%51.5***%p<0.000% 455.1***% p<0.000%626.5***%p<0.000%351.7***%p<0.000%

TimeM
point'
'

5% 1.45% p=0.200% 4.5**% p=0.001% 5.8***% p<0.000% 7.1***% p<0.000% 60.3***% p<0.000% 19.7***% p<0.000%

TimeM
point'*''
PRR'
agonist'

25% 0.5% p=0.990% .292% p=1.000% 0.404% p=0.996% 2.004*% p=0.03% 3.365***%p<0.000% 1.685*% p=0.02%

Table'24.'Summary'of'the'linear'mixed'model'results'comparing'cytokine'responses'between'agonists'
and' time9points.' Significance! is! considered! at! the! p=0.05! level.! Where! differences! were! statistically!
significant,!the!p:values!and!F!statistics!are!highlighted:!*,!**,!***!significant!at!the!probability!level!0.05,!0.01,!
and!0.001,!respectively!

Stimulation with the NOD-1 agonist C12ieDAP was the only stimulus not showing 

significantly different TNF-α responses with age. NOD-2 mediated TNF-α responses 

to MDP took the longest to mature, as TNF-α levels were still significantly lower at 2-
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months compared to 12-months of age. However, by 6-months, there was no significant 

difference in the magnitude of TNF-α responses to MDP compared to at 12-months.  

The co-culture of a TLR-4 agonist with a NOD-1 agonist (LPS/C12ieDAP) induced 

TNF-α responses with a similar trend to LPS alone: attenuated levels at birth and 2-

weeks compared to later in life. The co-culture stimulus of a TLR-4 agonist with a 

NOD-2 agonist (LPS/MDP) induced TNF-α responses which were attenuated at birth 

compared to later time-points, but appeared robust by 2-weeks of age. 

Table'25.'Estimated'marginal'(EM)'means'with'lower'and'upper'95%'confidence'intervals'for'TNF9α'
responses'to'a'range'of'PRR'agonists'over'the'first'year'of'life.'Responses%which%are%significantly%lower%from%later%
time9points%are%shown%in%red%and%marked%with%*.%Responses%which%are%higher%than%a%later%time9point%are%shown%in%
green%and%marked%with%^.%

!

% TNFMα'whole'blood'responses'(pg/ml)'

% Birth' 2Mweeks' 1Mmonth' 2Mmonths' 6Mmonths' 12Mmonths'

VIsit% 1' 2' 3' 4' 5' 6'
PRR'
agonist'

EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI' EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI' EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI'

C12ieDAP' 21.0+ 13.09%
34.1% 22.8+ 13.79%

38.0% 33.0^+ 20.89%
52.4% 19.1+ 12.99%

28.2% 23.6+ 15.89%
35.5% 24.7+ 15.09%

40.9%

MDP' 58.1*+ 35.89%
94.3+ 115.2*+ 69.29%

191.9+ 325.4*+ 205.29%
515.9% 275.9*+ 186.89%

407.9% 578.2+ 385.39%
867.0% 517.0+ 314.29%

851.5%

LPS' 532.2*+ 328.39
863.5% 2300.8*+ 13619

3889.4% 3622.8+ 2284.79%
5744.5% 3274.8+ 2221.69%

4822.3% 4420.5+ 2948.39%
6627.6% 3155.8+ 1917.99%

5192.7%

MPLA' 110.3*+ 67.79%
179.6% 271.2*+ 163.09%

451.7% 906.0+ 571.39%
1436.6% 797.9+ 496.29%

1283.1% 597.6+ 376.59%
948.6% 954.3+ 566.89%

1606.8%
LPS/C12ie
DAP' 730.0*+ 450.39%

1183.2% 2555.5*+ 1528.49%4277.0% 3940.3+ 2484.99%
6247.9% 4389.6+ 2969.19%

6489.9% 5151.3+ 3435.89%
7731.1% 4984.1+ 3013.99%

8250.3%

LPS/MDP' 1090.1*+ 671.89%
1766.9% 8425.3+ 5059.49%

14030.7% 12357.3+
7793.19%
19594.4% 9604.6+ 6522.49%

14157.5%
11626.

0+
7746.59%
17430.9% 10259.9+

6198.19%
16983.5%

OVERALL' 196.2*+ 147.49
261.1% 573.1*+ 426.29

769.7% 1094+ 827.29
1448.1% 913.2*+ 699.99

1192.7% 1137+ 868.79
1489.2% 1120+ 834.69

1502.7%
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!
Figure' 44.' Trends' in' whole' blood' TNFMα) responses' to' pattern' recognition'
receptor' agonists' over' the' first' year' of' life.! The! y:axis! depicts! the! cytokine!
concentrations!in!supernatants!recovered!following!co:culture!of!whole!blood!with!
PRR!agonists!alone!or! in! combination!as! shown! in! the! legend!on! the! right!of! the!
graphs.!The!x:axis!depicts!the!study!time:point!at!which!the!assays!were!performed:!
Visit!1=Birth,!Visit!2=2weeks,!Visit!3=1month,!Visit!4=2:months,!Visit!5=6:months,!
Visit!6!=12:months.!

!

Stimulus'
Age'differences'in'PRR'mediated'TNFMα'responses'(pg/ml)'

TimeMpoint'(a)' TimeMpoint'(b)' EMmean'(a)' EMmean'(b)' Diff'(aMb)' Sig.'
1.'C12ieDAP' 3% 4% 33.0% 19.1% 13.9% p=0.037%

2.'MDP'

1%

2%

58.1%

115.2% 957.1% p=0.033%
3% 325.4% 9267.3% p<0.000%
4% 275.9% 9217.8% p<0.000%

5% 578.2% 9520.2% p<0.000%

6% 517.0% 9458.9% p<0.000%

2%

3%

115.2%

325.4% 9210.1% p=0.001%

4% 275.9% 9160.7% p=0.002%

5% 578.2% 9463.0% p<0.000%

6% 517.0% 9401.7% p<0.000%

3% 5% 325.4% 578.2% 9252.9% p=0.032%

4%
5%

275.9%
578.2% 9302.4% p=0.002%

6% 517.0% 9241.1% p=0.024%

3.'LPS'
1%

2%

532.2%

2300.8% 91768.6% p<0.000%

3% 3622.8% 93090.6% p<0.000%

4% 3274.8% 92742.6% p<0.000%

5% 4420.5% 93888.3% p<0.000%

6% 3155.8% 92623.6% p<0.000%

2% 5% 2300.8% 4420.5% 92119.7% p=0.028%

4.'MPLA' 1%
2%

110.3%
271.2% 9161.0% p=0.005%

3% 906.0% 9795.7% p<0.000%
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4% 797.9% 9687.6% p<0.000%

5% 597.6% 9687.6% p<0.000%

6% 954.3% 9487.4% p<0.000%

2%

3%

271.2%

906.0% 9634.7% p<0.000%

4% 797.9% 9526.7% p=0.001%

5% 597.6% 9326.4% p=0.011%

6% 954.3% 9683.1% p<0.000%

5.'LPS/C12ieDAP'

1%

2%

730.0%

2555.5% 91825.5% p<0.000%

3% 3940.3% 93210.3% p<0.000%

4% 4389.6% 93659.7% p<0.000%

5% 5151.3% 94421.3% p<0.000%

6% 4984.1% 94254.1% p<0.000%

2%
5%

2555.5%
5151.3% 92595.8% p=0.016%

6% 4984.1% 92428.6% p=0.042%

6.'LPS/MDP' 1%

2%

1090.1%

8425.3% 97335.3% p<0.000%

3% 12357.3% 911267.2% p<0.000%

4% 9604.6% 98514.6% p<0.000%

5% 11626.0% 910535.9% p<0.000%

6% 10259.9% 99169.8% p<0.000%

Table'26.'Pairwise'comparisons'between'time9points'of'TNF9α'responses'under'the'6'PRR'agonist'
stimuli.! Only! significant! differences! are! shown.! P:value! of! 0.05! was! used! to! indicate! statistically!
significant!differences.!

'

6.3.2. PRR agonist induced IFN-γ responses 

PRR agonist induced IFN-γ-responses showed a similar age trend to TNF-α responses 

as seen in figure 2: both showed increasing magnitude in cytokine responses with 

increasing age (see table 27).  TLR-4 mediated IFN-γ responses (to LPS and MPLA) 

appeared to take longer to mature than TNF-α responses (see figure 45).  TLR-4 

mediated IFN-γ responses were comparable in the first 2-6 months of life, but then 

increased significantly at 12-months of age. LPS induced IFN-γ responses were 

significantly lower at birth compared to at 6- and 12-months. At 2-weeks, 1-month and 

2-months, IFN-γ responses were lower than at 12-months, but by 6-months IFN-γ 

responses were comparable to those seen at 12-months. MPLA induced IFN-γ 

responses followed the same trend as LPS, but even by 6-months, IFN-γ responses were 

significantly lower than at 12-months.  
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NOD-2 mediated IFN-γ responses to MDP also increased with increasing age: IFN-γ 

responses in the first month of life were significantly lower than at 6- and 12-months. 

Stimulation with the NOD-1 agonist C12ieDAP induced IFN-γ responses of a small 

magnitude throughout the first year of life. There was no clear age related trend in the 

C12ieDAP induced IFN-γ responses. The co-culture of LPS/C12ieDAP induced IFN-γ 

responses showed a similar trend to LPS alone: lower levels in the first 6-months of life 

compared to 12-months. The co-culture of LPS/MDP induced IFN-γ responses showed 

this same trend. Data are summarised in table 27. 

% IFNMγ'whole'blood'responses'(pg/ml)'
% Birth' 2Mweeks' 1Mmonth' 2Mmonths' 6Mmonths' 12Mmonths'

ViSIT' 1' 2' 3' 4' 5' 6'
PRR'
agonist'

EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI' EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI' EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI'

C12ieDAP' 43.6+ 25.89
73.8% 61.9^+ 39.49

97.2% 40.4+ 25.39
64.5% 23.5*+ 14.59

38.1% 35.8+ 23.79
54.1% 61.4+ 34.8<

108.3%

MDP' 169.7*+ 100.49
286.9% 396.6*+ 252.69

622.0% 470.1*+ 294.49
750.7% 416.1*+ 257.89

671.2% 971.7+ 644.29
1467.0% 1224.1+ 698.59%

2145.2%

LPS' 1199.9*+ 709.19%
2028.4% 1811.7*+

1155.29+
2844.1% 1870.6*+

1166.89
2998.9% 1916.0*+

1192.79%
3077.9% 2404.3+ 1594.09%

3630.0% 4076.5+ 2326.29%
7150.9%

MPLA' 382.6*+ 225.29%
650.7% 757.5*+ 480.69%

1192.7% 757.5*+ 466.89%
1230.3)% 724.2*+ 400.29%

1309.0% 786.8*+ 498.29%
1241.4% 2326.2+ 1283.19%

4217.5%

LPS/C12ieDAP' 1256.4*+ 743.29
2123.9% 1692.0*+

1069.69
2675.8% 1713.0*+

1072.89
2735.2% 2032.5*+

1268.99
3278.0% 2319.3*+

1536.19
3498.2% 4764.7+ 2700.09

8400.1%

LPS/MDP' 1442.3*+ 853.29
2440.6% 2729.8*+

1733.79
4302.7% 2765.6*+

1731.99
4420.5% 2537.7*+

1571.89
4092.9% 3459.9*+

2291.69
5218.7% 7058.6+ 3999.89

12444.%

Overall' 428.4+ 315.89
580.6% 733.6+ 550.69

976.5% 709.1+ 530.69
948.6% 642.3+ 476.39

865.2% 898.7+ 680.69
1186.8% 1698.6+ 1234.09

2337.9%
Table'27.'IFN9γ'responses'to'a'range'of'PRR'agonists'over'the'first'year'of'life.'Estimated!marginal!(EM)!
means!with!lower!and!upper!95%!confidence!intervals!are!shown.!Responses!which!are!significantly!lower!
from!later!time:points!are!shown!in!red!and!mared!with!*.!Responses!which!are!higher!than!a!later!time:point!
are!shown!in!green!and!marked!with!^.!

%
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-
Figure' 45.' Trends' in' whole' blood' IFN9γ' responses' to' pattern' recognition'
receptor' agonists' over' the' first' year' of' life.! The! y:axis! depicts! the! cytokine!
concentrations! in! supernatants! recovered! following! co:culture! of! whole! blood!
with!PRR!agonists!alone!or!in!combination!as!shown!in!the!legend!on!the!right!of!
the! graphs.! The! x:axis! depicts! the! study! time:point! at! which! the! assays! were!
performed:!visit!1=Birth,!visit!2=2weeks,!visit!3=1month,!visit!4=2:months,!visit!
5=6:months,!visit!6!=12months.!

!

Stimulus'
Age'differences'in'PRR'mediated'IFNMγ'responses'(pg/ml)'

TimeMpoint'
(a)' TimeMpoint'(b)' EMmean'(a)' EMmean'(b)' Diff'(aMb)' Sig.'

1.'C12ieDAP'
'

2%
4%

61.9%
23.5% 38.4% p=0.001%

5% 35.8% 26.1% p=0.036%
4% 6% 23.5% 61.4% 937.9% p=0.005%

2.'MDP'

1%

2%

169.7%

396.6% 9226.9% p=0.008%
3% 470.1% 9470.1% p=0.001%
4% 416.1% 9416.1% p=0.005%

5% 971.7% 9971.7% p<0.000%

6% 1224.1% 91224.1% p<0.000%

2%
%

5%
396.6%

971.7% 9575.0% p=0.001%
6% 1224.1% 9827.5% p=0.001%

3%
5%

470.1%
971.7% 9501.5% p=0.007%

6% 1224.1% 9754.0% p=0.004%
4% 5% 416.1% 971.7% 9555.5% p=0.003%

3.'LPS'

1%
5%

1199.9%
2404.3% 91204.4% p=0.019%

6% 4076.5% 92876.6% p=0.001%

2%

6%
1811.7%

4076.5%

92264.9% p=0.013%

3% 1870.6% 92206.0% p=0.019%

4% 1916.0% 92160.5% p=0.023%

4.'MPLA'

1%

2%

382.6%

757.5% 9374.9% p=0.035%
3% 757.5% 9755.5% p=0.035%
5% 724.2% 9341.5% p=0.022%
6% 2326.2% 92324.2% p<0.000%

2%

6%

757.5%

2326.2%

91568.7% p=0.001%
3% 757.5% 91568.7% p=0.002%
4% 724.2% 91602.1% p=0.003%
5% 786.8% 91539.4% p=0.002%
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5.'LPS/C12ieDAP'

1%
%

5% 1256.4%
%

2319.3% 91062.9% p=0.038%
6% 4764.7% 93508.4% p<0.000%

2%

6%

1692.6%

4764.7%

93072.2% p=0.002%
3% 1713.0% 93051.8% p=0.002%
4% 2032.5% 92732.3% p=0.012%
5% 2319.3% 92445.5% p=0.026%

6.'LPS/MDP'

1%
%

2%

1442.3%

2729.8% 91287.5% p=0.047%
3% 2765.6% 91323.3% p=0.039%
5% 3459.9% 92017.6% p=0.003%
6% 7058.6% 95616.3% p<0.000%

2%
6%
6%
6%
6%

2729.8%

7058.6%

94328.7% p=0.004%
3% 2765.6% 94293.0% p=0.005%
4% 3459.9% 93598.7% p=0.003%
5% 3459.9% 93598.7% p=0.028%

Table' 28.' Pairwise' comparisons' between' time9points' of' IFN9γ' responses' under' the' 6' PRR' agonist'
stimuli.!Only!significant!differences!are!shown.!P:value!of!<0.05!was!used!to!indicate!statistically!significant!
differences.'

!

6.3.3. PRR agonist induced IL-2 responses 

IL-2 responses in the whole blood assays were of low but detectable magnitude at all 

time-points for all agonist stimuli (table 29). There were no statistically significant 

differences between time-points in the magnitude of IL-2 responses, and therefore it 

appears that IL-2 responses are unaffected by age (figure 46). 

% ILM2'whole'blood'responses'(pg/ml)'

% Birth' 2Mweeks' 1Mmonth' 2Mmonths' 6Mmonths' 12Mmonths'

TimeMpoint' 1' 2' 3' 4' 5' 6'

PRR'
agonist'

EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI' EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI' EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI'

C12ieDAP' 6.7+ 4.49%
10.3% 6.2+ 3.79%

10.2% 7.0+ 4.69%
10.8% 7.1+ 4.89%

10.7% 5.2+ 3.39%
8.2% 8.5+ 5.59%

13.1%

MDP' 35.9+ 23.59
54.9% 30.9+ 18.99

50.5% 25.0+ 16.39
38.4% 37.9+ 25.39

56.8% 34.2+ 22.09
53.4% 34.2+ 22.29

52.7%

LPS' 164.5+ 107.69
251.6% 176.6+ 107.69

290.0% 116.5+ 75.99
178.9% 168.2+ 112.69

251.1% 141.9+ 91.19
221.0% 124.2+ 80.69

191.3%

MPLA' 51.3+ 32.79
80.3% 59.0+ 34.99

99.6% 54.9+ 35.09
86.1% 58.6+ 38.19

90.2% 51.0+ 32.09
81.3% 45.1+ 28.49

71.5%

LPS/C12ieDAP' 176.3+ 115.29
269.9% 153.7+ 93.79

252.4% 138.7+ 90.39
212.9% 145.9+ 97.19

219.2% 118.2+ 75.69
184.7% 118.5+ 76.99

182.5%

LPS/MDP' 230.9+ 151.09
353.5% 177.5+ 108.69

290.0% 169.4+ 110.49
260.1% 223.4+ 149.29

334.6% 176.1+ 113.19
274.2% 161.1+ 104.69

248.1%

Overall' 66.0+ 50.49
86.5% 61.6+ 46.09

82.3% 54.6+ 41.69
71.7% 66.6+ (51.19%

86.7)% 54.8+ (41.69%
72.2)% 56.0+ (42.69

73.6)%
Table'29.'IL92!responses'to'a'range'of'PRR'agonists'over'the'first'year'of'life.'Estimated!marginal!(EM)!
means!with! lower!and!upper!95%!confidence! intervals! !are!shown.!There!were!no!statistically!significant!
difference!in!IL:2!response!between!time:points!for!any!of!the!agonists!or!agonist!combinations.!
!
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'

Figure'46.'Trends'in'whole'blood'IL92'responses'to'pattern'recognition'receptor'
agonists'over'the'first'year'of'life.'The!y:axis!depicts!the!cytokine!concentrations!in!
supernatants!recovered!following!co:culture!of!whole!blood!with!PRR!agonists!alone!or!
in!combination!as!shown!in!the!legend!on!the!right!of!the!graphs.!The!x:axis!depicts!the!
study! time:point! at!which! the!assays!were!performed:!Visit!1=Birth,! visit!2=2weeks,!
visit!3=1month,!visit!4=2:months,!visit!5=6:months,!visit!6=12:months.!

6.3.4. PRR agonist induced IL-4 responses 

Similar to IL-2 responses, levels of IL-4 in the whole blood assay supernatants were 

low at all time-points (table 30). There were no clear trends in the PRR agonist induced 

IL-4 responses according to age (figure 47). However, LPS induced IL-4 response was 

significantly higher at 1 month than at 2-months (p=0.045).  MDP induced IL-4 

response was significantly higher at 2-weeks than at 1-month (p=0.016). However, 

there was no overall trend, and similar to IL-2, IL-4 responses to PRR agonists appear 

unaffected by age.  
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% ILM4'whole'blood'responses'(pg/ml)'

% Birth' 2Mweeks' 1Mmonth' 2Mmonths' 6Mmonths' 12Mmonths'
TimeMpoint' 1' 2' 3' 4' 5' 6'
PRR'
agonist'

EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI' EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI' EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI'

C12ieDAP' 8.3+ 2.39%
18.2% 8.4+ 2.09%

19.3% 5.8+ 1.59%
12.8% 7.1+ 2.39%

14.4% 6.8+ 2.19%
14.1% 7.0+ 2.49%

14.2%

MDP' 40.6+ 24.99
60.2% 50.4^+ 31.99

73.2% 28.9+ 17.79
42.9% 41.8+ 28.69

57.5% 34.6+ 22.69
49.1% 33.2+ 21.79

47.1%

LPS' 92.2+ 67.5<
120.8% 91.2+ 65.6<

121.1% 72.5*+ 53.99
93.7% 92.9+ 72.79

115.5% 83.6+ 64.29
105.7% 73.7+ 56.09

93.8%

MPLA' 46.6+ 28.89
68.6% 53.0+ 32.99

77.8% 47.6+ 32.49
65.7% 50.6+ 35.29

68.7% 45.4+ 30.99
62.6% 38.4+ 25.59

54.4%

LPS/C12ieDAP' 28.9+ 17.79
42.9% 41.8+ 28.69

57.5% 34.6+ 22.69
49.1% 33.2+ 21.79

47.1% 96.1+ 70.99
125.2% 90.8+ 65.09

120.9%

LPS/MDP' 109.7+ 82.89
140.4% 103.8+ 76.59

135.3% 85.2+ 65.29
108.1% 106.5+ 84.69

130.9% 98.9+ 77.59
122.9% 89.9+ 70.29

112.0%

Overall' 58.7+ 45.89
73.2% 60.2+ 46.89

75.2% 47.2+ 36.39
59.5% 58.3+ 46.39

71.7% 51.9+ 40.69
64.7% 47.5+ 36.79

59.6%
Table'30.'ILM4'responses'to'a'range'of'PRR'agonists'over'the'first'year'of'life.'Estimated!marginal!(EM)!means!
with!lower!and!upper!95%!confidence!intervals!are!shown.!Responses%which%are%significantly%lower%from%later%
time9points%are%shown%in%red%and%marked%with%*.%Responses%which%are%higher%than%a%later%time9point%are%shown%in%
green%and%marked%with%^.%

!

!

Figure'47.'Trends'in'whole'blood'IL94'responses'to'pattern'recognition'receptor'
agonists'over'the'first'year'of'life.'The!y:axis!depicts!the!cytokine!concentrations!in!
supernatants!recovered!following!co:culture!of!whole!blood!with!PRR!agonists!alone!or!
in!combination!as!shown!in!the!legend!on!the!right!of!the!graphs.!The!x:axis!depicts!the!
study! time:point! at!which! the!assays!were!performed:!Visit!1=Birth,! visit!2=2weeks,!
visit!3=1month,!visit!4=2:months,!visit!5=6:months,!visit!6=12:months.!

!
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6.3.5. PRR agonist induced IL-6 responses 

There were no significant age related differences in IL-6 responses to PRR agonists 

overall (table 31). The only individual PRR agonist which induced IL-6 responses that 

differed significantly by age, was MDP (figure 48). Responses were lowest at birth 

(median = 695.7 pg / ml), and highest at between 6 – 12 months of age (6644.0 - 4270.6 

pg / ml). The few statistically significant differences between time-points are shown in 

figure 32. 

% ILM6'whole'blood'responses'(pg/ml)'

% Birth' 2Mweeks' 1Mmonth' 2Mmonths' 6Mmonths' 12Mmonths'

TimeMpoint' 1' 2' 3' 4' 5' 6'

PRR'
agonist' Median' IQR' Median' IQR' Median' IQR' Median' IQR' Median' IQR' Median' IQR'

C12ieDAP' 512.8+ 8.79%
5553.7% 1548.6+ 4.69

6115.6% 1381.6+ 265.19
4935.2% 414.4+ 10.69

1924.6% 632.8+ 48.19%
4328.6% 477.8+ 4.69%

1243.6%

MDP' 659.7*+ 41.29%
5536.3% 2625.0+ 748.29%

11060.1% 3171.6*+
1210.09%
10657.2% 2252.3*+

839.79%
5148.9% 6644.0+ 2305.99%52694.8% 4270.6+ 2339.79

13374.5%

LPS' 48616.2+ 1765.2<%53333.6% 44809.0+
2499.79%
53008.2% 49530.8+

2715.69
52963.4% 51532.4+

3139.29%
53270.4% 29372.5+

4106.39%
53280.1% 49437.8+

5232.29%
53101.1%

MPLA' 5508.8+ 718.99%
47795.3% 4612.5+ 1760.29%

50783.8% 21284.2+
2395.09%
53062.3% 8054.1+ 2154.59%

28379.7% 4114.1+
1500.29%
16175.2% 6326.8+ 3982.99%

52855.4%

LPS/C12ieDAP' 48641.8+ 4017.29%53351.2% 44708.3+
5173.79%
52991.3% 52255.7+

8162.69%
53285.1% 51306.8+

9073.09+
53278.5% 33062.5+

7746.09+
53274.9% 50341.9+

5158.19
53072.8%

LPS/MDP' 49718.7+ 2401.79%53357.9% 49718.7+
7746.79%
53357.9% 52202.1+

3747.39%
53127.3% 50975.3+

3086.39%
53278.5% 38998.7+

3931.69%
53339.7% 49371.1+

4548.39%
53101.1%

Overall' 5607.93
5+

479.59
51237.9% 6561.4+ 1289.19

52131.6% 8394.6+ 1663.79
52712.5% 5826.4+ 1147.6952567.1% 9497.6+ 2013.29

53051.9% 5859.5+ 2142.79
52819.8%

Table' 31.' IL96' responses' to' a' range' of' PRR' agonists' over' the' first' year' of' life.'Median! values! and!
interquartile!ranges!are!shown.!Responses!which!are!significantly!lower!from!later!time:points!are!shown!in!
red!and!marked!with!*.!!

!
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!
Figure' 48.- Trends' in' whole' blood' IL96' responses' to' pattern' recognition'
receptor' agonists' over' the' first' year' of' life.! The! y:axis! depicts! the! cytokine!
concentrations! in! supernatants! recovered! following! co:culture! of! whole! blood!
with!PRR!agonists!alone!or!in!combination!as!shown!in!the!legend!on!the!right!of!
the! graphs.! The! x:axis! depicts! the! study! time:point! at! which! the! assays! were!
performed:!Visit!1=Birth,!Visit!2=2weeks,!Visit!3=1month,!Visit!4=2:months,!visit!
5=6:months,!visit!6=12:months.!

!

''
Age'differences'in'PRR'mediated'ILM6'responses'(pg/ml)'

TimeMpoint'(a)' TimeMpoint'(b)' Median'(a)' Median'(b)' Diff'(aMb)' P'value'

MDP'

1% 2% 659.7% 2625.0% 91965.3% p=0.030%
5% 6644.0% 95984.4% p<0.000%

3% 5% 3171.6% 6644.0% 93472.5% p=0.008%

4%
5%

2252.3%
6644.0% 94391.8% P=0.003%

6% 4270.6% 92018.3% P=0.016%
Table'32.-Age'differences' in'MDP' induced' IL96' responses' (but!not! in! any!of! the!other!PRR!agonists).!
Friedman’s!test!followed!by!pairwise!comparisons!between!time:points!of!MDP!induced!IL:6!responses!were!
made!using!Wilcoxon:matched!pairs!tests:!only!significant!differences!are!shown.!P:value!of!0.05!was!used!to!
indicate!statistically!significant!differences!between!time:points.-

6.3.6. PRR agonist induced IL-8 responses 

Overall!PRR!agonists!induced!IL:8!responses!which!were!robust!at!birth,!but!did!

not!show!a!convincing!trend!with!increasing!age!(figure!49!and!table!33).!Although!

overall!IL:8!responses!were!higher!at!birth!than!at!6:months!of!age!(p=0.002),!no!

significant!difference!between!birth!and!12:months!was!identified.!The!following!

specific! stimuli! exhibited! age! dependent! differences:! LPS,! LPS/MDP! and!

LPS/C12ieDAP! (table! 34).! The! LPS/MDP! combination! was! highly! robust! at!
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inducing!IL:8!at!birth!compared!to!at!6:months!of!age!(p=0.005),!whilst!the!other!

differences!indicated!lower!IL:8!responses!at!earlier!time:points!compared!to!6:!

or!12:months!of!age.!

% ILM8'whole'blood'responses'(pg/ml)'

% Birth' 2Mweeks' 1Mmonth' 2Mmonths' 6Mmonths' 12Mmonths'
TimeMpoint% 1' 2' 3' 4' 5' 6'
PRR'
agonist'

EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI' EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI' EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI'

LPS' 20825
.7+

14690.4<
28028.5%

13327.1
*%

8694.69%
18945.0% 16043.5% 10568.79%22656.9% 16821.8%

11578.89
23041.1%

14423.0
*%

9286.49%
20685.9% 24456.6%

17495.69%
32581.0%

MPLA' 8443.
6%

4529.4%
913566.9% 8035.7%

4408.49%
12743.5% 10189.1% 5766.69%

15861.6% 7692.2% 4104.29%
12398.2% 7692.2% 4325.79%

13466.9% 8264.4% 6754.99%
17748.1%

C12ieDAP' 2695.
3%

817.0%
95662.3% 1562.1% 291.89%

3839.5% 2516.9% 692.29%
5480.1% 3215.6% 1184.19%

6241.3% 1940.3% 402.49%
4628.9% 4658.5% 1948.1%

98532.0%

MDP' 14075
.9^%

9084.0%
920156.3% 10039.4%

6083.79%
14980.5%

14445.2
*%

9279.39%
20749.5%

11523.4
*%

7233.79%
16807.3% 9102.1% 5172.89%

14134.1% 15786.9%
10308.59%
22428.7%

LPS/'
C12ieDAP'

14445
.2+

9279.3%
20749.0%

11523.4
*+

7233.79%
16807.3% 9102.1+ 5172.8%

914134.1% 15786.9+
10308.59%
22428.7%

14139.8
*+

9135.59%
20233.1% 10572.4+

6460.99%
15690.8%

LPS/MDP' 23305
.1%

16665.3%
931056.0% 16838.2%

11517.69%
23166.4% 16377.1% 10839.79%23053.3% 15006.5%

10041.29%
20965.% 11565.1% 7024.39%

17232.1% 23736.3%
16887.39%
31748.5%

OVERALL' 12781
.4%

10194.7%
915660.3% 9260.4%

7118.69%
11683.4% 11719.4% 9198.09%

14545.8% 10237.8%
7999.59%
12751.8% 8528.3% 6407.89%

10951.6% 15455.2%
12527.09%
18690.4%

Table'33.-IL98'responses'to'a'range'of'PRR'agonists'over'the'first'year'of'life.'Estimated!marginal!(EM)!
means!with!lower!and!upper!95%!confidence!intervals!are!shown.!Responses!which!are!significantly!lower!
from!later!time:points!are!shown!in!red!and!marked!with!*.!Responses!which!are!higher!in!earlier!rather!than!
later!time:points!are!shown!in!green!and!marked!with!^.-

!

Figure' 49.' Trends' in' whole' blood' IL98' responses' to' pattern' recognition'
receptor' agonists' over' the' first' year' of' life.' The! y:axis! depicts! the! cytokine!
concentrations!in!supernatants!recovered!following!co:culture!of!whole!blood!with!
PRR!agonists!alone!or! in! combination!as! shown! in! the! legend!on! the! right!of! the!
graphs.!The!x:axis!depicts!the!study!time:point!at!which!the!assays!were!performed:!
visit!1=birth,!visit!2=2weeks,!visit!3=1month,!visit!4=2:months,!visit!5=6:months,!
visit!6!=1year.'
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Stimulus''
Age'differences'in'specific'PRR'mediated'ILM8'responses'(pg/ml)'

Time'(a)' Time'(b)' Mean'(a)' Mean'(b)' Diff'(bMa)' P'value'

LPS'
2%

6%
13327.1% 24456.6% 911129.5% p=0.009%

5% 11129.5% 24456.6% 913327.1% p=0.033%

LPS/MDP'
1% 5% 23305.1% 11565.1% 11740.0% p=0.005%
4%

6%
15006.5%

23736.3%
98729.8% p=0.044%

5% 11565.1% 912171.2% p=0.006%

LPS/C12ieDAP' 2%
6%

10572.4%
17917.2%

97344.8% p=0.049%
5% 9234.6% 98682.6% p=0.027%

Table' 34.- Pairwise' comparisons' between' time9points' of' IL98' responses' under' the' 6' PRR' agonist'
stimuli.!Only!significant!differences!are!shown.!P:value!of!0.05!was!used!to!denote!statistical!significance.-

6.3.7. PRR agonist induced IL-10 responses 

Overall, IL-10 responses were robust at birth, but showed a trend towards modestly 

increasing responses with increasing age (see table 35). Differences between time-

points were relatively small but statistically significant for the following stimuli: 

C12ieDAP, MDP, MPLA and LPS/C12ieDAP (see table 36). Unlike the other 

cytokines, the trend for IL-10 responses over time was not in the same direction for 

every stimulus (see figure 50). C12ieDAP induced IL-10 responses decreased from a 

high level at birth, to a 12-month low, whilst MPLA and LPS/C12ieDAP induced a 

moderately higher IL10 responses with increasing age. 

% ILM10'whole'blood'responses'(pg/ml)'

% Birth' 2Mweeks' 1Mmonth' 2Mmonths' 6Mmonths' 12Mmonths'
TimeMpoint' 1' 2' 3' 4' 5' 6'
PRR'
agonist'

EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI' EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI' EM'
mean' 95%'CI' EM'

mean' 95%'CI'

C12ieDAP' 28.2^+ 15.39
51.8% 21.0^+ 12.39%

35.6+ 18.9^+ 11.79%
30.7% 8.8*+ 5.49%

14.4% 13.0+ 7.69%
22.1% 20.5+ 10.99

38.5%

MDP' 53.5*+ 29.59
96.8% 71.3*+ 42.49

119.8+ 86.4*+ 53.49
139.6% 70.5*+ 43.29

115.4% 268.5+ 158.19
455.8% 249.1+ 132.39

469.2%

LPS' 2088.1+ 1146.9
3800.9% 1962.6+ 1163.39+

3314.3% 2349.6+ 1452.49%
3800.9% 2022.3+ 1241.49%

3297.8% 2599.3+ 1531.59%
4416.0% 3579.6+ 1900.79%

6741.2%

MPLA' 179.3*+ 98.99%
324.7% 210.8*+ 124.89%

355.7% 267.7+ 165.59%
433.1% 183.6*+ 103.69

325.4% 173.5*+ 99.69
302.2% 495.7+ 263.29

933.6%

LPS/C12ieDAP' 1605.2*+ 881.89
2924.9% 1782.9*+ 1052.693020.0% 1808.0*+ 1117.79%2924.9% 1996.2+ 1221.79%

3265.0% 2284.7+ 1344.89%
3877.7% 3593.9+ 1919.89%

6727.8%

LPS/MDP' 2787.8+ 1531.59%
5074.6% 4007.8+ 2375.69%

6768.3% 3435.8+ 2123.99%
5558.0% 2957.2+ 1809.99%

4836.8% 3666.5+ 2160.39%
6229.2% 4505.3+ 2392.39

8484.5%

Overall' 369.1+ 250.99
542.4% 405.0+ 280.39

585.2% 430.5+ 301.09
616.5% 333.0+ 231.49

479.1% 485.9+ 335.39
704.2% 725.6+ 48.89

1078.1%
Table'35.'IL910'responses'to'a'range'of'PRR'agonists'over'the'first'year'of'life.'Estimated!marginal!(EM)!
means!with!lower!and!upper!95%!confidence!intervals!are!shown.!Responses!which!are!significantly!lower!
from!later!time:points!are!shown!in!red!and!marked!with!*.!Responses!which!are!higher!than!a!later!time:
point!are!shown!in!green!and!marked!with!^.!
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!
Figure' 50.- ' Trends' in' whole' blood' IL910' responses' to' pattern' recognition'
receptor' agonists' over' the' first' year' of' life.! The! y:axis! depicts! the! cytokine!
concentrations! in!supernatants!recovered!following!co:culture!of!whole!blood!with!
PRR!agonists!alone!or!in!combination!as!shown!in!the!legend!on!the!right!of!the!graphs.!
The! x:axis! depicts! the! study! time:point! at!which! the! assays!were! performed:! visit!
1=birth,!visit!2=2weeks,!visit!3=1month,!visit!4=2:months,!visit!5=6:months,!visit!6!
=12:months.!

!
!

Stimulus'
Age'differences'in'PRR'mediated'ILM10'responses'(pg/ml)'

Time'(a)' Time'(b)' EMmean'(a)' EMmean'(b)' Diff'(aMb)' P'value'

1.'C12ieDAP'
'

1%
4%

28.2%
8.8% 19.4% p<0.000%

5% 13.0% 15.2% p=0.023%
2%

4%
21.0%

8.8%
12.2% p=0.002%

3% 18.9% 10.1% p=0.002%
4% 6% 8.8% 20.5% 911.7% p=0.012%

2.'MDP'

1%
5%

53.5%
268.5% 9215% p<0.000%

6% 249.1% 9195.6% p<0.000%

2%
5%

71.3%
268.5% 9197.2% p<0.000%

6% 249.1% 9177.8% p<0.000%

3%
5%

86.4%
268.5% 9182.1% p<0.000%

6% 249.1% 9162.7% p=0.001%
4% 5% 70.5% 268.5% 9198.0% p<0.000%

4.'MPLA'

1%

6%

179.3%

495.7%

9316.4% p=0.007%
2% 210.8% 9284.9% p=0.014%
4% 183.6% 9312.1% p=0.007%
5% 173.5% 9322.2% p=0.002%

5.'LPS/C12ieDAP'
1% %

%
6%

1605.2%
3593.9%

91988.7% p=0.032%
2% 1782.9% 91811% p=0.043%
3% 1808.0% 91785.9% p=0.036%

Table' 36.- Pairwise' comparisons' between' time9points' of' specific' PRR' mediated' IL910'
responses.!Only!significant!differences!are!shown.!P:value!of!0.05!was!used!to!denote!statistical!
significance.!

!
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6.4. Synergistic effects of TLR and NLR agonist co-stimulation 

Optimisation experiments indicated that NLR and TLRs can work synergistically to 

induce TNF-α responses. In order to test whether the effect of co-stimulation with a 

TLR and an NLR agonist induced a synergistic effect to stimulation with either agonists 

alone, a mixed effects model was created for each cytokine. The expected response 

(TLR agonist alone + NLR agonist alone) was compared to the observed response 

(TLR/NLR agonist co-stimulation). In order to assess trends, all experimental results 

from all 6 time-points were considered together with the model taking into account the 

repeated nature of the data. Once the synergistic effect on cytokine response was 

identified overall, each time-point was considered individually. The stimulations with 

TLR/NLR combinations frequently induced IL-6 and IL-8 responses above or near the 

upper limit of detection, therefore it was not possible to compare the observed to the 

expected value for these cytokines. 

' TollMlike'receptor'and'nodMlike'receptor'agonists'in'combination'

' IFNMγ' TNFMα' ILM2' ILM4' ILM10'

' O' E' Sig.' O' E' Sig.' O' E' Sig.' O' E' Sig.' O' E' Sig.'

LPS/MDP' 2907.4%2969.1% .769% 6981.4'2989.0***'<.000' 182.7% 195.2% .311% 102.7'122.9***'<.000'3590.3*'2878.4' .025'

LPS/C12ieDAP' 2088.1%2401.9% .055% 3090.2% 2636.0% .07% 134.82'163.0**'.004' 81.9' 92.98**' .002' 2128.1'2628.1*'.033'

Table' 37.' Effects' of' toll9like' receptor' and' nod9like' receptor' agonists' in' combination.' LPS=! TLR:4!
agonist,! MDP=NOD:2! agonist.! O=observed! response! (TLR/NLR! combination),! E=expected! response! (TLR!
agonist!alone!+!NLR!agonist!alone).!Estimated!marginal!means!of!cytokine!responses!in!pg/ml!are!shown.!P:
value!of!0.05!was!used!to!denote!statistical!significance.!The!higher!response!(either!observed!or!expected)!
is!underlined!and!marked!with!a!star!for!those!differences!that!were!significant.'

Synergistic effects of TLR/NLR agonists were seen when agonists were added together, 

compared to independently, given the higher than expected TNF-α responses (table 

37). Interestingly, this augmenting effect was also seen for IL-10, whilst the opposite 

was seen with IL-2 and IL-4. For example, when blood was co-stimulated with 

LPS/C12ieDAP together, IL-2 and IL-4 responses were significantly lower than would 
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be expected, as well as when blood was co-stimulated with LPS/MDP together, IL-4 

responses were lower than expected.  

The pro-inflammatory synergy between LPS/MDP can be seen in the significant 

difference between the observed and expected TNF-α responses detailed in table 37. 

The synergistic effect of LPS/MDP is seen overall, and also at each of the individual 

time-points (figure 51). The TNF-α level was more than twice as high in the observed 

response to the LPS/MDP combination compared to the expected responses, yet whilst 

the observed IL-10 response was significantly higher than would be expected, it is only 

moderately higher (< 1000 pg / ml). 

No difference was seen in IFN-γ responses between the co-stimulation of LPS/MDP 

compared to the expected response from the sum of the individual stimuli (LPS and 

MDP) alone.  The LPS/C12ieDAP combination had no effect on IFN-γ and TNF-α; 

although the observed LPS/C12ieDAP response was higher than expected, but not quite 

significant with a p-value of 0.07. A significantly lower than expected cytokine 

response was seen with IL-2, IL-4 and IL-10. 
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!
Figure'51.-Synergistic'LPS/MDP'induced'TNF9α'responses'over'the'first'year'of'life.'Data!shown!is!from!
264!in-vitro!assays:!birth!(n=45),!2:weeks!(n=44),!1:month!(n=47),!2:months!(n=45),!6:months!(n=44),!12:
months!(n=39).!Bars!represent!the!overall!estimated!marginal!means!(EM!means)!for!the!TNF:α!responses!
for! the! conditions! shown,! and! the! whiskers! represent! the! upper! confidence! interval' (a)! Overall! TNF:α!
responses! (independent!of! age)! (b)!TNF:α! responses! at! the!6! individual! time:points.! *=p<0.05,! **p<0.01,!
***p<0.001.-

6.5. Age related PRR agonist- induced AMP responses  

PRR agonists induce AMPs known to have direct immunoprotective effects. Previous 

data has shown that certain AMPs are less abundant in the neonatal period(9). However, 

evidence is conflicting, and there is a paucity of longitudinal data assessing cellular 

AMP function in infancy. We assessed the age-dependent levels of AMP in our cohort 

where sufficient sample volumes were available. 

6.4.1. BPI and LL-37 responses 

Supernatants from a sub-group of infants with sufficient sample volumes were included 

in the AMP analyses presented here (n = 16-19). Supernatants from in vitro experiments 

in which whole blood was either cultured with culture medium alone as a negative 

“unstimulated” control, with the TLR-4 agonist LPS or the NOD-2-agonist MDP were 

analysed. These agonists had provided reliable, and reproducible results in the 
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multiplexing experiments. No trends were seen in the antimicrobial peptide levels in 

the supernatants from the unstimulated control samples according to age. Median BPI 

levels were higher at birth, whilst median LL-37 levels were slightly lower at birth, but 

neither difference was statistically significant. LPS induced BPI and LL-37 responses 

were significantly lower at birth than at 12-months as were MDP induced BPI responses 

(figure 52).  The trend was towards a lower MDP induced LL-37 response at birth 

compared to at 12-months [mean 14.1 (CI 6.9-21.2) vs 24.3 (12.8-35.9) ng/ml), but this 

did not reach significance (p=0.09). 

!
Figure' 52.' TLR94' and' NOD92' agonist' induced' antimicrobial' protein' secretion' at' birth' and' at' 129
months' of' age:' LL:37=human! cathelicidin,! BPI=! bactericidal! permeability! inducing! protein,! LPS! =!
lipopolysaccharide,!MDP!=!muramyldipeptide.!Results!are!from!ELISAs!performed!on!paired!supernatants!
from!in:vitro!whole!blood!assays!performed!at!birth!and!12:months!of!age!(n=16:19).!AMP!concentrations!in!
supernatants!from!unstimulated!samples!were!subtracted!from!the!measured!concentrations!in!the!LPS:and!
MDP:stimulated! samples.! Comparisons! between! age:groups! were! made! using! Wilcoxon! matched:pairs!
signed!rank!test!for!BPI,!and!paired!t:test!for!LL:37.!Significant!differences!between!age!groups!are!shown.!
*=p<0.05,!**p<0.01,!***p<0.001.!(a)+(c)!The!bar!represents!the!median!value,!and!the!error!bar!represents!
the! 75th! centile.! (b)+(d)! The! bar! represents! the! mean! value,! and! the! error! bar! represents! the! standard!
deviation.!!!
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6.4.2. Serum 25[OH]D levels and PRR agonist induced LL-37 responses 

As described in chapter 1, section 1.5 LL-37 expression is dependent on conversion of 

25[OH]D to the immunologically active form 1,25OHD and thus 25[OH]D deficiency 

may influence LL-37 expression and secretion. Therefore, we measured serum 

25[OH]D levels in all infants at birth and related the results to the LL-37 responses 

from the in vitro whole blood assays. Only 27% of newborns had optimal or adequate 

25[OH]D levels(>50 nmol / L), as discussed in detail in chapter 5 section 5.3.2. Paired 

25[OH]D and LL-37 results were analysed from a subgroup of infants (n=17), and it 

was found that serum 25[OH]D levels and LL-37 levels in both unstimulated and LPS-

stimulated whole blood supernatants were highly correlated (Pearson’s correlation 

coefficients, figure 53).  

!
Figure' 53.' Correlation' between' serum' 25[OH]D' levels' and' antimicrobial' protein' levels' in'
unstimulated'and'LPS9stimulated'whole'blood'supernatants'from'neonatal'cord'blood.'25[OH]D!and!
LL:37!data!were!normally!distributed,!hence!Pearson’s!correlation!coefficients!were!calculated.!!(a)!(n!=!17)!
A! strong! significant! correlation! exists! between! 25[OH]D! and! LL:37! in! unstimulated! whole! blood!
supernatants.! (b)! (n! =! 16)! A! strong! correlation! also! exists! between! 25[OH]D! and! LL:37! in! whole! blood!
supernatants!following!LPS:stimulation.!In!both!(a)!and!(b)!two!dotted!lines!are!drawn!to!indicate!deficiency!
<25nmol/L,!and!sufficiency!>50nmol/L.!Between!25:50nmol/L!indicates!insufficient!25[OH]D!levels.!!P:value!
of!0.05!was!used!to!denote!statistical!significance!(**p<0.01,!***p<0.001).'

'
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6.5. Summary of key findings 

Overall the 6 PRR stimuli induced significantly different effects on whole blood 

cytokine responses for all of the following 6 cytokines: IL-2, IL-4, IL-8, IL-10, TNF-α 

and IFN-γ. All TLR and NOD agonists and combinations showed consistently 

increasing TNF-α and IFN-γ responses with increasing age. TNF-α responses were 

generally attenuated at birth and at 2-weeks of age, compared to 12-months. At the end 

of the neonatal period (1-month) almost all TNF-α responses were comparable with 

those of a 12-month old, whilst IFN-γ responses matured later: responses were 

generally still lower at 6-months of age than at 12-months. IL-2, IL-4, IL-6 and IL-8 

responses were relatively stable across age for each of the 6 stimuli, with the exception 

of MDP induced IL-6 responses which increased moderately with age. IL-10 responses 

were generally stable across ages for C12ieDAP, LPS and LPS/C12ieDAP, but 

increased modestly with age for MDP, MPLA and LPS/MDP. 

Synergistic effects of TLR-4/NOD-2 agonists were seen at all time-points, with higher 

than expected TNF-α responses in the LPS/MDP co-stimulations. This “cytokine 

augmentation effect” was not seen with IFN-γ but was seen moderately with IL-10. 

TLR/NLR agonist co-stimulation had a dampening effect on IL-4 responses 

(significantly lower than expected responses to LPS/C12ieDAP and LPS/MDP) and IL-

2 responses (lower than expected responses to LPS/C12ieDAP).  

Although platelet and erythrocyte-related parameters showed some significant 

associations with cytokine responses, these did not follow a consistent pattern. There 

was no evidence from our data in support of higher conentrations of myeloid cells 

inducing suppression of pro-inflammatory responses, although the haematological 
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parameters we were able to measure are broad, and not reflective of the concentrations 

of specific myeloid cells of interest, which requires more complex cellular subset 

analysis(246-248). For leukocytes, the trend was for a negative association between 

WBC and PRR induced TNF-α and IFN-γ responses, and a positive association 

between lymphocyte count and PRR induced TNF-α and IFN-γ responses, which was 

as predicted.  

PRR agonists induced antimicrobial peptide responses were significantly correlated 

with age: LPS LL-37 and BPI responses were significantly lower at birth than at 12-

months, and MDP induced BPI responses were significantly lower at birth than at 12-

months. LL-37 levels in supernatants form both LPS-stimulated and unstimulated cord 

blood obtained from in vitro assays, were highly correlated with serum 25[OH]D levels.  

6.6. Discussion of PRR agonist induced cytokine and AMP responses 

The findings with regard to age-dependent changes in PRR agonist induced cytokine 

responses is in keeping with a growing body of literature on the subject(89,96,97,105).  

PRR agonist induced secreted TNF-α and IFNγ responses were much lower at birth 

than at later time-points, although the increase was seen earlier for TNF-α (by 1month) 

than for  IFN-γ (by 6-12months) (100,103). Acute phase and anti-inflammatory 

cytokine responses (IL-2, IL-4, IL-6 and IL-8) had comparable levels at birth and 

throughout the first year of life. IL-10 was generally robust at birth, but showed a small 

but statistically significant age-dependent increase over time which is different from 

previous findings by our group(89), but in keeping with other infant studies(96). 

Both MPLA and LPS (the synthetic and naturally occurring TLR-4 agonists) showed 

comparable trends over time for all cytokines: which supports the notion that the age 
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differences in agonist responses are due to differences in TLR-4 receptor mediated 

function, and not some agonist-specific factor. NOD-1 agonist C12ieDAP generally 

induced low levels of all cytokines, and did not show any convincing age-dependent 

changes in response which is in keeping with other published work in infants(96). The 

NOD-2 agonist MDP induced lower levels of specific cytokines at birth than later in 

life, in keeping with the trends seen with TLR-4. This is in contrast to previous 

published data on NOD-2 agonist responses in infants, where MDP responses did not 

appear to change with age(96). However, this study recruited infants from 1-month and 

older, and therefore missed the key neonatal time-points captured in our study, and 

where the lowest NOD agonist induced cytokine responses were seen. 

Synergistic effects of TLR-4/NOD-2 agonist co-stimulations were seen at all time-

points, with much higher than expected TNF-α responses in the LPS/MDP co-

stimulations. This augmentation effect may indicate differential intracellular immune 

cell pathway activation when TLR-4 and NOD-2 agonists are detected in combination 

than when they are detected alone. A potential pathway involved in this process is the 

inflammasome pathway, as discussed in the introduction chapter section 1.3. The role 

of transcriptional upregulation of inflammasome pathway proteins (in particular 

intracellular NLRP3 and IL-1β) in augmenting TNF-α in the TLR/NLR co-stimulations 

is explored in the molecular work undertaken in this project, the results of which are 

described in chapter 7 and discussed in detail in chapter 9 section 9.4 
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CHAPTER 7: RESULTS – PRR AGONIST INDUCED 

TRANSCRIPTIONAL RESPONSES 

The transcriptomic component of the study set out to corroborate results from the 

cytokine data, as well as to explore new hypothesise regarding the early transcriptional 

response of intracellular signalling pathways induced by PRR agonists. The focus was 

on the stimulatory effects of TLR-4 and NOD-2 ligand (LPS, LPS/MDP co-stimulation, 

MDP and MPLA respectively) on the expression of genes within immune signalling 

pathways. The stimuli chosen for this aspect of the project have shown the most 

variation with age at the protein level, in the initial cytokine work. Gene targets were 

selected in order to assess PRR pathway function both at the cell membrane surface and 

within the cytosol after 4 hours of stimulation. Gene targets selected and analysed were 

TLR4, NOD2, NLRP3, NFKB, MYD88, TOLLIP, TREM1, TREM2, TRIF, RIPK2, TNF, 

IFNg, IL1B and IL10. 

Cases for the transcriptional study were selected on the basis of having a complete set 

of samples with good yield and quality of extracted RNA, where a complete set of 

samples was defined as RNA samples from whole blood culture stimulations with the 

4 PRR stimuli named above, for each of the visits of interest at birth, 2-weeks and 12-

months of age. Birth and 12-months were the most important time-points to analyse as 

the greatest degree of change in cytokine responses was seen between these visits.  The 

2-week time point was also selected because some cytokine responses appeared mature 

at this age whilst others did not. A total of 12 children were used in this transcriptional 

study, of which 8 were male, 4 were female.  
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7.1. Age-dependent differential expression of PRR pathway genes  

Expression profiles were specific to the agonist and agonist combinations to which the 

whole blood sample had been stimulated. Direction of regulation was calculated in 

reference to the unstimulated sample, after adjustment for the housekeeping gene. The 

heatmap in figure 1. provides an overall visual summary of both the effects of the PRR 

stimuli, and the differences of these effects by age on transcript abundance in relation 

to the unstimulated well. The relative quantification (RQ) value ranges are provided in 

the colour key in the figure which are based on those used in previously published 

immunology research describing inflammatory gene expression profiles in dendritic 

cells(249).  

The NOD2 agonist, MDP, was the only stimuli that induced PRR pathway gene 

expression profiles that did not significantly differ with  age for all of the 14 gene targets 

tested. When comparing transcript abundance with the unstimulated control for each 

time point, TLR4 and NOD2 receptor gene expression were not up-regulated after 4 

hours of MDP stimulation, at birth, 2 weeks or 12 months of age. However, at all 3 time 

points NLRP3 was up-regulated: with a 2.1-2.4 fold increase in expression compared 

to the unstimulated control. Transcripts of the transducer proteins: NFKB, MYD88 and 

RIPK2 were up-regulated (more abundant) at all time points, as were transcripts for 

TNF, IFNg, IL1B. Interestingly MDP appeared to induce down-regulation of IL10 

transcription at all time-points. TICAM1, TREM1, TREM2 and TOLLIP expression did 

not appear to follow any particular trend. 

Stimulation with the TLR-4 agonists LPS or MPLA as well as the TLR4-NOD-2 

agonist LPS/MDP, all induced expression profiles with age dependent differences. The 

co-stimulation with LPS/MDP showed the most differences, with 8 genes differentially 
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expressed according to infant age (see table 38. for significantly differentially expressed 

genes by age). The LPS/MDP agonist combination was also the only stimulation which 

showed greater up-regulation of gene targets (NOD2 and NLRP3) at birth compared to 

later in life. All other differentially expressed genes were associated with greater up-

regulation at the 2-week and/or 12-month time-point compared to birth and included: 

TLR4, MYD88, TOLLIP, TNF and IFNg. Differential expression of the PRR pathway 

genes is depicted in the heatmap in figure 54.
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'

Figure'54.'Heatmap'of'age9dependent'pattern'recognition'receptor'agonist'induced'mRNA'expression'
profiles.'Data!generated!after!4:hour! in-vitro! stimulation!of!whole!blood!n=12.! (a)!Natural!TLR:4!agonist!
responses!(b)!Synthetic!TLR:4!agonist!responses!(c)!NOD:2!agonist!responses!responses!(d)!TLR:4/NOD:2!
agonist.!Columns!represent!time:points:!1=birth,!2=2:weeks,!6=12:months.!The!colours!reflect!the!median!
relative!quantification!(RQ)!of!the!ΔΔCt!value!target!gene!in!the!stimulated!sample!against!the!unstimulated!
sample!(as! indicated! in! the!key).!Target!genes!were!normalised!against!GAPDH!used!as! the!housekeeping!
gene.!Statistically!significant!differences!between!ages!in!pairwise!comparisons!are!denoted!with!an!^!if!RQs!
from!earlier!time:points!are!lower,!and!with!a!*!if!earlier!RQs!are!higher!(further!detailed!in!Table!38).

(a) (b) 

1 2 6 1 2 6

TLR4 1 ## 1 TLR4 1 ## 1

NOD2 1 1 1

NLRP3 3 2 2

MYD88 2 3 4 MYD88^ 1 2 2

NFKB 6 5 4 NFKB 2 3 2

RIPK2^ 3 7 6

TRIF 3 3 0 TRIF 1 2 2

TREM1 1 1 2 TREM1 1 1 1

TREM2 0 0 1 TREM2 1 1 0

TOLLIP 1 2 1

IFNg^ 13 56 24 IFNg^ 3 6 6

TNF^ 6 17 18 TNF^ 3 4 14

IL1B 25 14 13

IL10 6 7 9 IL10 1 2 3

(c) (d) 

1 2 6 1 2 6

TLR4 1 ## 1 TLR4^ 1 ## 1

NOD2 1 1 1 NOD2* 1 1 1

NLRP3 2 2 2 NLRP3* 4 3 2

MYD88 1 2 2 MYD88^ 2 2 4

NFKB 3 3 2 NFKB 5 5 4

RIPK2 2 3 2 RIPK2 4 10 6

TRIF 2 1 2 TRIF 3 3 3

TREM1 1 1 1 TREM1 2 1 1

TREM2 2 0 1 TREM2 0 0 1

TOLLIP 1 1 1 TOLLIP^ 1 1 1

IFNg 2 3 3 IFNg^ 23 ## 67

TNF 3 2 3 TNF^ 10 22 40

IL1B 8 5 3 IL1B 24 23 15

IL10 1 1 1 IL10 11 12 16
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-

%

% % % Mean'relative'quantification'(RQ)'with'95%'CI' %

PRR'and'stimuli' Target'gene' Visit'(a)'vs'(b)' (a)' (b)' Sig.'

TLRM4/NODM2'

(LPS/MDP)'

TLR4)
1%vs%2%

0.65%(0.4090.95)%
1.40%(0.4892.12)% 0.009**%

1%vs%6% 1.39%(1.0191.90)% 0.001**%

NOD2)
1%vs%2%

1.3%(0.9991.72)%
0.67%(0.4491.04)% 0.013*%

1%vs%6% 0.74%(0.5291.04)% 0.011*%

NLRP3) 1%v%6% 4.01%(2.5496.35)% 2.21%(1.3093.77)% 0.026*%

MYD88) 1%v%6% 1.85%(1.2792.70)% 4.46%(2.7497.24)% 0.001**%

TOLLIP) 1%v%6% 0.86%(0.5191.46)% 2.09%(1.1393.85)% 0.010*%

IFNg)
1%v%2%

11.5%(5.33925.08)%
38.62%(16.23991.74)% 0.031*%

1%v%6% 23.71%(11.20950.25)% 0.022*%

TNF) 1%v%6% 8.80%(5.16915.03)% 31.79%(16.20962.36)% <0.001***%

TLRM4'(LPS)'

RIPK2) 1%v%6% 2.32%(1.3893.90)% 4.82%(2.909%8.03)% 0.009*%

IFNg) 1%v%2% 11.57%(5.33925.08)% 38.63%(16.25991.74)% 0.009*%

TNF) 1%v%6% 6.55%(3.84911.19)% 16.89%(8.78932.52)% 0.04*%

TLRM4'(MPLA)'

MYD88) 1%v%6% 1.05%(0.7291.53)% 2.09%(1.2993.40)% 0.007**%

IFNg) 1%v%6% 2.63%(1.1895.84)% 6.88%(3.24914.56)% 0.032*%

TNF) 1%v%6% 2.08%(1.2293.55)% 11.9%(6.2922.9)% <0.001***%

Table'38.'Age'dependent'differential'PRR'pathway'gene'expression:'pairwise!comparisons!within!the!
linear!mixed!model!analysis!identified!the!statistically!significant!differences!in!transcript!abundance.!Here!
the!mean!relative!quantification!is!shown:!Fold!change!(FC)!between!stimulated!and!unstimulated!samples.'
The!degree!of!significance!is!indicated!by!the!following:!*=p<0.05,!**p<0.01,!***p<0.001.!White!boxes!contain!
comparisons! in!which! the! earlier! time:point! demonstrated! lower! relative! gene! expression.! Shaded!boxes!
indicate!when! the!earlier! time:point! in! the! comparison!showed!higher! relative!expression.!Abbreviations:-
PRR=pattern-recognition-receptor,-TLRE4=tollElike-receptor-4,-NODE2=Nucleotide-Oligomerisation-Domain-–-2,-
LPS=lipopolysaccharide,- MDP=muramyldipeptide,- MPLA=Monophosphoryl- lipoprotein- A.- Target- gene-
nomenclature-=-human-genome-organization-(HUGO)-http://www.genenames.org!

LPS and MPLA induced gene expression profiles similar to each other, as would be 

expected for 2 TLR-4 agonists. LPS induced greater expression levels of inflammatory 

genes TNF and IFNg compared to MPLA (as was observed in the cytokine data).  Both 

LPS and MPLA induced higher expression of TNF and IFNg at 12-months of life 

compared to birth. Additionally, LPS induced higher expression of RIPK2 at 12-months 

than at birth, whilst MPLA induced MYD88 expression was lower at birth than at 12-

months. Gene expression at the 2-week time-point was comparable to the 12-month 

time-point for all genes with all stimuli. The only significant difference in transcript 
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abundance at the 2-week time-point was with the birth time-point (see table 38 for 

pairwise comparisons including TLR4, NOD2, and IFNg). 

7.2. Up-regulation of PRR pathway genes by TLR/NLR agonists co-

stimulation 

Of all the immune stimuli, the TLR/NLR agonist combination induced the highest up-

regulation of intracellular signaling genes and inflammatory genes as can be seen from 

the heat-map in figure 54. LPS/MDP in combination, induced IFN expression that were 

significantly higher than expression induced by LPS alone (see figure 55). TNF gene 

expression was not significantly different in the LPS/MDP stimulated samples 

compared to incubation with LPS alone.  Only expression in 1 intracellular pathway 

gene differed significantly between the LPS stimuli alone, and the LPS/MDP co-

stimulation: RIPK2 (these differences were time-point specific as is indicated in the 

graph). 
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!
Figure' 55.' Comparative' up9regulation' of' RIPK2' and' IFNγ' by'
LPS/MDP.'The!x:axis!depicts!the!specific!target!gene!and!the!visit!under!
study;!V1=birth!and!V6=12:months.!The!y:axis!represents!fold!change!in!
threshold! cycle! (Ct)! values! between! the! un:stimulated! and! stimulated!
samples!to!MDP,!LPS,!LPS/MDP.!The!Ct!values!were!initially!normalized!
against!the!housekeeping!gene!(GAPDH)!(ΔCt)and!then!compared!to!the!
unstimulated! control! sample! (ΔΔCt).! Fold! change! was! then! obtained!
using! the! formula:! (2(:ΔΔCt)! and! are! presented! as! RQ! (relative!
quantification)(n=12)! the! degree! of! significance! is! indicated! by! the!
following:!*=p<0.05,!**p<0.01,!***p<0.001.!Abbreviations:-see-table-1.'

7.3. Summary of key findings  

Up-regulation of PRR pathway genes was seen at all ages and for all 4 stimuli tested: 

LPS, LPS/MDP, MDP and MPLA. Age-dependent differences were not seen in the 

MDP stimulated samples, but were identified for the other 3 stimuli.  The trend was for 

lower levels of transcript abundance at the birth time-point compared to later in life. 

The transcription profiles largely matched the trends seen in the cytokine data: lower 

levels of induced inflammatory cytokines TNF-α and IFN-γ at birth. Novel findings 

included lower abundance of TLR-4 induced RIPK2 transcripts at birth compared to 

12-months of age and lower abundance of MyD88 transcripts in response to MPLA 

stimulation at birth compared to 12-months. The TLR-4/NOD-2 agonist combination 
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have the most varied results: lower induced abundance of MyD88, TLR-4, TOLLIP, 

TNF-α and IFN-γ at birth compared to later in life. However, with this agonist 

combination, there were higher expression of NOD-2 and NLRP-3 (an inflammsome 

pathway protein) at birth than later in life. The TLR-4/NOD-2 combination did not 

display the same degree of synergistic effects on TNF-α transcription as was observed 

with TNF-α secretion. However LPS/MDP induced significantly higher expression of 

IFN-γ and RIPK2 compared with LPS alone or MDP alone. 

Having detected significant effects of microbial colonisation on innate immune 

responses in the study cohort, it was important to consider whether the sub-group 

chosen for the PCR analysis were comparable to the overall study group. This is 

particularly important in that, if there were an over-representation of highly colonized 

infants, this analysis may provide a skewed view of pathway function in infancy. 

However, as can be see in table 2, the colonisation status of these 12 infants in the 

neonatal period is highly comparable to that of the wider study group.  

 
' Cases'in'the'transcriptional'study' Cases'in'the'entire'study'

population'

Neonatal'colonisation' 'n' '%' Overall'cohort'%'

S.pneumoniae)
Mve' 8% 66.7%% 67%%
+ve' 4% 33.3%% 33.0%%

S.aureus) Mve' 3% 25.0%% 29.0%%
+ve' 9% 75.0%% 71.0%%

H.influenzae) Mve' 11% 91.7%% 98.0%%
+ve' 1% 8.3%% 2.0%%

M.catarrhalis) Mve' 10% 83.3%% 85.0%%
+ve' 2% 16.7%% 15.0%%

NPNC'
Mve' 6% 54.5%% 62.7%

+ve' 5% 45.5%% 37.3%%

Table'39.'Comparison'of'neonatal'microbial'nasopharyngeal'colonisation'status'in'infants'included'
in'the'pathway'analysis'and'those'in'the'overall'cohort.'The!microbial!exposure!profile!was!comparable!
in! children! in! the! transcriptomic! study! to! the! overall! study! group.! Abbreviations:-
S.pneumoniae=Streptococcus- pneumoniae,- S.aureus=Staphylococcus- aureus,- H.influenzae=haemophilus-
influenza,-M.catarrhalis=Moraxella- catarralis,-NPNC=-neonatal- polyEmicrobial- nasopharyngeal- colonisation-
(NPSEnasopharyngeal-swab-positive-for-2-or-more-bacteria-within-the-first-4Eweeks-of-life). 
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7.4. Discussion of results - PRR agonist induced transcriptional 

responses 

The transcriptional response profiles of infants at the 3 time-points studied provide an 

insight into the ontogeny of immune function in early life. There are certainly 

significant differences in the transcriptional response to PRR agonists at birth compared 

to later in life. Of the genes assessed, there were none that were expressed at a 

statistically significant lower expression at 2-weeks than at 12-months by any of the 4 

ligands after 4 hours of stimulation. This indicates that at 2-weeks of age, the PRR 

signalling pathways are functioning in a manner which is broadly comparable to that of 

a 12-month old.  

Interestingly TNF-α expression was not significantly different in the LPS/MDP 

stimulated samples compared to the samples incubated with LPS alone. This finding 

differed from the trend that was seen in the cytokine data, in which the LPS/MDP 

combination showed significantly synergistic induction of protein secretion. It also may 

be that, after a 4-hour stimulation, it was too early to see the increased cytokine 

transcription induced by synergistic functioning of multiple immune pathways, 

compared to that seen after 24 hours of culture when secreted proteins were measured 

At birth, TOLLIP was down-regulated in the TLR-4/NOD-2 stimulation compared to 

in the unstimulated control. TOLLIP was studied as it is a known inhibitor of the TLR4 

pathway, and therefore was hypothesised to be up-regulated at birth following TLR4 

stimulation, thus contributing to lower observed TNF-α expression and secretion. 

Further work should ascertain whether this is a reproducible finding, and explore its 

physiological significance. 
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Having included both NOD and TLR agonists alone as well as in combination, this data 

also provides evidence for collaborative function between the receptor. It is possible 

that up-regulation of genes within the inflammasome pathways is the upstream cause 

of the synergistic cytokine secretion that was observed in the culture supernatants, 

particularly in view of the strong upregulation of NLRP3 by the LPS/MDP co-

sitmlation, and also the finding that RIPK2 was significantly up-regulated above LPS 

and MDP alone in the LPS/MDP co-stimulated sample at the birth time-point. 

In conclusion, compared to transcriptional responses at 12-months of age, newborn 

infants display a lower PRR agonist induced transcription of a number of inflammatory 

cytokine mRNAs and PRR pathway genes downstream of a range of PRRs. In addition, 

a range of  genes expressed were comparable across the first year of life, and indeed 

the NOD2/TLR4 combination induced higher transcriptional responses in some genes 

at birth than at the later time-points.  This data provides increasing evidence to support 

the hypothesis that the newborn innate immune system is not wholly immature, but 

functions in a unique manner, not predictable from older infants. This is of paramount 

importance when designing interventions such as therapeutics for sepsis, and newborn 

vaccinations. 
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CHAPTER 8: RESULTS - BACTERIAL COLONISATION AND 

PRR MEDIATED CYTOKINE RESPONSES  

Gambian infants were colonised diversely with both Gram-positive and Gram-negative 

bacteria over the course of this 1-year longitudinal study. The study design ensured 

paired nasopharyngeal and blood sampling to allow for comparison between whole 

blood innate immune responses in infants with and without mucosal colonisation (at 6 

time-points). Each of the 4 bacteria selected for inclusion in this study are known to 

stimulate 1 or more of the innate immune pathways under investigation. The 

longitudinal sampling methods mean that immune responses prior to colonisation can 

also be considered, in order to help understand if specific immune impairments may 

increase susceptibility to bacterial colonisation. Another unique aspect of this study, is 

that immune responses are measured at 1 year of life, and can be related back to 

colonisation status in the neonatal period. This is important in answering the hypothesis 

as to whether high microbial exposure early in life (in the absence of serious infection) 

can boost the immune system development.  
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Bacterial colonisation of the nasopharynx at each study visit is summarised in figure 

56. Of the 4 organisms studied, S.aureus was the most common organism identified at 

2-weeks and 1-month of age. Subsequently S.pneumoniae was the most common 

organism at 2-months of age, with M.catarrhalis becoming most prevalent at 6-months. 

At 12-months of age, S.pneumoniae was again most prevalent in almost 80% of infants, 

whilst the prevalence of the other 3 organisms was lower than it had been at the 6-

months time-point  
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 Figure'56.'Bacterial'colonisation'of'the'nasopharynx'in'the'first'year'of'life'in'Gambian'infants.'This!
graph!shows!the!prevalence!of!each!of!the!four!bacteria!in!all!infants!seen!at!the!specified!time:point.!The!x:
axis! depicts! the! study! time:point! at! which! the! NPS’s! were! taken:! visit! 1=Birth,! visit! 2=2weeks,! visit!
3=1month,!visit!4=2:months,!visit!5=6:months,!Visit!6!=12months.!The!y:axis!depicts!the!point!prevalence!
of!the!specified!bacteria!in!the!NPS!at!the!specified!time:point. 
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. 

The proportion of infants at each time-point who were currently or previously colonised 

with each organism is shown in figure 57. Each specific bacterium under investigation 

is known to induce specific PRR pathways, and therefore the analyses focus on the 

relevant stimuli to each bacterium (as summarised in table 40). NOD-1 agonist 

(C12ieDap) responses were not included in the analyses that follow, because responses 

were low overall with minimal inter-individual variation and no age differences. TLR-

4 and NOD-2 agonists and combinations showed consistently increasing  TNF-α and 

IFN-γ responses with increasing age, and this section explores whether a relationship 

exists between bacterial colonisation and maturation of these PRR responses over time. 
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Figure'57.-Infants'currently'or'previously'colonised'with'bacteria'at'the'nasopharyngeal'mucosa.'
The!x:axis!depicts!the!study!time:point!at!which!the!NPS’s!were!taken:!Visit!1=Birth,!visit!2=2weeks,!visit!
3=1month,!visit!4=2:months,!visit!5=6:months,!Visit!6!=12months.!The!y:axis!depicts!the!%!of!infants!with!
a!positive!swab!at!the!specified!study!visit,!or!with!a!previous!positive!swab!for!the!following!organisms:!
S.aureus,-S.pneumoniae,-M.catarrhalis,-H.influenzae.-This!graph!provides!a!summary!of!the!proportion!of!
infants!at!each!time:point!who!have!been!exposed!to!the!specified!bacteria-
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Table' 40.! Colonising' organisms' of' the' nasopharyngeal' mucosa' and' pattern' recognition' receptor'
pathway'activation.'Each!of!the!4!bacteria!selected!for!inclusion!in!this!study!are!known!to!stimulate!1!or!
more!of!the!innate!immune!pathways!under!investigation.!All!4!pathways!are!involved!in!responding!to!the!
stimuli!used!in!the!in-vitro!whole!blood!assays!as!previously!described:!LPS!&!MPLA!(TLR:4),!C12ieDAP!(NOD:
1),!MDP!(NOD:2)!and!NLRP3!(TLR:4/NOD:2!co:stimulation).!Highlighted!in!green!are!the!pathways!involved!
in!immunity!to!all!4!bacteria.!! 

8.1. Staphylococcus aureus nasopharyngeal colonisation  

A total of 281 NPS’s were tested for S.aureus and 69/281 swabs were positive. A large 

proportion of Gambian infants in this study were exposed to S.aureus at the 

nasopharyngeal mucosa in the neonatal period. Only 1 infant was positive at the time 

of birth, but 63% were positive by the 2-week time-point (figure 56). The most common 

time-point for first acquisition of S.aureus was 2-weeks of age.  

Each child with a positive S.aureus swab was usually positive at more than 1 time-point 

(mean no. of positive swabs per colonised infant = 1.9). By the end of the first year of 

life almost 3 in 4 infants had a current or previous positive swab for S.aureus. From 2-

weeks of age onwards, S.aureus became less frequent with increasing age. At 1 month 

only 40% of infants were S.aureus colonised, with just 28% at 2-months, 7% at 6-

months and only 5% of infants colonised at 12-months of age.  No significant 

differences were found between TNF-α or IFN-γ  responses to MDP or LPS/MDP in 

infants colonised with S.aureus.- 
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8.2. Haemophilus influenzae nasopharyngeal colonisation  

A total of 281 swabs were tested for H.influenzae but only 9/281 were positive. No 

infants were positive at the time of birth, and the first positive swab was not detected 

until 1 month of age (figure 56). The most common age for first acquisition of 

H.influenzae was 6-months. Of the 9 positive swabs: 1 was detected at 1 month of age, 

2 at 2-months, 4 at 6-months and 2 at 12-months of age. 1 infant had 2 positive swabs. 

By the end of the first year of life less than 1 in 5 infants had ever been found to be 

colonised with H.influenzae.  

8.3. Streptococcus pneumoniae nasopharyngeal colonisation  

A total of 282 swabs were tested for S.pneumoniae and 175/282 swabs were positive. 

In keeping with S.aureus nasopharyngeal colonisation a significant proportion of 

infants were exposed to S.pneumoniae in the neonatal period. No infants were positive 

at the time of birth, but 10.2% were positive by the 2-week time-point and 31.3% of 

infants were positive at 1-month of age (figure 56). However, unlike S.aureus, the 

proportion of infants with positive swabs increased with increasing age, with 44.7% of 

infants positive for S.pneumoniae at 2-months, 71.1% at 6-months and 79.1% at 12-

months of age. The most common age of first acquisition of S.pneumoniae was 6-

months of age (15/41 infants). Each child with a positive S.pneumoniae swab was 

usually positive more than once (mean no. of positive swabs per colonised infant = 2.3). 

By the end of the first year of life almost all infants (96%) had been colonised with 

S.pneumoniae. In fact, of those infants seen at 12-months of age, only 2/47 had never 

had a previously positive swab.  
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At 2-weeks of age, there was no significant difference in cytokine responses between 

those infants colonised with S.pneumoniae compared with those who were not. At 1-

month old, infants colonised with S.pneumoniae had significantly lower TNF:α 

responses to LPS and LPS/MDP than those who were not colonised (figure 58). TNF:

α responses to  MDP, and  IFN-γ responses to all stimuli were comparable in those 

colonised and not colonised.  
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!

Figure'58.!Streptococcus!pneumoniae'colonisation'of'the'nasopharynx'and'whole'blood'TNF<α'responses'to'PRR'agonists.''Graph!(a)!depicts!LPS!induced!TNF:α!responses,!
and!!(b)!depicts!LPS/MDP!induced!TNF:α!responses.!'For!each!graph!(a)&!(b)!Total!S.pneumoniae!!NPS!+ve!vs!–ve!respectively:!birth!(n=0!vs.!50),!2:weeks!(n=5!vs.!44),!1:month!(n=15!
vs.!33),!2:months!(n=21!vs.!26),!6:months!(n=32!vs.!13),!12:months!(n=34!vs.!9).!The!y!axis!represents!the!Loge!!of!TNFα!following!PRR!agonist!stimulation,!and!the!x!axis!indicates!
study!time:points.!Grey!bars!represent!responses!from!infants!with!NPS–ve!for!S.pneumoniae,,whilst!black!bars!indicate!responses!from!infants!with!NPS!+ve!for!S.pneumoniae.!The!
bar!represents!the!mean!response,!and!the!whiskers!represent!the!standard!deviation!from!the!mean.!Significant!differences!between!responses!in!NPS!+ve!and!–ve!infants!indicated!
by!*.!P:value!of!0.05!was!used!to!denote!statistical!significance.!Abbreviations:,PRR=pattern,recognition,receptor,,NPS=nasopharyngeal,swab,,TNF@α=tumour,necrosis,factor,alpha,,Loge,
=,natural,logarithm,,S.pneumoniae=Streptococcus,pneumoniae,,+ve=positive,,@ve=negative,,MDP=muramyldipeptide,,LPS=lipopolysaccharide,
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PRR agonist induced cytokine responses showed some interesting statistically 

significant differences between infants colonised with S.pneumoniae in the neonatal 

period compared to those who were not (see figures 59 and 60). NOD-2 agonist induced 

TNF-α and IFN-γ responses were lower at birth in those who became S.pneumoniae 

colonised in the neonatal period versus those who did not  [TNF-α EMmean = 16.2 (CI 

22.5-107.9) vs. 49.3 (6.27-42.1) and IFN-γ = 25.5 (10.3-63.6) vs. 235.6 (110.4-502.2) 

pg / ml].  
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Neonatal nasopharyngeal S.pneumoniae colonisation and PRR agonist induced TNF-α responses Figure'59.'Neonatal'nasopharyngeal'
S.pneumoniae'colonisation'and'PRR'
agonist' induced' TNF:α' responses.'
(a)!MDP!induced!TNF4α!responses,!and!!
(b)!LPS! induced!TNF4α! responses,! (c)!
LPS/MDP! induced! TNF4α! responses.!
For!each! graph!(a)4(c)!16! infants!NPS!
+ve! for! S.pneumoniae! in! the!neonatal!
period.!NPS!!paired!with!TNF4α!data!is!
reported!as!follows:!birth!(n=15!vs.30),!
24weeks!(n=15!vs.!29),!14month!(n=16!
vs.! 31),! 24months! (n=15! vs.! 29),! 64
months!(n=15!vs.!29),!12months!(n=11!
vs.! 28).! Neonatal! NPS! +ve! for!
S.pneumoniae! (n=15)! and! 4ve! (n=33).!
The!y!axis!is!a!logarithmic!scale!of!TNF4
α!production!in!pg/ml!as!measured!in!
the! supernatants! of! in! vitro! whole!
blood!assays!following!incubation!with!
PRR!agonist!stimuli!as! indicated.!Blue!
circles! represent! back4transformed!
EMmean! responses! from! infants!with!
NPS!+ve!for!S.pneumoniae,!whilst!black!
squares! indicate! back4transformed!
EMmean! responses! from! infants!with!
NPS! 4ve! for! S.pneumoniae.! The!
whiskers! represent! the! 95%!
confidence! interval! of! the! EMmean.!
The! x! axis! indicates! the! study! time4
points.!Significant!differences!between!
responses! in! NPS! +ve! and! –ve! infants!
are! indicated! by! *.! Abbreviations:!
EMmean=estimated! marginal! mean.!
Others!as!per!figure!58!
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Neonatal nasopharyngeal S.pneumoniae colonisation and PRR agonist induced IFN-γ responses
Figure' 60.! Neonatal' nasopharyngeal'
S.pneumoniae' colonisation' and' PRR'
agonist' induced' IFN:γ' responses.! (a)!
MDP!induced!IFN4γ'responses,!and!!(b)!LPS!
induced! IFN4γ' responses,! (c)! LPS/MDP!
induced! IFN4γ' responses.! For! each! graph!
(a)4(c)! 16! infants! NPS! +ve! for!
S.pneumoniae! in!the!neonatal!period.!NPS!!
paired! with! IFN4γ' data! is! reported! as!
follows:!birth!(n=15!vs.30),!24weeks!(n=15!
vs.!29),! 14month!(n=16!vs.!31),!24months!
(n=15! vs.! 29),! 64months! (n=15! vs.! 29),!
12months! (n=11! vs.! 28).! The! y! axis! is! a!
logarithmic! scale! of! IFN4γ' production! in!
pg/ml!as!measured!in!the!supernatants!of!
in4vitro! whole! blood! assays! following!
incubation! with! PRR! agonist! stimuli! as!
indicated.! Abbreviations:! IFN4
γ=Interferon4gamma.! See! figure! 59.! for!
further! abbreviations! and! graphical!
elements.!
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8.4. Moraxella catarrhalis nasopharyngeal colonisation  

A total of 274 swabs were tested for M.catarrhalis over the course of the study, and 

85/274 swabs were positive. Although no infants were positive for M.catarrhalis at the 

birth time-point, 15% of were coloinsed by 1 month of age (see figure 56). The most 

common time-point for first acquisition of M.catarrhalis was later in the study period, 

at 6-months of age. Each child with a positive M.catarrhalis swab was usually positive 

more than once (mean no. of positive swabs per colonised infant = 2.0). The proportion 

of infants at each time-point who were currently or previously colonised with 

M.catarrhalis is shown in figure 58. The % of coloinsed infants increased with 

increasing age (8.3% at 2-weeks, 13% at 1-month, 37.8% at 2-months), to the peak at 

6-months of 72.1%. At the final time-point 64.3% of swabs were positive for 

M.catarrhalis. Almost all infants (93%) had been exposed to M.catarrhalis by the end 

of the first year of life. Indeed, only 3 infants followed-up until the final time-point had 

never been colonised with M.catarrhalis. 

At age 2-weeks, infants coloinsed with M.catarrhalis showed lower LPS and LPS/MDP 

induced TNF'α responses as compared to infants who were not colonised (see figure 

61.). This difference was not detected later in life, and indeed, those colonised with  

M.catarrhalis at 6-months of age had higher LPS/MDP induced TNF'α responses than 

those who were not currently colonised with M.catarrhalis. MDP! induced! TNF'α 

responses were comparable between infants with or without M.catarrhalis. IFN-γ 

responses to all PRR agonists did not differ between infants who were colonised for 

M.catarrhalis and those who were not.
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Figure"61."Moraxella(catarrhalis"colonisation"of"the"nasopharynx"and"whole"blood"TNFα"responses"to"PRR"agonists."Graph!(a)!depicts!LPS!induced!TNFα!responses,!and!!
(b)!depicts!LPS/MDP!induced!TNFα!responses.!"For!each!graph!(a)B(b)!Total!M.catarrhalis!NPS!+ve!vs!Bve!respectively:!birth!(n=0!vs.44),!2Bweeks!(n=4!vs.!40),!1Bmonth!(n=6!vs.!
38)(n=14!vs.!26),!6Bmonths!(n=10!vs.!30),!12months!(n=11!vs.!24).!The!y!axis!represents!the!Loge!!of!TNFα!following!PRR!agonist!stimulation,!and!the!x!axis!indicates!study!timeB
points.!White!bars!represent!responses!from!infants!with!NPS–ve!for!M.catarrhalis,!whilst!checked!bars!indicate!responses!from!infants!with!NPS!+ve!for!M.catarrhalis.!The!bar!
represents!the!mean!response,!and!the!whiskers!represent!the!standard!deviation!from!the!mean.!Significant!differences!between!responses!in!NPS!+ve!and!–ve!infants!are!indicated!

by!*.!(a)!LPS!induced!TNFα!responses,!and!!(b)!LPS/MDP!induced!TNFα!responses.!Abbreviations:!M.catarrhalis=Moraxella0catarrhalis!(Others!as!per!Figure!59) 
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Statistically significant differences were identified in PRR induced cytokine responses from 

infants colonised with M.catarrhalis in the neonatal period compared to those who were 

not (See figures 61 and 62). Differences were statistically significant at birth for TLR-4 

agonist induced TNF-α responses [Neonatal M.catarrhalis +ve vs M.catarrhalis –ve = 

148.0 (42.5-514.9) vs. 618.9 (350.4-1093.4) pg / ml)] and TLR/NOD-2 agonists induced 

TNF-α responses [Neonatal M.catarrhalis +ve vs M.catarrhalis –ve (296.8-1533.0) vs. 

1537.6 (772.8-3059.5) pg / ml)].  

TLR-4 agonist induced TNF-α responses were also lower at 2-weeks in infants colonised 

with M.catarrhalis in the neonatal period compared to those who were not [Neonatal 

M.catarrhalis +ve vs M.catarrhalis –ve = 460.4 (116.6-1817.1) vs 2841.3 (1493.7-5404.6) 

pg / ml)]. Interestingly, in the infants colonised with M.catarrhalis in the neonatal period, 

NOD-2 and TLR-4/NOD-2 induced TNF-α responses remained persistently lower than in 

infants who were not colonised with M.catarrhalis in the neonatal period. Numerous 

statistically significant differences in PRR agonist induced cytokine responses were 

identified between those colonised with M.catarrhalis in the neonatal period compared to 

those who were not (see figures 62 and 63).  
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Neonatal nasopharyngeal M.catarrhalis colonisation and PRR agonist induced TNF-α responses
Figure' 62! Neonatal'
nasopharyngeal' M.catarrhalis'
colonisation' and' PRR' agonist'
induced'TNF7α'responses.'a)!MDP!
induced!TNF4α! responses,! and! ! (b)!
LPS! induced! TNF4α! responses,! (c)!
LPS/MDP! induced! TNF4α!
responses.!For!each!graph!(a)!4!(c)!A!

total! of! 8! infants! NPS! +ve! for!

M.catarrhalis!in!the!neonatal!period.!

NPS! ! paired! with! TNF4α! data! is!
reported!as! follows:!birth!(n!=!8!vs!

38),!24weeks!(n=8!vs.!37),!14month!

(n!=! 8! vs.! 39),! 24months! (n!=! 8! vs.!

37),!64months!(n!=!7!vs.!37)!and!12!

months!(n!=!6!vs.!33).!The!y!axis!is!a!

logarithmic! scale! of! TNF4α!
production! in!pg! /!ml!as!measured!

in!the!supernatants!of!in!vitro!whole!

blood! assays! following! incubation!

with! PRR! agonist! stimuli! as!

indicated.! Black! squares! represent!

back4transformed! EMmean!

responses!from!infants!with!NPS–ve!

for! M.catarrhalis,! whilst! purple!
circles! indicate! back4transformed!
EMmean! responses! from! infants!

with!NPS!+ve!for!M.catarrhalis.!The!
whiskers! represent! the! 95%!

confidence!interval!of!the!EMmean.!

The!x!axis!indicates!the!study!time4

points.! Significant! differences!

between!responses!in!NPS!+ve!and!–

ve! infants! are! indicated! by! *.!

M.catarrhalis, =, Moraxella,
catarrhalis,! EMmean! =! estimated!
marginal!mean.!Other!abbreviations!

as!per!Figure!59. 
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After the birth time-point, cytokine responses in those infants who were colonised with 

M.catarrhalis in the neonatal period were compared, and we found the following 

differences respectively (NB/ +ve colonised versus –ve colonised). NOD-2 agonist 

induced TNF-α responses were lower at 6-months of age [286.6 (CI 146.5 – 560.6) vs. 

411.2 (235.6 – 717.0) pg / ml], whilst TLR-induced TNF-α responses remained lower 

at 2-weeks of age [460.4 (116.6 – 1817.1) vs. 2841.3 (1493.7 – 1504.6) pg / ml).  NOD-

2/TLR-4 induced TNF-α responses remained lower at 2-months [3770.6 (1370.6 – 

10373.4) vs. 10981.9 (6974.4 – 17292.0). NOD-2/TLR-4 induced IFN-γ responses 

were also lower at 2-months  [1470.0 (636.5 - 3398.2) vs. 3778.2 (1897.0 – 7525.1) pg 

/ ml]. No differences were identified (at any time point) between TLR-4 induced IFN-

γ responses in those infants who were colonised with M.catarrhalis in the neonatal 

period, versus those who were not. 
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Neonatal nasopharyngeal M.catarrhalis colonisation and PRR agonist induced IFN-γ responses
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Figure! 63! Neonatal- nasopharyngeal-
M.catarrhalis- colonisation- and- PRR-
agonist- induced- IFN7γ- responses.- (a)!
MDP! induced! IFN6γ- responses,! and! ! (b)!
LPS! induced! IFN6γ- responses,! (c)!
LPS/MDP! induced! IFN6γ- responses.- For!
each!graph!(a)6(c)!A!total!of!8!infants!NPS!
+ve! for! M.catarrhalis! in! the! neonatal!
period.! NPS! ! paired! with! IFN6γ- data! is!
reported!as! follows:!birth!(n=8!vs.38),!26
weeks!(n=8!vs.!37),!16month!(n=8!vs.!39),!
26months! (n=8! vs.! 37),! 66months! (n=17!
vs.!37)!and!12!months!(n=6!vs.!33).!!The!y!
axis! is! a! logarithmic! scale! of! IFN6γ-
production! in! pg/ml! as! measured! in! the!
supernatants! of! in! vitro! whole! blood!
assays! following! incubation! with! PRR!
agonist! stimuli! as! indicated.!
Abbreviations:! IFN6γ=Interferon6gamma.,!
for! others! see! figure! 5.! ! Other! graphical!
elements!as!described!in!figure!59.. 
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8.5. Neonatal polymicrobial nasopharyngeal colonisation  

In order to examine the hypothesis that colonisation with multiple diverse bacteria is 

associated with attenuated or indeed augmented PRR function, infants were classified 

with or without “neonatal poly-microbial nasopharyngeal colonisation (NPNC)”. 

NPNC=colonisation of the nasopharynx with 2 or more bacterial species in the neonatal 

period.  Using this definition 19/51 infants were classified with NPNC. 5 microbial 

profiles were identified and are shown as A-E according to the poly-microbial 

compositions in table 41. 

!
Microbial!profile!

!

! (A)! (B)! (C)! (D)! (E)! !

NPNC!
Time8point!

(1)$S.pneumoniae$$
(2)$S.aureus$

(1)$S.pneumoniae$
(2)$M.catarrhalis$

(1)$S.pneumoniae$
(2)$H.influenzae$

(1)$S.aureus$
(2)$M.catarrhalis$

(1)$S.pneumoniae$
(2)$S.aureus$
(3)$H.influenzae$

Total!

28weeks! n=2$ n=1$ n=0$ n=2$ n=1$ n=6$

48weeks! n=7$ n=1$ n=1$ n=3$ n=1$ n=13$

Total! n=9$ n=2$ n=1$ n=5$ n=2$ n=19%

Table&41.&Neonatal&poly0microbial&nasopharyngeal&colonisation&(NPNC):&Infants!exposed!to!2!or!more!
organisms! at! the! nasopharyngeal!mucosa! in! the! neonatal! period!were! classified! as! infants!with!NPNC.&5!
microbial! profiles! were! identified! (ABE),! according! to! the! composite! bacteria! coBcolonising! the!

nasopharyngeal! mucosa.! Abbreviations:! NPNC=neonatal! polyBmicrobial! nasopharyngeal! colonisation,!

S.aureus=Staphylococcus0 aureus,0 S.0 pneumonia=Streptococcus0 pneumonia,0 M.catarrhalis=Moraxella0
catarrhalis,0H.influenzae=Haemophilus0influenza.!

!
No infants were colonised with >2 organisms at the birth time-point, therefore all 

NPNC infants were classified either at visit 2 or visit 3 (see table 1). 6 infants were 

identified at the 2-week time-point, and 13 infants were identified at the 4-week time-

point. S.pneumoniae was the most common co-colonising organism in all but 5 NPNC 

cases. The most common combination of co-colonising organisms during the neonatal 

period were S.aureus with S.pneumoniae (n=9) followed by S.aureus with 

M.catarrhalis (n=5).  2 infants were co-colonised with 3 organisms: S.pneumoniae, 

S.aureus and H.influenzae, whilst a further 2 infants were co-colonised with 
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S.pneumoniae and M.catarrhalis. Finally, a single infant was co-colonised with 

S.pneumoniae and H.influenzae. 

Neonates may be pre-disposed to nasopharyngeal bacterial colonisation (and 

potentially subsequent infection) according to their individual innate immune 

competencies. This section describes how PRR agonist induced cytokine responses 

differ between those infants “colonised” and “not colonised” with specified bacteria in 

the neonatal period: either at visit 1 (birth), visit 2 (2-weeks) or visit 4 (1-month). TNF-

α and IFN-γ responses to NOD-2 and NOD-2/TLR-4 agonists did not differ between 

those infants “colonised” versus “not colonised” with S.aureus in the neonatal period. 

Differences were detected in PRR agonist induced TNF-α and IFN-γ responses 

according to whether infants were NPS +ve for  M.catarrhalis and/or S.pneumoniae in 

the neonatal period, and these results are reported here. 

Analysis sought to establish whether a relationship exists between neonatal poly-

microbial exposure and specific PRR induced cytokine responses. Not all the PRR 

stimuli tested in the in vitro whole blood assays play a role in the immune response to 

all 4 organisms included in the NPNC (neonatal poly-microbial nasopharyngeal 

colonisation) definition:  S.aureus, S.pneumoniae, H.influenzae, M.catarrhalis. Thus, 

this analysis focuses specifically on in vivo whole blood cytokine responses to MDP 

(NOD-2) and LPS / MDP (TLR-4 / NOD-2). Evidence suggest that NOD-2 responses 

play a role in the immune response to all 4 organisms, whilst the LPS / MDP co-

stimulation may activate the NLRP3 inflammasome, which has also been implicated in 

immune responses to all 4 organisms. 
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!
Figure'64.!Neonatal'poly3microbial'nasopharyngeal'colonisation'and'PRR'agonist'induced'TNF3α'responses.'Graph!(a)!NOD.2!agonist!induced!TNF.α!responses!(b)!TLR.4/NOD.
2!agonist!induced!TNF.α!responses.!Results!shown!are!for!18!infants!classified!as!NPNC!with!paired!TNF.a!data.!Total!NPNC!+ve!vs.!NPNC!–ve!infants!at!each!time.point:'birth!(n=17!
vs.24),!2.weeks!(n=16!vs.!27),!1.month!(n=18!vs.!27),!2.months!(n=17!vs.!25),!6.months!(n=17!vs.!25),!12months!(n=13!vs.!24).!!!The!y!axis!is!a!logarithmic!scale!of!TNF.α!production!
in!pg/ml!as!measured!in!the!supernatants!of!in!vitro!whole!blood!assays!following!incubation!with!PRR!agonist!stimuli!as!indicated.!Black!circles!indicate!back.transformed!EMmean!
TNF.α!responses!from!infants!with!NPNC.!Grey!squares!represent!back.transformed!EMmean!responses!from!infants!without!NPNC,!whilst!The!whiskers!represent!the!95%!confidence!
interval!of!the!EMmean.!The!x!axis!indicates!the!study!time.points.!Significant!differences!between!responses!in!NPNC!+ve!and!–ve!infants!are!indicated!by!*.!Abbreviations:!NPNC!=!

Neonatal!poly.microbial!nasopharyngeal!colonisation.!Other!abbreviations!as!per!figure!59!
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!
Figure'65.'Neonatal'poly3microbial'nasopharyngeal'colonisation'and'PRR'agonist'induced'IFN3γ'responses.'(a)!NOD.2!agonist!induced!IFN.γ!responses!(b)!TLR.4/NOD.2!
agonist!induced!IFN.γ!responses.!18!infants!classified!as!NPNC!with!paired!IFN.γ!data!available!for!analysis.!Total!NPNC!+ve!vs.!NPNC!–ve!infants!at!each!time.point:'birth!(n=17!
vs.24),!2.weeks!(n=16!vs.!27),!1.month!(n=18!vs.!27),!2.months!(n=17!vs.!25),!6.months!(n=17!vs.!25),!12months!(n=13!vs.!24).!The!remaining!graphical!characteristics!are!as!

described!in!Figure!59.!Abbreviations:!IFN.γ=!interferon!gamma.!All!other!abbreviations!as!per!figure!59!
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No statistically significant differences were identified in TNF-α responses following 

TLR-4/NOD-2 co-stimulation at any time point. In the following section, differences 

between cytokine responses in NPNC +ve infants versus NPNC –ve infants are 

described respectively. NOD-2 induced TNF-α responses were significantly lower at 

1-month of age [179.5 (89.5-360.3) vs. 553.4 (313.3-977.5) pg / ml], and NOD-2 

induced IFN-γ responses were lower at birth [ 51.2 (22.7 – 115.5) pg / ml] vs. 336.3 

(168.3-671.8) and at 2-weeks [210.2 (102.6-340.5) vs. 576.5 (328.98-1009) pg / ml]. 

Interestingly the trend reversed for NOD-2 induced cytokine responses by 12-months 

of age: TNF-α responses were higher in NPNC +ve infants by the end of the first year 

of life compared to NPNC –ve infants [854.1 (431.4 – 1692.6) vs. 361.4 (215.7 – 

606.1)] as were and IFN-γ responses  [2416.3 (1062.1-5497.2) vs. 801.1 (431.8-

1487.7).  

8.6. Summary of key findings 

S. pneumoniae was the most common of the 4 organisms to be detected in our 

longitudinal cohort of infants, closely followed by M. catarrhalis, then S.aureus and 

H.influenzae which was rarely identified. S.aureus colonisation peaked at 2-weeks of 

age, whilst the other organisms were generally detected later on. Almost all infants were 

colonised with S.pneumoniae and M.catarrhalis at some stage in the first year of life.   

Overall, the trend in this data showed that PRR agonist induced IFN-γ and TNF-α 

responses are lower in infants with NPS’s positive for M.catarrhalis and S.pneumoniae 

in the neonatal period. PRR induced TNF-α responses the 1-month time point were 

significantly lower in infants with NPS +ve for  S.pneumoniae at the same time-point. 

However, no differences in TNF-α responses were detected at any other age. Infants 
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with NPS +ve for M.catarrhalis at 2-weeks showed lower TNF-α responses at the same 

time-point compared to NPS –ve infants. Interestingly, this trend switched at 6-months, 

so that infants NPS +ve for M.catarrhalis displayed lower TNF-α response than their 

NPS -ve counterparts, although this was only true for the TLR-4/NOD-2 co-

stimulation.  

Numerous PRR agonist induced cytokine responses were lower in the neonatal period, 

in those infants colonised with either S.pneumoniae or M.catarrhalis. Interestingly 

those infants +ve for NPNC (neonatal poly-microbial nasopharyngeal colonisation by 

2 or more bacteria from: S.pneumoniae, M.catarrhalis, S.aureus and H.influenzae) 

showed lower NOD-2 agonist induced TNF-α and IFN-γ responses in the neonatal 

period compared to NPNC –ve infants, but subsequently, at 12-months of age these 

same NPNC +ve infants showed higher NOD-2 agonist induced TNF-α and IFN-γ 

responses the same NPNC –ve infants. 

8.7. Discussion of bacterial colonisation and PRR mediated cytokine 

responses 

The colonisation data presented in this section largely reflects the results of recent 

nasopharyngeal microbial colonisation in Gambian infants. Generally, S.aureus 

appears to be the first organism to colonise, followed by S.pneumoniae, M.catarrhalis 

and H. influenzae.The colonisation profile is likely to be affected by the vaccination 

schedule of infants in The Gambia. This may explain in part why H.influenzae levels 

are low, as the HiB vaccine has been used in The Gambia since 1997 and herd immunity 

is significant. Vaccination is also provided against S.pneumoniae, which has reduced 

incidence of invasive disease. The S.pneumoniae colonising the nasopharynx of this 
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cohort of infants at some point in the first year of life are likely to be non-vaccine 

strains.  

Infants colonised with M.catarrhalis and S.pneumoniae in the neonatal period, 

displayed lower PRR agonist induced IFN-γ and TNF-α responses compared to those 

infants who were not. Additionally, those infants with PMNC showed lower NOD-2 

mediated immune responses in the neonatal period compared to the infants without 

PMNC. Interestingly by 12-months of age, these differences had either disappeared, or 

had switched. For example, those infants with PMNC showed higher response to NOD-

2 agonists at 12-months compared to those infants without NPNC. Extensive exposure 

to PRR antigens through poly-microbial colonisation at mucosal surfaces contributing 

to maturation of innate immune responses in early life is certainly a plausible 

hypothesis, which requires further exploration. 
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CHAPTER 9. DISCUSSION 

Infants born in The Gambia are at high risk of early death from infection(250). Sub-

Saharan Africa has a disproportionately high burden of childhood deaths contributing 

to almost half of the total deaths 50 % (3·113 million) of under-5 deaths worldwide in 

2013. Infants are exposed to potentially life-threatening pathogens early in life, with 

high levels of sepsis, diarrhoea, tetanus and pneumonia still taking many newborn 

lives(1). In resource-poor settings such as The Gambia, newborn infants are exposed to 

many risks in their early lives: particularly from microbial pathogen. Bacteria colonise 

the skin and mucosal surfaces within the first days and weeks of life, yet in most cases 

their inexperienced immune systems are able to adequately protect them from 

infection(214). The mechanisms through which the infant immune system changes and 

develops over time, negotiating and responding rapidly to new microbial danger 

signals, is key to understanding how healthcare interventions can support the infant’s 

own immune defenses to help prevent and fight serious infections.  

The longitudinal design of this study allowed for a number of exciting questions to be 

answered. It was possible to gain deeper insights into the immunological journey that a 

newborn infant takes from birth to 1 year of age. In particular understanding how 

maturity of innate immune responses early in life may influence susceptibility to 

bacterial colonisation, and vice versa, how bacterial exposure may influence innate 

immunity. The knowledge gained from this in depth study can contribute to the 

development of interventions for the prevention and treatment of infection in this 

vulnerable age-group. 
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9.1. Study design, recruitment and follow-up 

Enrolment was successful largely due to an enthusiastic research team who, on a short 

time-scale, were able to inform over 100 pregnant women about the study, and identify 

more than half of these at the time of delivery in order to screen their infants. The 

success in identifying healthy women was due to the study location, which was at a 

clinic for low-risk pregnancies. Additionally, government midwives communicated 

with the study research team in order to ensure eligible infants were recruited within 

the hours of the study. Despite the frequency of study visits over a 12-month period, 

our loss-to-follow up rate for the study was acceptable. We believe again,  this success 

was due to an exemplary study team, who established good rapport with local families. 

Study mothers were able to contact a member of the study team by mobile telephone 

or drop-in to the local MRC health centre for medical advice at any time. We were able 

to provide all vaccinations in a clean, safe and organised environment, and provide 

simple medications when necessary. The MRC Unit in The Gambia is held in high 

esteem by the local population, and this strong reputation means community 

engagement with scientific research studies is high. 

9.2. Study demographics and clinical data 

9.2.1. Mother and infant demographics 

There were no unexpected findings with regard to the study mother or infant 

demographics. The absence of any HIV positive mothers in our study was reassuring, 

in a region where HIV prevalence is not well described in the literature. Although we 

did not specifically seek to recruit equal numbers of males and females, we achieved a 

good gender balance. This is important, as it has been hypothesised that sex differences 
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exist in early life immune responses. Evidence to support this hypothesis comes mainly 

from epidemiological vaccine studies(251) (252), and the mechanisms for these sex-

differential effects remain to be fully elucidated: both sex hormones and X-linked 

immune response genes(253) have been implicated.   

9.2.2. Growth and nutrition 

The relationship between nutrition and immunity is complex, but the fact that poor 

nutrition can have a detrimental effect on immunity is well-evidenced(254). In order to 

reduce bias in our study, we sought to include healthy infants without significant growth 

defects or nutritional deficiencies. We were careful to select infants who were well 

nourished antenatally with no IUGR (intra-uterine growth restriction) as far as was 

possible through limitations on inclusion criteria according to birth weight and 

estimated gestational age. Our biochemical results indicate that whilst albumin levels 

(as a gross indicator of nutritional status) were reassuring, more specific measures of 

micronutrients such as 25[OH]D revealed the presence of widespread nutritional 

insufficiency.  

The importance of 25[OH]D within the context of immune health is discussed later. 

The majority of infants maintained healthy weight-for-height  Z-scores throughout the 

study. All field workers were trained in providing nutritional advice and were 

supportive with breastfeeding. One senior field worker had previously worked as a full-

time nutritional support worker for an aid agency. We believe that these skills in our 

study team resulted in a good level of nutrition in all our infants, without the need for 

any nutritional supplements beyond vitamins, iron and a healthy diet.  
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9.2.3. Infant morbidity 

There was only one episode of septicaemia in our study, and no other episodes of 

serious illness. Conditions such as pneumonia, skin infections, viral illnesses and 

anaemia were managed well with no serious adverse events and no need for 

hospitalisation, indicating that these were mild clinical conditions. Unexpectedly, 

hypothermia was incredibly high in this newborn infant cohort. In view of this finding 

special training was conducted within the study but also incorporated into the annual 

midwifery training course that our department now provides in The Gambia. However, 

it is unlikely that the high incidence of hypothermia will have influenced the 

immunological results of the study.  

Consideration has been given to clinical morbidity in the context of the immune 

responses we measured. No blood was taken from any infant with signs or symptoms 

of infection, reported or recorded fever, who had been prescribed antibiotics within the 

preceding 48-hours, or who were deemed acutely unwell by the study nurse or clinician. 

Infants with symptoms of upper respiratory tract infection, or other mild viral 

symptoms were still bled at the planned time-point and could have marginally affected 

responses.  

9.2.4. Vaccinations 

All infants received their full EPI schedule within the planned time-frame. No infants 

received any vaccine within 1 week prior to blood sampling, which is important when 

interpreting our immune response data. Despite minor delays in some infants receiving 

the RV and PCV-13 vaccine, we still provided a good standard of care compared to that 

received by the general population. Recent data suggests that although good vaccine 
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coverage is achieved in Gambian children, an unacceptable proportion of infants are 

subject to delayed vaccination. This is partly attributed to the failure of parents to attend 

for vaccination in a timely manner(244). In our study, parents were actively encouraged 

to attend for vaccination and thus avoided this issue. Consideration must be given to 

vaccination histories when analysing and interpreting immunological responses from 

different individuals and populations. Thus, having had control over the homogeneity 

of infant vaccination in the study cohort is a strength of this study. It is important to 

note that the EPI schedule in The Gambia differs from vaccination schedules in 

developed countries. Most importantly, all our infants received BCG, HBV and OPV 

at birth which may influence their immune trajectories over the first year of life(255).  

9.3. Age related PRR agonist induced cytokine responses 

The secreted cytokine results for infants in the first year of life in this data are generally 

in keeping with similar work previously published by our group and others(89,91). The 

main finding from the secreted cytokine data was that PRR agonist induced secreted 

TNF-α and IFNγ responses were much lower at birth than at later time-point, which 

complements findings in other infant cohorts. This study is the first to report on TLR 

induced IL-2, IL-4 and IL-8 production in Gambian infants, and found minimal 

variation in responses over the first year of life. NOD-2 responses followed similar 

trends to the TLR4 responses, showing lower level responses at birth than later in life. 

This is in contradiction to the only previous published study on infant ontogeny of NLR 

responses, from a Papua New Guinean group. Our data will be the first to report on 

NLR responses in African infants, and the first to report that NLR responses are age-

dependent in early life. In addition, the finding that TLR/NLR agonists induce 
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synergistic pro-inflammatory responses in young infants, is novel and may have 

translational benefits as described later.  

The mechanisms for what influences this age-dependent maturation remain elusive, but  

different factors have been implicated including specific epigenetic changes to immune 

cells in early life(256). The process of DNA methylation may indeed be influenced by 

a number of factors that show strong associations with immune development, such as 

vaccines and nutrition(206)(257). Interestingly leukocyte methylation has been linked 

with nutritional factors(257) and BCG has been shown to induce non-specific 

heterologous protective effects from infection through NOD-2 dependent epigenetic 

reprogramming of monocytes(206). Is it therefore possible that the observed changes 

in innate immune functioning in early life is due epigenetic changes on immune cells? 

Could immune detection of innate immune antigens at the mucosal surfaces, by pattern 

recognition receptors on local and systemic immune cells, contribute to their epigenetic 

reprogramming and subsequent environmentally specific immune development? Could 

this process be specifically NOD dependent? Our study certainly provides supportive 

data for these hypotheses, which require further exploration.  

9.4. Haematological indices and PRR agonist induced cytokine 

responses   

The haematological patterns we describe are in keeping with the paediatric ranges proposed 

for healthy African infants in the MRC-Gambia based on a study from 2009(245). 

Interestingly, WBC was negatively associated with PRR induced TNF-α and IFN-γ 

responses, whilst lymphocyte count was consistently positively associated with TNF-α 

and IFN-γ responses. As WCC decreases and lymphocyte count increases with age in 
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the first year of life, these factors could be confounders to those cytokine results that 

appear to increase with age. This is however unlikely, given that  other cytokine 

responses from the same in vitro assays on the same individuals have no age-dependent 

differences. This finding therefore indicates that cell counts are not the predominant 

contributory factor. Further multivariate analysis could explore the possibility that 

leukocyte numbers are differentially responsible for differences in certain cytokine 

levels. This warrants future complex laboratory and statistical work, which is beyond 

the scope of this thesis. 

9.5. Age related PRR agonist induced AMP responses 

PRR agonist induced antimicrobial peptide responses differed significantly by subject 

age: with lower responses at birth compared to 12-months of age. These results are in 

keeping with the published literature on impaired antimicrobial peptide function in 

newborn infants. Whether this functional difference has any significant clinical impact 

would require large scale observational studies. Circulating and intracellular levels of 

APPs are relatively low in early life, especially in those born preterm or with LBW, 

potentially contributing to susceptibility to infection. There are several rationales for 

the potential clinical utility of APPs in the prevention and treatment of infections in 

infants: (a) APPs may be most helpful in those with reduced levels; (b) during sepsis 

microbial products signal via PRRs causing potentially harmful inflammation which 

APPs may counteract; and (c) in the era of antibiotic resistance, development of new 

anti-infective strategies is essential. 
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9.6. Vitamin D, AMP responses and immunity 

Our finding of widespread 25[OH]D deficiency is likely to be in keeping with the 

general population of a developing country. Indeed, previous unpublished data from 

our group on pregnant mothers in The Gambia provided a similar prevalence of 

deficiency 16% <25 nmol / L and a concerning proportion of insufficiency at 44 %  <50 

nmol / L (personal communication). However, we have discovered much higher levels 

of insufficiency and deficiency in our paediatric cohort than previously published data 

indicates(148).  

The finding of high correlation between  25[OH]D and LL-37 levels was interesting, 

and in keeping with published data from adults(143). Most of the infants included in 

this analysis had insufficient but not deficient 25[OH]D levels, and therefore it was not 

possible to assess the relationship between 25[OH]D deficiency and LL-37 responses. 

This relationship may be more clinically relevant, as 25[OH]D deficiency has been 

implicated in impaired immune responses, and specifically in attenuated LL-37 

responses in infants(145).  

9.7. PRR agonist inducd transcriptional responses 

Transcriptional pathway responses were significantly affected by age, and differed 

between stimuli. At birth, the infants whole blood transcriptional response within the 

TLR and NLR pathways was generally of a lower magnitude than at 2-weeks of 12-

months of age. It was interesting that at 2-weeks there were no statistically significant 

differences in transcriptional responses as compared to at 12-months, suggesting that 

intracellular signalling pathways have broadly matured by this age.   
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Of particular interest was the comparatively high upregulation of NLRP3 at birth 

compared to at 2-weeks of 12-months of age. NLRP3 may be a particularly important 

molecule in promoting pro-inflammatory responses at birth, and one that is only 

activated when the required magnitude and combination of danger signals are present.  

Thus NLRP3, and inflammasome assembly and activation may be viable targets for 

vaccine adjuvants for use in newborns. Indeed our data indicates that TLR/NLR co-

stimulation warrants further investigation as a potential target for vaccine 

adjuvants(100,103,109,258,259). 

9.8. Bacterial colonisation and PRR mediated cytokine responses 

Bacterial colonisation of the nasopharyngeal mucosa in the first year of life is common, 

and occurs early in the neonatal period in many infants. A significant proportion of 

infants are exposed to a diversity of bacteria in the neonatal period. Our data suggests 

that PRR function has a role to play in the process of nasopharyngeal bacterial 

colonisation in Gambian infants, particularly during the neonatal period. Overall, the 

trend in this data showed that PRR agonist induced IFN-γ and TNF-α responses are 

lower in infants colonised with M.catarrhalis and S.pneumoniae in the neonatal period. 

This indicates that lower innate immune responses may predispose infants to 

nasopharyngeal bacterial colonisation. Although we are dealing with small actual 

numbers of colonised infants in real terms, the innate immune responses that we are 

testing are highly specific to the colonising bacteria under study, and thus the results 

should be considered meaningful.  

Infants were categorised with “neonatal poly-microbial nasopharyngeal colonisation 

(NPNC)” when colonised with 2 or more different bacteria species in the neonatal 

period. This is a qualitative method for determining infants with high levels of innate 
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immune system stimulation in the neonatal period. Many alternative definitions of poly-

microbial colonisation or high level immune system stimulation at the nasopharyngeal 

mucosa could have been used. However, the finding that infants with this definition of 

NPNC subsequently showing higher NOD-2 mediated immune responses at 12-months 

of age compared to other infants is an interesting one. Especially in view of the fact that 

in the initial neonatal period, these same poly-microbially colonised infants had lower 

NOD-2 mediated immune responses compared to the other infants. This finding is 

certainly hypothesis generating: does extensive exposure to PRR antigens through 

poly-microbial colonisation at mucosal surfaces contribute to maturation of innate 

immune responses in early life? Evidence is emerging regarding the effect of diversity  

and stability of the infant upper airway microbiome on immunity to infection. Recent 

data implies that a more stable respiratory microbiome, without frequent changes in 

diversity is associated with fewer respiratory tract infections. Interestingly colonisation 

with M.catarrhalis in early infancy was specifically associated with microbiome 

stability in this study(221).  

9.9. Conclusions 

(1) TLR and NLR agonist induced cytokine responses are age-dependent with 

diminished immuno-stimulatory and pro-inflammatory responses in the neonatal 

period compared to at 1 year of age 

(2) Secreted antimicrobial peptide levels in response to TLR4 and NOD2 stimulation 

are diminished at birth compared to at 1 year of age 
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(3) Total white blood cell counts were negatively correlated with TNF-α and IFN-γ  

responses to some agonists, whilst lymphocyte counts were positively correlated with 

TNF-α and IFN-γ  responses 

(4) PRR agonist induced and secreted antimicrobial peptide levels correlate with serum 

vitamin D levels at birth 

(5) PRR agonist induced mRNA expression levels of specific intracellular signalling 

proteins are diminished at birth compared to at 1 year of age 

(6) The presence or absence of specific and/diverse neonatal bacterial colonisation of 

the nasopharyngeal mucosa are associated with differences in some innate immune 

responses 

(7) Diverse bacterial colonisation of the nasopharyngeal mucosa in the neonatal period 

is associated with higher secreted cytokine responses to some PRR agonists at 12-

months of age 

9.10. Weaknesses of the study 

This study successfully fulfilled the aim to undertake a detailed evaluation of innate 

immune responses to pattern recognition receptor agonists during infancy. The study’s 

success was in spite of the many challenges that are perhaps inevitable when conducting 

immunological research in resource-limited settings. However, time was a significant 

limiting factor for this study, and one of the weaknesses was that we were unable to 

follow this cohort past the final 12-month study time-point and into childhood. 

Differences in innate immune responses have been seen into early childhood(227), and 

it would have been interesting to consider this possibility in our cohort. 
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Limited research has been completed addressing the role of systemic immunity in 

bacterial colonisation and even less exploring whether bacterial colonisation influences 

systemic immunity. The microbiota of the nasopharynx and respiratory tract are also 

understudied within the wider context of the microbiome, which was indeed a strong 

contributing factor for choosing to study bacterial colonisation of the nasopharynx 

rather than at other mucosal surfaces. Increasing evidence is emerging of the 

importance of the respiratory tract microbiome on immunity(260), and our study 

supports this.  Our study would have been strengthened by having concurrent data on 

intestinal colonisation, through the collection of stool samples and also skin swabs to 

help clarify whether the bacteria detected on our nasopharyngeal swabs are anatomical 

site-specific. In the same vein, it would be interesting to have gained more insight into 

local nasopharyngeal immune responses, but obtaining the required samples for this is 

more technically challenging. Another weakness of this study was the lack of advanced 

molecular methods, which can be expensive and time-consuming but are becoming 

increasingly accessible. The possibities with regards to molecular based surveys are 

discussed in the relevant sections below. 

Finally, our study was limited by the small number of infants recruited. Although the 

sample size met with the requirement to answer our primary hypothesis, larger study 

numbers would have allowed for more detailed subanalyses. This would have been of 

particular benefit for the microbiological aspects of the study, as large numbers of 

positively colonised infants would allow further stratification into groups according to 

how rapidly colonising organisms are cleared from the nasopharynx, as well as 

according to infectious disease outcomes. This would give further insight into the role 

of innate immune pathways in protecting the host from invasive disease from microbes 
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colonising the nasopharynx. Indeed, there is already experimental evidence that 

mucosal clearance of bacteria requires pattern recognition receptor signalling(194) 

9.11.  Future work 

Based on our findings in this study, and on current evidence, there is a great need for 

further research in the area of innate immunity in infancy. With regard to the specific 

data collected within this study, there is much potential. In view of the complex nature 

of this dataset, the analyses presented here did not take account of the time-varying 

nature of some significant variables. Future work will involve testing the interaction 

effect between the time-varying continuous variables such as the haematological 

indices: this type of analyses requires a different methodology, “transition models”. 

This type of complex statistical work was beyond the scope of this thesis, but will be 

completed with the support of statistician colleagues.  

There is great potential in utilising our finding that TLR/NLR co-stimulation 

synergistically boosts pro-inflammatory immune responses in infants, for example in 

developing combined TLR/NLR vaccine adjuvants to improve the efficacy of infant 

vaccines(261,262). Also, early microbial colonisation may be associated with an 

augmentation of pro-inflammatory PRR responses later in life. Animal studies have 

shown that the delivery of PRR agonists to mucosal surfaces can have a beneficial effect 

on mucosal clearance of pathogen(263) as well as on non-specific systemic immune 

responses to infectious diseases, such as pneumonia. Robust evidence is required to 

prove or disprove the existence of the phenomenon of “trained immunity” in humans 

in early life. If so, this could provide many exciting research opportunities such as the 

mucosal delivery of synthetic PRR agonists to infants at risk of infection. 
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Clinical trials of APPs have shown significant clinical benefit in the paediatric age 

group(130,264), lending support to the hypothesis that APPs, either induced 

endogenously or as exogenously administered congeners, may help prevent and treat 

infections in highly susceptible infants in early life: particularly premature or VLBW 

infants. Future strategies should identify and develop APPs with potential for 

prevention and treatment of the most devastating diseases: BSI, pneumonia, CNS 

infection, diarrhoeal disease and NEC. In the era of antibiotic resistance individual 

APPs, combinations of APPs, or agents that induce their expression (e.g. TLR 

agonists), may serve as novel alternatives antibiotics. It has been proposed that bacterial 

resistance to APPs is much less likely to evolve than to conventional antibiotics, owing 

to their broad, non-specific antibacterial mechanism of action(265).  

In addition to further analysis of this dataset, there are further hypotheses that could be 

tested with the stored samples under the current ethical permissions. For example, we 

sought permission from parents to store testing of nasopharyngeal swabs for further 

organisms.  Molecular diagnostics could be engaged to sequence the bacteria already 

isolated, and indeed to test the stored nasopharyngeal swabs for other organisms. It 

would be interesting to then correlate this data with our well characterised immune 

responses.  

In this study, a measured decision was made to exclude “special cases” such as 

premature infants or low birth weight infants, due to this introducing another level of 

complexity. However, having established the methodology, and identified some 

interesting results in healthy term infants, a similar study of premature, low birth weight 

infants, or indeed septic infants is indicated. Evidence suggests that pattern recognition 

receptor functioning is further decreased in these groups of infants(23,184,266).
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3. Consent form 

!

 
SCC:                   

 

Version 2.0 Date 8th April 2013 
                                                                                   

CONSENT FORM  

Study Title: The innate immunity in Gambian infants study 

Subject’s name:                  

Subject’s study number:                                                                                

I,           
 Printed name of parent/guardian (Delete as appropriate)  

 have read the written information OR 
 have had the information explained to me by study personnel in a language that I 

understand and 

• confirm that my choice to let my baby participate is entirely voluntarily, 
• confirm that I have had the opportunity to ask questions about this study and I am 

satisfied with the answers and explanations that have been provided, 
• understand that I grant access to information about my baby to authorised persons and 

that this information will remain confidential, 
• have received time to consider to let my baby take part in this study.  
Tick as appropriate 

I agree to let my baby take part in this study Yes  No  
I agree to allow further approved research on my baby’s samples 
as described in the information sheet  

Yes  No  

 
Participant’s 

parent/guardian 
signature or thumb 
print* 

  

     

  Date DD MM YY Time: HH MM 

Name of impartial 
witness* 

        

 

Signature of 
witness* 

        

      

  Date DD MM YY Time: HH MM 

Name of person 
taking consent 

        

 
        

Signature of person 
taking consent 

        

        

  Date DD MM YY Time:  HH MM 

* Only required if the participant is unable to read or write 
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4. Participant information sheet 

!

!

 
SCC: 1330                 

 
 

Version 5.0 Date 17th January 2014 
  

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET 

Study Title: The ontogeny of innate immunity in Gambian infants  

Subject’s name:                  

Subject’s study number:                                                                       

You are invited to let your child take part in a research study. Before you decide you need to 
understand why the research study is being done and what it will involve. Please take time to read the 
following information or get the information explained to you in your language. Listen carefully and 
feel free to ask if there is anything that is not clear or you do not understand. You may also wish to 
consult your spouse, family member, friends or others before deciding to let your baby take part in the 
study. 

If you decide to join the study, you will need to sign or put a thumbprint on a consent form saying you 
agree for your child to be in the study.  

Why is this study being done?   
Around 1 million babies around the world still die every year from infections. If we 
wish to design new treatments and vaccines to change this situation, we need to 
understand how babies’ fight infection. The body has a complex network of cells that 
fight infection called the “immune system”. We think the immune system strengthens 
over the first year of life, and that the way a baby’s immune system responds to 
infections can be affected by many things e.g. what a baby eats and drinks, and what a 
baby is surrounded by. We will look at the effect of vitamin D, which babies get from 
the sunshine and from certain foods. We predict that high levels of vitamin D allow 
babies’ immune systems to respond well to infections. We will also look at the effect of 
bugs that live within the nose of healthy babies. A baby’s immune system may detect 
the presence of these bugs and prepare a response. Later, if the baby becomes unwell 
with an infection, such as when a bug has entered the bloodstream, the immune system 
may be stronger, and better able to fight the infection. The results of this study will be 
made available to your community. 
 
What does this study involve? 
A total of 50 babies will be enrolled for 12 months. If you agree to be involved in the 
study we will ask you some basic health details about you and your baby. If you are not 
aware of your HIV status, we need you to take a blood test to check this. Before we do 
the test, it will be fully explained to you. If you do not want to do an HIV test, we will 
not force you to take a test. If you do take the test, you will be told the result and given 
advice about the meaning of it. If you are found to be HIV infected, your baby will not 
be able to continue in the study. You will be referred to a government approved clinic 
for treatment, and your baby will also be tested for the infection. 
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SCC: 1330                 

 

Version 5.0 Date 17h January 2014 
 

If you are able to take part in the study, we will provide you with appointments at 
Sukuta Health Centre during the study. With your permission, at birth we will take a 
nose swab from your baby and a blood sample from the cord. We will then take a nose 
swab and a blood sample from your baby at 2-weeks, 1 month, 2 months, 6 months and 
1 year of age. The nose swab is gently passed through the nostril and quickly rotated 
and removed. The volume of blood taken is very small: just a teaspoon of blood per 
sample is required. If the investigator discovers your baby is sick and decides that 
he/she cannot participate in the study because of that, he/she will receive immediate 
care at the study site and then be referred to the appropriate health facility. If the 
research study needs to be stopped, you will be informed and your child will have 
normal medical care. 
 
What will happen to the samples taken in this study? 
In our laboratory at the MRC, we will look at how your baby’s blood fights infection, 
and at the nose swab for bugs that can cause disease. If there are samples left over after 
the initial tests, we would like to store them in the freezer so we can look at other 
factors that may turn out to be important as a result of ongoing research. Part of the 
samples may be sent outside of The Gambia for tests that cannot be done here.  
 
What harm or discomfort can you expect in the study? 
Collecting blood, and taking a nose swab require your baby to remain still, and may 
cause a little temporary discomfort. Both are safe procedures, which will not cause 
harm to your baby. The body will replace the blood collected within a few hours.  
 
What benefits can you expect in the study?  
At the study visits you will have the opportunity to discuss any concerns about your 
baby’s health. We hope that what we find out in this study will help to stop babies in 
The Gambia and other parts of the world from becoming sick in the future. 
 
Will you be compensated for participating in the study? 
You will not get paid for participation of your child in the study, but you will get either 
transport by MRC or get the costs for the transport reimbursed. 
 
What happens if you refuse to participate in the study or change your mind later? 
It is up to you whether you take part. You have the right to stop participating at anytime 
without giving a reason. This will not affect the standard medical care that your baby 
would normally receive. In case you decide to withdraw from the study we will not 
work on your baby’s samples without your permission, but any information already 
generated from the samples will be kept. 
 
How will your baby’s information be kept and who will be allowed to see it? 
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SCC: 1330                 

 

Version 5.0 Date 17h January 2014 
 

All information that is collected about your baby in the course of the study will be kept 
strictly confidential. Your baby’s personal information will only be available to the 
study team members and might be seen by some rightful persons from the Ethics 
Committee, Government authorities and sponsor. 
 
Who should you contact if you have questions? 
Please feel free to ask any question you might have about the research study. If you 
have any queries or concerns you can contact Dr Anna Battersby on [3701516], or Dr 
Ed Clarke on [7039732], and you can always call the study staff. We will give you their 
telephone numbers on a card for you to keep. If you are unable to attend the clinic on 
the designated times then please call us and we will try and arrange for blood to be 
collected at an alternative time. 
 

Who has reviewed this study? 
This study has been reviewed by a panel of scientists at the Medical Research Council 
and the Gambia Government/MRC Joint Ethics Committee, which consists of scientists 
and lay persons to protect your rights and wellbeing, gave permission for it to take 
place. It has also been reviewed by the Imperial College Research Ethics Committee 
(ICREC) in the UK.  
 
Your rights: If you or your child gets sick during the study period, you can go to the clinic where 
study staff are providing care, and be examined and treated for free. You are free to leave the study at 
any time you wish, which will not affect your access to normal medical care.  

 

This study is funded by the Wellcome Trust. 

 

If you are willing to help us with this study, please sign the consent form. 

 

Thank you very much from the TiiiGi Team. 
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5. Example of case report from (Visit 1) 

!

 

 

 

 

 
SCC: 1330                 

                               

Version 4.0  3rd March 2014 
1 
 
 

TiiiGi Study screening record 
T I___I___I___I (To be documented if infant is eligible for enrolment after completing form) 

Study mother demographic Information 
 
Sensitisation 
number: 
 

I___I ___I ___I___I___I___I___I 
 

 
Today’s
Date: 

 
 
I___I ___I / I___I___I/ I___I___I 

 
 
 
Full Name: 

 
  

DAY          MONTH      YEAR 
 

 Last First  
 
 
Husband/Partner’s 
Name:  
 Last First  
 
 
Compound name:   
   
 
 
 
Compound head’s 
name:     
 Last First  
 
 
 
Address/Directions
: 

 
 
 

  
 
 

  
 
 

  
 
 

  
 
 

  
 
 

 
Phone number: 

 
Alternate Phone 
number:  
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Mother’s Birth 
Date: I___I ___I / I___I___I/ I___I___I 

     
 
Marital Status:    

 
DAY          MONTH      YEAR 
   

 
Does maternal age (<18 years) exclude her from the study? 
 

 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 
If yes, stop screening process and 
record individuals details in the 
screening log, with reason for 
exclusion 

 

 

Study mother medical information 
  

(Tick yes or no) 
 

If no give details: 

 
Healthy pregnancy? 
 

 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

 
Normal vaginal delivery? 
 

 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

 
Apyrexial during labour? 
 

 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

   

HIV status documented? SO (negative): 
 

     I___I  

 S1 (HIV1+ve): 
 

     I___I 

 S2 (HIV2 +ve):      I___I 

 
Consent obtained for HIV test and blood sent to MRC (yellow serum 
tube x1) 
 
ALL MOTHERS SHOULD UNDERTAKE A HIV TEST 
 

 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 
If no, stop screening process and 
record individuals details in the 
screening log, with reason for 
exclusion 

 

Gravida 
 
I___I___I 

 
Living children 

 
I___I___I 

Parity 
 
I___I___I 

Current 
medication: 

 

Last menstrual 
period (LMP) 

 
 
I___I ___I / I___I___I/ I___I___I 

 
Last recorded 
fundal height: 

 
 
I___I___I . I___I cm 

 
DAY          MONTH      YEAR 
 

Date recorded:  
I___I ___I / I___I___I/ I___I___I 

 
  DAY          MONTH      YEAR 

 
 
  

(Tick yes or no) 
 

If yes give details: 

 
Maternal antibiotics in labour? 

 
Yes I___I No I___I 
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Study infant demographic information 
 

Name:   Gender (M/F): I___I 

Birth date: I___I ___I / I___I___I/ I___I___I  Ethnicity: African I___I  

Gestation (as 
defined by  time 
since LMP): 

DAY          MONTH      YEAR 
 
 
Weeks I___I ___I Days I___I ___I   Other I___I specify: 

Gestation (as 
defined by fundal 
height) 

 
Weeks I___I ___I   Mother’s tribe: Mandinka I___I wolof I___I Jola I___I  

Time of birth (24h): I___I ___I : I___I___I   Fula I___I Serahule I___I Manjago I___I 

Birth weight (gms): I___I___ I___I___I  
 
Other I___I specify 

Infant welfare card 
number (if known): 

 
 
I___I___ I___I-I___I___I___I___I-I___I___I 
  

 
Does gestation (<37weeks) or birth weight (<2.5kg) exclude the 
infant from the study? 
 
NB/ Gestation as defined by time since last menstrual period OR 
fundal height  

 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 
If yes, stop screening process and record 
individuals details in the screening log, 
with reason for exclusion 

Study infant anthropometry 

Weight at 
recruitment (gms): 

 
 
I___I___ I___I___I 

 
Length (cm): 

 
 
I___I___I . I___I 

Head 
circumference 
(cm): 

 
 
 
I___I___I . I___I 

  

Study infant vital signs 

Respiratory rate 
(breaths per 
minute) I___I___I___I 

 
Heart rate 
(beats per 
minute) 

 
 
 
I___I___I___I 

Oxygen 
saturations  (%): 

 
 
I___I___I___I 

 
Temperature 
(oC) 

 
 
I___I___I . I___I 

 
If the vital signs are abnormal the infant should be reviewed by the study clinician 
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Study infant examination 

 

 
Normal? 

 (Tick yes or no) 
 

If no give details: 

 
Overall appearance 
Colour (e.g. pale/plethoric/jaundice), activity, 
posture. 
 

 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

 
Head 
Fontanelles, symmetry of head/facial features, 
ears, neck, nose, mouth, palate.  
 

 
 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

 
Eyes 
Check bilateral red reflexes. 
 

 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

 
Symmetry  
Check neck/clavicles with limbs, hands, feet and 
digits for proportion. 
 

 
 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

 
Heart 
Check pulse rhythm. 
 

 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

 
Lungs 
Check respiratory effort . 
 

 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

 
Abdomen 
Check shape and examine umbilical cord. 
 

 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

 
Hips  
Check symmetry of limbs/skin folds, stability 
(Barlow/Ortolani’s manoeuvres). 
 

 
 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

 
Gentialia/Anus 
Check anus for patency. Check genitalia for form 
and confirm presence of both testicles (in boys). 
Confirm elimination of urine  and meconium. 
 

 
 
 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

 
Spine 
Inspect/palpate. Look specifically at lumbosacral 
spine for sacral dimple or any tuft of hair. 
 

 
 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

 
Skin 
Note colour/texture and presence of birthmarks or 
rashes. 
 

 
 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

 
CNS  
Observe tone, behaviour, movements, posture; 
note the sound of baby’s cry. Elicit newborn 
reflexes such as grasp, stepping and moro 

 
 
 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 
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Eligibility assessment 
 
In order to be eligible for inclusion in the study, the mother and infant must meet all the inclusion criteria and 
none of the exclusion criteria. 
 
 

Inclusion criteria 
 

Inclusion criteria met? 
 

(Tick yes or no) 
 

1. 

 
Written informed consent obtained from the infant’s 
mother?  
 

 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 

2. 
 
Maternal age over 18 years? 
 

 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 

3. 
 
>37/40 gestation? 
 

 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 

4. 
 
Singleton? 
 

 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 

5. 

 
Birth weight >2.5kg? 
 

 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 
 

6. 
 
Mother has given consent for a HIV test? 
 

 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 

7. 

 
Ability to comply with the study procedures as 
judged by a member of the research team? 
 

 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 

 
 

  

 Exclusion criteria 
met? 

(Tick yes or no) 
 

If yes give details: 

 
Significant congenital abnormalities?  
 

 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 

 

 
Symptoms or signs of significant illness or 
infection (Fever, hypothermia, poor feeding, 
floppiness, hypoglycaemia)? 
 

 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

 
Any other condition or situation meaning that 
participation would not be in the best interests of 
the infants 
 

 
 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 

 

 
Do any of the vital signs or examination findings exclude the 
infant from the study according to the criteria above? 
 

 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 
If yes, stop screening process and record 
individuals details in the screening log, 
with reason for exclusion 
If in doubt discuss findings with study 
clinician 
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Exclusion criteria 
 

Exclusion criteria met? 
 

(Tick yes or no) 
 

1. 
 
Significant congenital abnormalities?  

 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 

2. 

 
Symptoms or signs of significant illness or infection 
(Fever, hypothermia, poor feeding, floppy, 
hypoglycaemia)? 
 

 
 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 

3. 

 
Planning to move outside the study area (preventing 
follow-up visits) during the 12 months of study 
participation? 
 

 
 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 

4. 

 
Enrollment in other studies requiring blood 
sampling? 
 

 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 

5. 

 
Any other condition or situation meaning that 
participation would not be in the best interests of the 
infants? 
 

 
 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 

6. 

 
Any reason that would prevent the study endpoints 
being assessed in the infant effectively as judged by 
the investigator? 
 

 
 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 

 

 

Enrolment date: I___I ___I / I___I___I/ I___I___I 
 
 
Subject ID: 

DAY          MONTH      YEAR 
 
T I___I ___ I___I 
 

  
Individual confirming outcome of screening and allocating study ID 
 
Name:     
 Last First  
 
 
Signature:     
 
 

 
Is the subject eligible for enrolment? 
 

 
 
Yes I___I No I___I 
 
If yes, proceed to subject number 
allocation 
 
If no, discard the cord blood sample and 
record individuals details in the screening 
log, with reason for exclusion 
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